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11 •••• 
Full report of the ECTS • Nintendo's covert colour handheld • 
More graphics cards arrive • Nintendo 64 prepares for launch 

IS RlllUiBW 
As netwo~ options become integrated ".,.;th all modem software, 
Edge looks at the main contenders for providing O41line gaming 

IB , ... ,,,, B66BU 
Games developers are all so obsessed v.ith graphicals they 
don', cater for the massmarket, says Chris Crawford 

I!I ""fII8 

BD 

This month in the hall of fame - Adeline boss. He deric Raynal, 
Warp d1ief, Kenji Eno, and 8'ilphics supremo, Jim Bowers 

an ••• ".,. w/lII 
Dave Peny. founder of Shiny Entertainment, spills the beans 
about lNindows, the PC, and the future of videogaming 

1,t:'1U/8W 
As 3D accelerators confirm their place in the graphics market, 
Apple tries to stop the PC rot.,....;th QudOfOW 3D RAVE 

HI! "r.8cr88n 
Nights, Maria 64 and Crash Bandicoot - the next WiNe in 
videogaming. or just demative 16~t games, with flash visuals? 

:i4 BBCIl iSSUBS 

1111 1"'80r88n 
After .....nat seems like months of ladIustre releases, the PS has 
something to be pfOud of - Resident Evil and Tekken 2 

l:i mllll'm80/8 
In a new section, Edge Pfovides an eclectic mix of alllhings 
encompassed by the term 'interactive entertainment' 

Ill! .r"'.U/8W 

114 

Bl 

upcom releases Star Gladiators, a bud~t, PlayStation-based 
rIVal to Sega's Virtuo Fighter 2. Plus, a selection of shoot 'em ups 

,./r.U/BW 
CBS's ColecoVision was heralded as the first arcade-perfect 
videogames console, but time hasn't been kind to the machine 

CBlUlcw 
Another se~n of state-of-the-;nt romputer~erated imagef}', 
indudlng Toy Story, Panzer Dragoon lwel and Wipeout 2097 

IDB LIIUllr6 

114 R8Ht monrn 

44 Inlt:racllut: magIc 
Under the guidance of Wild Bill' Stealey, Interactive Magic has 
become the epitome of strategy games and sims. But now the 
company is taking 3D under its wing 

:iD Company focus 
A few years ago, A1iaslWavelront was unheard of in mainstream 
CGI. But thanks to a little help from Silicon Graphic;, the 
company is becoming the leading light in 3D rendering 

:is Psygnosls 
Psygnosis is a company that leamed the videogame business the 
hard way - through a handful 01 technically brilliant, but flawed 
titles. Now, though, the Wipeout creators are on lop of the world 



; Full report from the Spring ECTS/ page 6 · Nintendo confirms rumours over a 32bit colour hand held 
~ console/ page 9 • A new 3D graphics accelerator card emerges, hailed as 'the best one yet'/page 10 • 
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Ttle latest Hews From Wc worlO of InterafJUue entertainment 

EUS losing vital ECTS 

Europe's largest 
trade event is 
shunned by key 
players and reveals 
fewexclusives 

spri ng in its step? 

Once again Sony commanded a huge presence at the Spring ECTS. One 
game was, however, • little too big for even Olympia to contain (right) 

III olitely termed. 'd bit disappointing' 
by one industry pundIt. this year's 
Spring EeTS. which look place 

between May 13 and 1 S at London's 
Olympia exhibiTion centre. may well be the 
lasl. Although some interesting products 
were on show. the closure will nOI come as a 
great surprise 10 many attendees. 

In Terms of dnrachng quality exhibitors, 
the event no doubt suffered due to its 
proximiI)' 10 El - a very likely key factor in 
software companies' decision to ShUT up 
shop and concentrate on the Autumn event. 
Many developers were obviously ~ving their 
newest sluff for America. with several top 
names slaying away entirely. Olhers chose 10 

ECTS TV (above left). whkh televised Interviews with indusby pundits. 
proved 11 aowd draw. as did Gem's tacky fashion show (above right) 

shun the main exhibition building and -+ 

96 



Nlchlmen Gr.phlcs h.d • r.ther sm.1I .nd scruffy stall where its 
showed. beat 'em up demo runnlna'cross the PS, Satum .nd N64 

Sega turns 
to Sony 
A company partially owned 
by Sega win begin to 
produce games for the 
PlayStation this year. 
Segasoft, in which Sega of 
America - makers of the 
Saturn - owns a 40% 
equity, has stated, 'it's not 
really that strange ... we 
have other partners and an 
independent boa,d.' 

The big Sega titles wiU 
not be converted, however, 
so don't expect VF2 iO turn 
up on Sony's machine. 

The entr.nce to Gr s 
stall oozed subtlety 
(top). Quoie was the 
bluest title on show 

-+ instead took up small suites at The Hihon 
hOTel next door. 

Of the exhibitors. Sony had the largest 
presence (surpri~, surprise) with a 'stand' 
taking up one whole wall of Olympia's 
gallery section. Despite the size. there was 
little of interest and very few unkown games 
on display. most space being laken up by 
the entire PlayStaTion software back 
catalogue. all of which was available to play. 
Tekken 1 was easily the biggest crowd draw 
with Toshinden 1 coming in a not 
particularly close second. Also present as 
previews were Motor Toon GPl - the surreal 
cartoon graphics and impossibly contorted 
curcuits prOVided a slightly more inspiring 
demo than the other games on display 
Myst. Adidas Power Sports Soccer. Jumping 
F/ash 2 and a couple of US sportS sims -
NFL Game Drive and NHL Face Off. 

As fo r betas. Neon's pOlentially excellent 
Tunnel B1 was on show. 
unfortunately let down by a 
very limited demo. The 
Micro Machines'inspired 
Super Sonic Racers. 
designed by Mindscape. 
looked reasonably 
promising. as did Fun Soft's 
Burning Road. with large 
cars and an arcade-style 
look clearly influenced by 
Dayrona and Rad Mobile. 

Namco's section of the 
Sony stand was. excluding 
Tekken 2. particularly 
disappointing. Ridge Racer 
Revolution was forced to 
share space with a 
decidedly dodgy·looking 
Ga/axian' (the onrails 10 
shool 'em up) and an 
equally unpromising tennis 
sim. Super Smash Tennis. 

The Museum Piece titles were also 
presented. but only on video - which was 
probably a good thing - playable demos of 
Gap/us or Ga/aga would no doubt have been 
swamped by ageing managing dire<ton 
harping on about 'classic gameplay·. 

Sony's biggest title. Crash Bandicoot (see 
page 17 ). a polygon Super Mario 64·esque 
10 platformer. was nOI put on general 

presentation. but was shown off behind 
closed doors. The product will be officially 
unveiled at El. 

GT Interactive turned Olympia's Henley 
suite into a dark and sweaty medieval 
dungeon where the highlight was a playable 
Quake demo (not particularly progressed 
from the demo released over the net last 
month) running on Six networked PCs. Also 
on show were playable demos of 
Scavenger's underwater shoot 'em up. 
Amok (PC version). as featured in EZ 81 . 
first'person shoot 'em ups Heretic and 
Hexen. and isomelric shoot 'em up. 
Mayhem (see page 18). 

So as not 10 be known for just shoot 
'em ups. GT was also displaying Random 
Games' Vikings. a strategy conquest tit le 
for the PC where players get to rape and 
pillage across ninth century Europe. 
Furthermore. Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 
for the Satum was present featuring new 
characters. new moves and new 
backgrounds. but wlIh gameplay still as 
derivative as ever. 

rekken 2 (top) attr.cted hundreds of 
,amers. The Philips stand (above) was 
inspired chaos. Moto, roon GP2 (right) 

Microprose once again went for a Star 
Trek TNG theme with authentic starfl eet 
officers wandering around promoting Star 
Trek Generations (PC. PlayStation). Based. 
of course. on the movie of the same name. 
Generations looks very similar to 
Microprose's last Star Trek title (a Monkey 
Island-style pOint·and·click game with flash 
graphics) WiTh some Doom-esque first· 
person sections thrown in fo r good measure. 

............... .. .. ...... ~ ................................................... . 
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The inlerestlng-Iookmg and beaut1fully 
presented Ci,izens (a god game where the 
player must keep the Inhabitants of a small 
lown happy and conlentl was given much 
less prominence. as was the generally well
received racer. Track Attack. PlaySl<llion 
versions of Gunship. Transport Tycoon 
and Top Gun were also presented as 
playable demos. 

Time Warner demonstrated a fair range 
of fUTure releases. including M/A a Vietnam
based PC flight sim/ shOOI 'em up. and 
P,tball. a violent fUlunSIIC sports Slm for the 
PlaySlalion. It W111 be Inlerestmg 10 see how 
P'fbaIJ ( based on Basketball. but wilh 
punching and kickmg) faIrs againsl 5ony'5 
more traditional. bUT absolUTely marvellous. 
TorafNBA 

lmponantly. the Bitmap Brothers' long, 
long, long awaited Z was on show In 

playable form. The mu(h delayed Command 
and Conquet'Sl)'le military strategy shoot 'em 
up sti11looks like It will be great fun~. if It'S 
ever released. 

For most exhibitors. the Spring Eas was 
more of a chance to show off re(enr top 
titles and demos of games that have been 
expected for ages. rather than exclusively 
reveal future releases, In fact. il was 
blatantly obvious that all industry eyes are 
on E\ a vast consumer show with a lot 

Tbese first In,ame shots from MDK are realtime visuals. the hl·res 
scenery scrolls smoothly and the tarptlna system (rtcht) Is neat 

more global clout than a European trade
only event. 

However. all the companies Edge spoke 
to promised great things for the AUlumn 
Eas. and thiS was protxJbly not just hot air, 
September will prOVIde a great (han(e to 

show off more advanced (or completely 
alrered) vel'!>ions of games premiered at El, 
It IS also a tradll10nally heavy period £ for developers. 

Also on show: (top row. left to right) Domark's Cl'imewove, Terroclde. and Defltlttrap Dungeon. (middle row) 
Super Sonic Racers by Super Sonk Software. Lobotomy Software's Exhumed. Down in the Dumps by Halku. (bottom 
row) DMA Desl",'s Cirand 11Jeft Auto, Fun Soft's Burning Rood and. finally. Ciear Heads. developed by R/CiA 

Shiny'sMDK 
revealed 
At ECTS, Edge was treated 
to an early demo of Shiny 
Entertainment's foray into 
the world of PC 3D, Murder 
Death Kill (screen shats 
above). Featuring a smooth 
SVGA environment (the 
polygon Bladerunner-style 
scenery has an almost pre
rendered quality), the game 
is essentially a 3D 
exploration-based shoot 'em 
up with an innovative 
weapon targetmg system. 
Full control is offered over 
the main charader - it's 
possible. for example, to 
leap onto parts of the 
scenery - while a Virtua 
Cop-style close-up display 
appears whenever an alien 
needs taking care of 
Currently about 10% 
complete, this early demo 
proves that Shiny's cartoon
based heritage could be 
something it finds easy to 
break away from. See page 
26 for an intervieo.v with 
Shiny president, Dave Perry. 
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Nintendo f10ats new 
A new 32bit colour 
hand held prepares 
to continue the 
Game Boy's legacy 

handheld project 
m intendo's much-rumoured new 

handheld (onsole is definitely a 
reality. and believed to be a 12bil 

machine powered by a RISe processor 
designed by the UK-based chip speCialist. 
ARM (Advanced RISe Machines). 

The outfit. based in Cambridge. is 
understood to be supplying the heart of a 
machine. codenamed Allanris. offering a 
three by two inch screen and a ballery life 
of up 10 '30 hours - far in excess of That so 
far achieved by any portable Sr,item. 

An Edge 
source. who r'N· d ®, wished to 

\.! I nle n O,J i;'::~S~he 

The came Boy is the 
most popular hand held 
thanks to a few killer 
lames. notably Tetrls 

Lynx was a 
powerful machine but this new 

console is far beyond its specs. 
And you can 'f possibly make any 

comparisons with the Virtual 
Boy - this has a high-quality 
display and ifs a very 

powerful piece of kif.' 
Since defining RISe 

architeCTure with ils ARM 
chip for Acorn's 

Archimedes 
microcompuler 
seven years ago. 

Ihe company has 
bUllt a 
respectable 

portfolio of 
clients 
including 
NEe. Sharp 

and Goldstar. 
In terms of 

portability. ARM 
supplied the ARM610 

chip which powered Apple's 
successful Newton PDA t Personal Digital 

ASSistant}. and. in console terms. designed 
Ihe ARM60 which was used in Ihe 100. 

Nintendo is believed 10 have had designs 
for a colour portable machine in Ihe works 
for some lime. but has considered 
inadequate ballery life 10 be a limiting 
faclor (Sega's relatively successful Game 
Gear, by comparison. has a barrery life of 
around two hours). Freed from such 
constraints. a true successor 10 Ihe 50-
million-sel 1ing Game Boy is a logical 
progression for Ihe Japanese giant. Game 
Boy sales have levelled out in recent years. 

ARM 
Advanced RiSe Machines 

and. despite Nintendo's efforts 10 revive 
the format (by dropping its price and 
introdUCing novelry-value versions in 
coloured cases). it is no longer the viable 
medium il once was. The queslion 
remains. however. who will write software 
for ils successor? Nintendo's in-house 
development capacity is certainly feeling the 
pressures of al1-imporlanl N64 
commitments and the cream of the world's 
independent 12bit developers would appear 
to have its hands full already. 

Nintendo will be looklnl to avoW the 
fate of AlIrfs Lynx which, despite Its 
unrivalled power, suffered at the 
onslaupt of the Game Boy and Tetrls 

One criticism levelled al Ihe Game Boy is 
that it produced scant few killer-apps ( Tetris 
and Zelda being nOlable examples) and 
proceeded 10 live on their reputations alone. 
suffenng from a flood of subslandard. ill
conceived games. And. certainly. il's easy to 
see why Ihe formal faltered when software 
companies insisted on prodUCing conversions 
of olher format's hil tilles. when the 
hardware was so obViously not up 10 Ihe 
lask of reproducing Ihem faithfully. 

This new format appears to have the 
power to deliver fai r approximations of 
many existing hit litles. but Ninlendo will 
certainly be pushing for original product to 
appear on il. Early development systems are 
repUledly in Ihe hands of developers 
already. and il will be interesting 10 note 
what type of software becomes available. A 
killer app is a necessity. so perhaps a new 
Mario title is already being prepared £ 
at NCL's Kyoto headquarters ... 

...................................................................... . 
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Square comes 
out fighting 
Square Soft, the publisher 
best known for its series of 
hit role-playing games, has 
announced Tobel No. I, a 
PlayStation-only 3D beat 
'em up featuring fighters 
designed by leading 
Japanese comic book artist, 
Akira Toriyama. 

Poaching designers 
from Sega's VlrtuQ Fighter 
team and Namco's Tekken 
and Soul Edge teams, 
Square has assembled an 
elite squad to help it break 
into an especially 
competitive market. 

Though the game is 
graphically primitive when 
compared to the likes of 
Tekken 2, Square claims 
that it offers a true three
dimensional fighting 
experience: players can 
perform anack.s from the 
sides and from behind as 
well as from directly facing 
an opponent. 

The game is set for a 
July release in J~pan, and is 
already at the top of many 
Nipponese garners' most
wanted lists . 
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i Voodoo puts hex on 
3D graphics riva1s 
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[!1 raphics company 30fx Interactive 
has revealed its stunning new 10 
accelerator technology for the PC 

and cOin-op market. The Voodoo graphics 
chipsel. officially announced last November. 
is set to compete against Videelogic's 
PowerVR technology and a horde of other 
companies in the highly overcrowded and 
growing 3D acceleration markeT. 

Edge witnessed several Voodoo demos 
running at ECTS last month and came away 
thoroughly impressed. Besides the now 
obligatory 3D beal 'em up demo - this lime 
featuring two ancient EgypTian fighters and 
some impreSSively smooth animation - the 
best evidence of the power of Voodoo's 
technology wa~ shown by a realtime 10 
roam through a temple. Thi~ fully immersive 
6<40x<480 engine. explored in a first-person 
view. wa~ a~toundingly cri~p. smooth and 
beautifully detailed. running on a Pentium 
90 at a constant 10fp~. 

]Dfx Interactive's Egyptl.n be.t 'em up demo. shown off recentty at 
ECTS. looks Impressivety smooth. even H the genre Is rather 
derivative. The reflective chrome look of the flpters (left) Is strlklnl 

Moving away from ancient Egypt. 3Dfx 
Interactive's third internal demo allowed the 
player to control a small remote control car 
around a toy-strewn nursery. Although rather 
limited. the demo was a good example of 
how small objects could be manipulated as 
polygons - the car careered around the fully
textured room at great velocity and was 
easily as impreSSive as anything shown last 
November running on The Nintend06<4. 

Thirdparties working with the technology 
had also had a chance to prepare brief 
demos u~ing Voodoo. Looking Glass ported 
itS Flight Unlimited engine (the first rime 
Edgt' has seen The Thing move at over 
I Ofpsl) and its lusciouS landscapes rol1t'd 
seamlessly beneath the first-person camera. 

Apogee had also taken lime out to port the 
latest version of its 'Build' engine 
to generate an 
intricate. shadow
laden. multi-layered 
dungeon selling. 

Incorporating all the 
usual 10 accelerator f.a''''· .. ·sucli'.1S 
perspective-<OrTect texturing. G'ouraud
shading. alpha blending and z-buffering. the 
Voodoo graphics chipset also includes 
special effects such as texture compositing. 
morphing and animation. The compOSition 
and morphing elements provide lifelike 
lighting and combine to eliminate what 
3Dfx calls 'object popping' - where objects 
seem to pop up out of nowhere when they 
approach the camera. Voodoo can also 
animate textures by using video as a texture 
map or by modulating texture coordinates. 

Along with the above. Voodoo offers 
per-pixel atmospheric effecls (eg fog. 

smoke. haze) and 
LOO mipmapping. 
which relates each 
object's texture detail 
to its distance from 
the camera. 
Furthermore. 1Dfx is 
promising a 10fps 
frame rate as 
standard and claims. 
'on perspective-correct 
texture-mapped. 
z-buffered. LOO 
mipmapped. fogged. 
alpha-blended. 

SO-pixeltriangles. Voodoo graphics delivers 
more than a <4 S megapixels [4 S million]. 
per-second fill -rate and draws over 150.000 
triangles per second on a P90: 

In terms of PC operating systems. 
Voodoo is compatible with DOS. Windows 
1.1 and Windows 95. and will also work 
with graphics APIs such as QUickDraw 3D 
RAVE (see page 3D l. Direct 3D. and Direct 
Draw. (onsequently. games written for 
Power Mac. Windows 95 and Windows NT 
formats will all be able to take advantage of 
3 Dfx's chipset. At the moment. FuJitsu 
Microelectronics and Orchid technology have 
signed up to manufacture boards emplOying 
3 Dfx's technology. 

As for the vital element of sofTWare 
support. 3Dfx is working with developers 
such as VIE. EA. Interplay. Acclaim. Sierra 
and Oomark. as well as over 50 other 
companies to produce PC games compatible -+ 

3Dfx interactive 
enters the 3 D 
accelerator 
marketplace 

Pongman 
strikes back 
Godfather of the games 
industry and creator of 
Pong, Nolan Bushnell, has 
hit out at the state of 
modern videogames, 
claiming most new titles 
are too violent and aimed 
solely at teenage boys. 

Via his new company, 
Aristo, Bushnell plans to 
launch a series of arcade 
games, perhaps with a 
sporty feel, which will 
represent, God forbid, 
'good clean family fun'. 

The guru of gaming has 
also promised to bring the 
videogame back to America 
and end the domination of 
the industry by Japanese 
firms. Does xenophobia 
count as good clean family 
fun then, Nolan? 
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-+ with Voodoo. Also planning 10 support 'he 
Voodoo chipser (and rumoured to be 
massively impressed with the early 
technology demos I is Psygnosis. which has 
an aCTive interest in supporting the best 
cards currently in development. 

With such de'lelopers In mind. 30fx 
introduced ils software developer program. 
Total ImmersIon. dllhE' Mlcrosoh Ga me and 
Multimedia Developers Conference In 

London in February. The program features a 
comprehensive sohware developer kn which 
has been desIgned 10 make The Voodoo 
Technology as simple as possI ble to 
Implement. l Dfx IS also planning IQ hold an 

As for the competition ... 
Despite the obvious qualities of 
the Voodoo graphics chip, it will 
be entering a market crowded 
with similarty~qualified 
contenders. 

Here. Edee briefly sums up 
Voodoo's competrtion and lists the 
main software companies 
supporting each product. Most of 
these chips were revealed in the 
Autumn of 1995 and all are due 
for release this year. 

' l "klCOLOOIC 
• Unlike some of the chips 

here, the PowerVR set, 
designed by Videologic and marketed 
by NEC, has eschewed z-buffering in 
favour of Videologic's own Image 
Synthesis Processor, which cuts 
down on processing and memory 
overheads. The chip also uses the host 
computer's CPU as a Geometry 
Transfer Engine - again, a rather 
singular development Videologic has 
Rave Racer running at 30fps in 
64Ox4BO on a P120. 

PowerVR is being marketed for 
arcade as well as PC use. Hence the 
technology is similarty scalable. 
Support: Namco, Psygnosis, Gremlin, 
looking Glass 
Edge coverage: E lB, B O, E31 

annual TOlallmmersion conference where 
developers can meet and discuss fUTure and 
curre-m Voodoo prOJects. 

Unlike many of the other companies 
Jumping on the 10 graphics bandwagon. 
1Dfx does nOI have the PC market solely in 
mind - 11 is also targeting the arcade sector. 
Early In Harch the company announced 
details of System 10. a cuslomisable. 
Joweo!.l, scalable system designed la power 
cUllmg-edge arcade games. System 3D is 
based on 1Dfx interactive's ObSIdIan 10 
graphIcs card - a Voodoo-based board 
designed for C01n-op~ ObSidian mcludes 
1Dfx's highly opllmlsed software libraries 

3DlahJ nVIDIA 

The Permedia chip is 3Dlabs' third 
generation of graphics acceleration 
techooog)', following on the heels of 
the Glint chip family (see E 15 for more 
details). The Permedia chip boasts 25 
million texture-mapped pixels per 
second, true per-pixel perspective 
correction, 500,000 5D-pixel triangles a 
secood, optional z-buffering. fogging. 
blending. translucency, overlays and bi
linear filtering. Supports a 'Nide range of 
3D APls, including Direct 3D. 
Support: VIE, Gremlin, Interplay, 
Bullfrog. lucasArts, GT 

When announced last year, nVidia's 
NV1 multimedia accelerator was the 
only 3D graphics chipset to use 
quadratic texture mapping. This allows 
developers to wrap bitmapped images 
around curves and spheres - an effect 
which can only be roughly simulated 
'Nith triangular calculations. nVidia also 
claims the NVl accelerates all 3D 
triangles, quadrilaterals and curves. 

Support for major APls , 
perspective-correct textures, fog, 
transparency and video texturing goes 
'Nithout saying. 
Support: Sega, Psygnosis, EA, GTE, 
Domar\(. Activision 
Edle Coverage: E26, E29 
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Voodoo graphics game enthusiast board 

It was ... 

Analogue RGB IN 

I I from eXltl'Nl1 VGA) 

AnJJogue SWlfch 

Analogue 
RGB OUT 

1915 . .......... Son<t. .. zx 
SJ«trvm aNI Cemm .... re 64 
mU rftcne4 su,rtnw in the 
£.u,. ItNtt CMII,.ltr nurttt. 
.kM. HStN .., f.1'Mt'I' Pepsi 

"" .... dine _no Jehn Scuflfy. 
wmt eft ft1 ferm NeXT 
c..,aftn aM Piur sftIIMs. 
maten" DnMJ', r.,. St.". 

3S0K bilinear filtered SO'pixel Inangles/ sec at 45 
Mpixels/ sec fill rate with PS·90 or PowerPC 601 CPU 

Accordinl to JDfx Interactive. 'the first chip, plxelh. is the prinuuy I"lIphks controller and cGnUlnl Interfaces 
to the PO bus .nd com,.nkMI texture-processln&: unit. tuelf.r. The lDfx Interactive plxelfx craphks controller 
I. pack.pet In a nO-pin PQFP. fuellx. the advanced texture-proceslin, unit. Is packapd In a 201-pln PQFP'. 
For aruCle use the boIIrd Is scalable and extra toellx chips and texture memory can be added In parallel 

and has the capacity IQ deliver over one 
million lexture-mapped triangles per second 
and a textured fill-rale of 90 megapixels/s. 

Along wilh the ObsidIan card. System 3D 
includes a Games Control Interface (which 
provides the system with a JAHHA-complianr 
interface to coin-op controls) and base CPU 
system boards developed by JObe's partner.... 
Importantly. Obsidian is scalable. enabling 

it goes on and on and on 
53 is 
responsible 
for a large 
range of 
multimedia 
accelerators 

for the PC market The first two 
members of the company's new 
VUi:GE (Video and Rendering Graphics 
Engine) family, the ViRGE and 
ViRGE/VX 64bit graphics accelerators, 
suPJX)rt all the major graphics APls, 
including Direct 3D, Reality Lab and 
BRender. The single-chip systems also 
offer a range of 3D and 20 effects. 

The higher spec ViRGE/VX adds 
resolutions of up to l,6OOx1,200x16 
million colours at 75Hz, and a higher 
memory bandwidth. See 53's web site 
(http://www.s3.com)formoreinfo. 
Support: Sony, Interplay, VIE, 
Mindscape, EA, Spectrum Holobyte 

lD Rage is a 
single-chip 
system which 
All daims can 
achieve 
performance 

rates of over 20 million perspectively 
cooed, texture-mapped pixels per 
second and 575,()()()+ Gouraud
shaded triangles per second. 

Furthermore, like many of the other 
products listed, 30 Rage also offers 
optional z-buffering. bi and tri-linear 
filtered texture mapping and plenty of 
custom 20 and video effects, including 
video texturing (as INith Voodoo). 

Compatible with the usual list of 
AP1's, the 3D Rage chip is being used in 
An's 0'Ml30 Xpression Multimedia 
Accelerator card whid1 will retail for 
$299 in the States. 
Support: TBA. 

Sysrem JUs COSI and performance 10 be 
tailored to each game's requirements and 
the machine's end venue. 

.... ..,..~ 
.:.:~~w. .. ~~ .... 
, '''~ 

First 10 lake advantage of the Voodoo 
graphics technology will be Williams and 
Midway, makers of the MK series. After 
announcing an alliance with '3Dfx in April, 
Ihey are ready 10 employ the chips in £ 
Iheir next wave of cOin 'Ops. 

.... Y'" 

Ex-Wllliams staff hawe 
created this offroacI 
coin-op uslne 3Dfx. 
Expect lreat thlnp 

Yamaha's last chip, which appeared in a 
board designed by Philips' Paradise 
Division, offered 16bit colour in a 
variety of resolutions, hardware 
z-buffering and alpha channel effects, 
but no perspective-oorrect textures. 
It was also memory hungry, due to 
the fact that you had to use 16bit 
colour (placing a strain on non· 
Pentium machines). 

It is known that the RPAl does 
offer perspective-correct textures, but 
little else has been revealed about the 
new chip at this point Expect more into 
over the next few months, 
Support: Domark. Dream Weaver 

The V~rit~ 
single-chip 
graphics engine, 
INith its 'micro 
programmable 

• graphics RiSe 
core and high 

performance, hard-wired pixel engine', 
offers perspective-correct texturing. 
bilinear fi ltering. z-buffering. alpha 
effects, etc. Rendition also promises a 
180,000 triangles per se<:ond 
performance rate, as well as 20 support 
and VGA compatibilty. 

The company daimed in February 
that Microsoft had chosen Verite as the 
3D acceleration design reference for 
Direct3D applications, and id recently 
stated, 'Verite will be the premier 
platform for Quake.' 
Support: id, Papyrus, Domark. ~ 
VIE, Gremlin. ~ 

.......................................................................................................................................................... 



Intel prepares to 
enhance Pentlum 
The world's biggest 
chip manufacturer 
is ready to make 
PC games faster 

While commentaton 
specullltt over the 
Pentlum chlp's speed 
limits. InteI have made 
It fasUr for calMS 

nlel has announced derails of ils 
new MMX enhancement which will 
be added 10 Penllum and Pentium 

Pro chips before the end of the year. The 
new chip design, the most imponant update 
since Inters 80186. will allow programmers 

to write more efficient gaming code. 
meaning MMX--(ompalible litles will be 
faster. smoother and more colourful. 

For example. fading one 640X480 
screen. which contains a 'Z 4bit colour 
image. intO another, would take a 
current Pentium processor 1.4 billion 

inSlruClion~ MMX (ould do it in 525 
million. allowing games currently written 

in 256 colours 10 be converted 10 24bit true 
colour wilh no loss of speed. 

MM)( is not a new chip in itself. but a set 
of Improvements 10 existing Pentium .. 
processors. intended to accentuate the PC's 
gaming potenllal. MMX adds 57 new 
instructions. mostly of a low-level variety. and 
mostly deahng with mOvine chunks of data 
from one memory cell to another. MMX can 
deal with bigger chunks (64 bits at a time) 
than the current Pentium chips because it 
implements the latter's biS operating 
regiSters - originally intended to manase 
floating point operations (rarely used in 
games and multImedia products). 

By employing the MMX/ floating point 
register. instead of just the old Pentium 
register. certain operations. hke changing the 
colour of sets of pixel!>. can be carried out 
Simultaneously rather than one pixel after 
the other. Key operations in a game 
compatible with MMX would consequently 
be several times faster. 

Adaptins a game to the MMX chip only 
requires the re-wrjting of a small amount of 

The M allows certain operations 
to be carried oUt simultaneously. 
makinggam several times faster 

core code. mostly the sections written in 
assembler. which deal with things like 
moving one image over another. The new 
MMX code will then deal WIth the 
mathematics more efficiently. 

Although Pentium MMXs and Pentium 
Pro MMXs will not start to appear until later 
this year. Intel are encouraging developers to 
write for the new technology as soon as 
possible. Microsoft. Ocean. Qsound and Epic 
have all expressed their support for MMX. 
and all major companies are £ 
expected to follow suit. 

£"33 news I 



i Nintendo's gameplan 
Nintendo armours 
its 64bit console 
with an aggressive 
pricing strategy 

nears completion 

CT plunders 
Alari's booty 
Having purchased Atari 
Games, Wilhams has 
reached an agreement with 
GT interactive to publish a 
batch of classic Atari coin
op titles on the PC and 
32bit consoles. 

GT, which bought the 
exclusive rights to re
release treasures from 
Atari's back cal is expecting 
the first titles - possibly 
including the likes of T-Mek 
- to be released at the end 
of the year. GT may also 
develop updated versions 
of Atari classics. 

" ) , ' 

m mtendo IS another step closer to 
launching ,ts 64bll console in 
Japan. Begmning on Apnl Z 1. the 

company permlTled (on$Ume~ 10 reserve 
Nmtendo 6.s al Japanese retaIlers (usually 
wnh a 10% deposIt) and the basic machine. 
which is due 10 go on sale on June 2'3. wilt 
be packE'd with a standard grey controlier 
and AC adaptor. Addnional controllers. 
available In a choice of six colours. WIll retail 
for¥2 .500 t£16l.and 256Kmemory 
packs (offIcIally called "controller packs' I 
for just¥1.000 (£71. 

NLnlendo has also begun ItS press 
advertising for The 64bn machme In popular 
Japanese games magazine. Faml(om 
Tsushm. Interestmgly, the advert has nOI 

appeared on the magazine's outSIde back 
cover, whIch Nmlendo tradlflonally books 
for its big game and hardware releases - it 
was ousted by Square Soh who wanted 
the space to shout about Its 10 
beat 'em up. ToOOI No. 1 (see 
page 9 ). Following Square's 
defection 10 Sony. for the 
release of Fmdl Fdnta5Y VII. this 
ourwardly insignificant pomt 
may. In Truth. be a Telling one. 

In the States. LU(asAns 

has released shots of its much
antICipated Shadows Of The 
Empire. Due 10 coincide With the N64 's US 
release on September 10, the ItIle offers 
shooting, driving and flymg 
gameplay over 12 levels. and should cany 
The usual LucasArts seal of quality. 

Wilhams. meanwhile. Will be 
demonstrattng several N64 titles at P -

Althourh Japanese ,amers will be IIble to choose from controllers in a 
Yllrlety' of colours. the west un have any colour - as Ion, as ifs blllck 

NINTENDO~4 
.. .•...•.. , ... -...... " ........ , .. . . ............ '" ...... . ....... , . " ........... ... 

Nintendo's first htpanese press ad for Its 64bit superconsole (top) 
reyuls the three launch lames. The machine will make Its western 
debut at El (aboye). alon, with numerous high-profile releases 

Doom 64 !thought to be the best Thlrdparty 
game in development for the formal) , MKJ 
Plus (an enhanced N64 -only update of the 
hit cOin-op. Ulflmdre MKJ), and straight 
conversions of cOin-ops NBA Hangtime 
(anolher basketball game from the NBA 
Jam leam) and Area 51 (an Op Wolf-style 
blasler With digitised graphics. borne from 
Williams' purchase of Atan Games. ongmal 
producer of The lacklustre arcade machine). 

Imagmeer IS the second Japanese N6-4 
thirdparty developer 10 be officially -+ 



Mission: Impossible (top). 
Cametek's Robotech: 

Crystal Dtemns 
(middle) and 
Shadows Of 11Je 
Empire (above) are 
likely to be shown 

, In near-finished 
fonn at E' In May 

~ confirmed f after Seta. 
whose Shagl game IS one 
of the three launch lilies 
all pnced al a rather 
h.fty¥9800 1£601. 

with three games scheduled. 
Currently, Japanese compames 

workmg on The Ninlendo64. such as 
Imagmeer. Konaml and (apcom. have no 

pubhshmg nghls outside their home 
territory, so 11 may be a while before their 
games appear In the west. 

The N64 publlshmg 511uallon IS generally 
prOVIng 10 be a source of fruSlral10n. In a 
recen! inTerview wnh games rrade 
newspaper (TW. ex-SCEA president Stevt 
RiI(t. Spectrum Holobyte"s new (EO. said. 
There is 51111 no sIgn of a pubhshing plan for 
any hcensee, and The machine IS supposed 10 
be just five months away from a US launch.' 
The Nmtendo 64 ve~ion of Top Gun. whIch 
was being developed by the Specrrum 
Holobyre-owned Mlcroprose. has duly £ 
been put on hold. 

BalBlJoolI 
may 

William Latham and Zara Matthews - 'Chimera and 
Chromosomes' - May 1B-July 7, Terrace Art Galle'Y, 
Harewood House. 'Latham identifies his influences as sci-fi 
films, gothic architecture, molecular graphics and Darwinian 
evolutiona'Y theories. Both Latham and Matthew's art is 
inspired by their studies of the biological world and realised 
with the assistance of technology.' Contact Harewood House 
Trust, tel: 0113 288 6331 , fax: 0113288 6467 

The Electronics Entertainment Expo (aka E') - May 
16 to 1B, LA Convention Centre. The main games indust'Y 
event of the year. All the biggest games companies will be 
in attendance, and over 1,000 games are due to be shown. 
This show is a must. Contact tel: 001 800315 1133 or 
001 800315 Illl, email: http:// www.mha/com/e3/ 

JunlJ 
Virtual Reality World & VRML World 1996 - June 
11-14, San Jose, California. Is VR the future of computing or 
an over expensive fad involving uncomfortable headsets? 
This is the place to find out. Contact Meckler Media, tel: 001 
800 632 5537, fax 001 203 226 6976 

Virtual Humans '96 - June 19-20, the Hyatt Regency 
Alicante, Anaheim, California. International conference on 
the role of the virtual human in VR environments. Organised 
by VR News, EDS and Silicon Graphics. Contact EDS, tel: 
001 313 974 5686, fax: 001 313 974 0724 

Centenary Degree Show - June 27-July 7, Royal 
College of Art, Darwin Building, Kensington Gore, London. 
Art students show off their work at two separate events -
the one listed includes computer-related design and 
animation. Contact Royal College of Art, tel: 0171 584 
5020, fax: 0171 5848217 

RuguSI 
Siggraph '96 - August 4-9, New Orleans. Premier 
computer graphics and VR show. Contact ACM, tel: 001 312 
321 6830, fax: 001 312 231 6876 

Show organisers: if your show isn :tii;t;(n;~re,iti;~ 
only because you haven't told Edge about it. D() :. 
so by calling 01125 442244, or fax on 01125:;\l\~;; 
446019, or send details to Datebook, Edge,~o til'Y' 
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA 1 2BW \" • ,:<. '" 
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Multiplayer 
Doom orgies are 
a feature of most 
PC-filled offices. 
but. with the 
advent of online 
gaming. they're 
coming home. 
Edge investigates 

I
n America, commercial network companies have been providing multiplayer games 
for years, while in this country, only those working in offices full of Pes have been 
able to enjoy the sublime pleasures of multiplayer Doom sessions. 

But that's about to change. Several online gaming services are due to start up in Britain 
over the next few months and, with interest in the medium so high at the moment, more are 
sure to follow. 

Up amongst the main contenders is BT, whose own interactive gaming network, Wireplay 
(E28), is undergoing a trial period at the moment, but should become widely available in the 
summer. When it does, prospective users with 
a PC, a modem and a copy of the game they 
wish to play (only games with the Wirep/ay 
software built in will be compatible) will be 
able to log in, post challenges to other gamers 
or answer challenges already posted. Then, 
when a competition has been set up amongst 
users, they simply enter the game, with the BT 
server acting as a message router between the 
two or more participants. 

Actua Soccer furo '96 will be the first 
game to include Wirepfay software but BT is 
also working with Virgin, Gremlin, EA and 
Microprose to produce Wirep/ay-compatible 
games. The service costs £ \.50 (all inclusive) 
per hour online, which is expensive compared 
to another onHne service, E Online, but the 
games it supports will be brand new. 

=. - -- -- - ---? -~ 
BTs WirepkIy promises free 
subscrtptlon and =lIIlnl at £1.50 
pet hour. It is cu beinC tested 

Unlike Wirepfay, Entertainment Ontine is actually just a straightforward internet site, rather 
than a self-contained network, and wilt be accessible with the Netscape 2.0 browser. Opening 
for business on June 1, the site wilt include dozens of downlOildable games as welt as several 
multiplayer, server-resident titles. 

To receive one of the downloadable game, subscribers go to E Online's website, choose 
the title they want and then wait as the game transfers from the server to the 

1!'7:"" .. ":"'::--;:. __ .. ..... user's PC (this costs about £ 1). The site is launching with around 20 

:~~I~I~';;;~I:~:I::I:-:I-:" :1 ~:I:-.J===;;:;;:~ downloadable titles, including Zoof, Elite 2 and Lemmings 2. Virgin, Sonyand r .:.0&:1 Gremlin have alt signed up to provide further back-catalogue titles. 

AOL (lop), ....... y • 
well·placed contender 
In the net camln, 
sblkes. E Online 15 the 
younl pretender 

As for actual onhne games, E Online offers titles such as Tank Warrior, a 3D 
tank sim, and Realm 3D, a 3D RPG. Subscribers can join an online game by 
going to the company's website and clicking on the required title. They'll have to 
down load the relevant client software before they play, bu~ unlike the other two 
services, players wilt not need to buy the game before they play it online. 

The main problem with this system is tha~ because of the slow data 
transfer rate of the inteme~ there's no way a sophisticated, visually impressive 
game like Quake could be played at an acceptable speed. Therefore, the 

., - multiplayer titles on offer, which have been written specifically as net titles, are 
unlikely to be the most sophisticated games in the world. However, E Ontine is 

looking into acquiring stripped·down versions of well-known CD-ROM titles to put on the 
on line menu. 

The advantage to E Online is that it's cheap. Subscription costs from £5 a month and after 
that everything is free (except of course, the cost of using the phone line). 

There are, naturally, many other parties waiting in the wings. Commercial internet service 
America Online, for example, which has just set up operations in the UK, is putting together a 
package of multiplayer, on line games which will soon be available exclusively to af/ subscribers 
in Britain. The company, currently updating its PC client software, is being rather cagey about 
what to expect, but is promising an exciting menu of top titles. AOL's charges (£5.95 
subscription per month and then £ 1.85 per hour after the initial five hours of use) make it the 
most expensive option at the moment, but, considering the quality of the service in the States, 
it should be one of the better gaming providers. 

In fact, expense - in the form of phone bilts and subscription charges - wilt probably be 
the key barrier to the success of online gaming in the UK. However, rates are bound to drop as 
competition increases, and BT is currently cutting its phone charges in order to drag back 
punters who have deserted en masse to cable phone p'roviders. There are even 
rumours that BT will soon make local calls free, as they are in most US states. If this 
happens, online gaming will become a much more affordable proposition. £ 
....................................................................... 

~ 

Wireplay 
The games network from BT _ ..... _-_...-.. .. _T_. 

More info ... 
Entmainment Online 
Althouah the service is nol 
officially pnmierina until June. 
the wfllslte Is alrNdy up and 
runn1nc. Entertainment Online 
is CUlTrfltly offrrina net users 
the chance to become beta 
ttsm'S for the aamina service. 
Hort details can bt found on 
Enlertainm~ Online's webs~: 
Im,:/ /www.Hu.m 

Amrrica OnUne 
AOL costs £5.95 per month. 
With fIVe hours of net acc!SS 
fret. After the initial five hours. 
access costs £1.85 per hour. 

At the moment. the onltne 
eamina content bomws heavily 
from the US sen1u. Expect a 
new UK-spectflc eamtna service 
this year. 
Telephone 080021912).4 
http://www ... l.c.m 

BTWi"p/~ 

WIi'"fP/~ costs £1.50 per hour 
(IncVAT) off peak. Standard 
national ratn apply at all 
othfftlmn. 

ThIS summer there Will bt a 
number of opportunities for 
trtaltm and norHriallsts to take 
part In W/~/~toumarnents 
and competltlons across the 
country. Set the webslte below 
for mort Info: 
http://www~.(.m.l1NlM/ 

wil'tf'" 
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Hi-odane games theory by Chris Crawford 

Number 4: Cosmetic perjury 

How can great 
visuals actually 
deteriorate the 
quality of a 
videogame? 
Chris Crawford, 
gaming's most 
controversial 
columnist, 
explains all. .. 

S
ince the beginning of time 
I have had a reputation for 
an anti-graphics 

philosophy. Ask anybody in the 
industry - they'll tell you. 
'Cravvford hates graphics,' they'll 
say. 'He rudely calls them 'eye 
candy' and expects his audience 
to make sense out of screens full 
of numbers. He's completely out 
of touch with market reality, that 
crazy old fool: 

In this article, I will explain 
what I really believe. My 
comments apply not just to 
graphics, but to all cosmetic 
factors in entertainment software: 
graphics, animation, sound, and 
music. I'm not extremist, 
everybody else is! 

My first observation is that 
the design community has always 
been ga-ga over graphics. The 
genesis of this attitude is not hard 
to understand. In the early days, 
when we were screwing around 
with Apple lis and Ataris, the 
graphics available on computers 
were execrable. The best you 
could get was a 320x192 two
colour display. Even that taxed the 
resources of the abit machines to 
the limit. Each such display ate up 
one eighth of the RAM in the 
machine, and it took several 
seconds to redraw such a screen, 
so that animation was an 
impossibility. Moreover, floppy 
disks of the time held about 
100Kb of data, so a dozen such 
images would fill a floppy disk. 

The IBM PCs didn't get 
adequate graphics until the advent 
of the VGA boards just a couple of 
years ago. Their sound capabilities 
were limited to mechanical tones 
until Sound Blaster boards and 
their equivalent became 
widespread. Thus, for most of our 
history, we've been fighting the 
cosmetic limitations of our 
machines. And this battle has 
warped our thinking. 

Entertainment designers 
have been warped by 'cosmetics 
deprivation.' They've fought the 
problem for so long that it has 
become the only concern that 
matters, the one overriding issue 
that determines everything. 

The fundamental point on 
which I insist is that the use of 
cosmetics is a means to an end, 
not an end in itself. I maintain that 
graphics, sound, and animation 
seIVe to communicate situation, 
emotion, context changes, and 
other aspects of the overall game 
experience, but that cosmetic 
factors are not in themselves the 
goal of the experience. The 
essence of the interactive 
experience lies not in what you 
see and hear - but what you do. 

Perception is certainly the 
essence of the expository media. 
What you see and hear is 
unquestionably the essence of a 
movie. The fundamental 
difference between exposition and 
interactivity is that the interactive 
audience is active. Supporting and 
enhancing that active role for the 
audience is the prime objective of 
all interactive entertainment. Thus, 
perceptual factors, while playing 
the central role in expository 
entertainments, are reduced to a 
supporting role in interactive 
entertainments. They are a means 
to an end, not the end itself. 

And what is the end? It is 
interactivity. Does anybody out 
there remember interactivity? It's 
what this whole revolution is 
supposed to be about. You don't 
see magazine covers touting 
'Graphics Entertainment'. And 
what is the relationship between 
cosmetic factors and interactivity? I 
once wrote an article in which I 
explained that interactivity is 

composed of three steps: 
listening, thinking, and speaking. 
Cosmetic factors contribute to the 
success of the third step, speaking. 
That's all. They are necessary - but 
not central. 

The mainstream game 
industry rejects this notion. The 
conventional wisdom is that 
graphics, sound and animation are 
the defining characteristics of 
good product. Occasionally you'll 
hear lip seIVice paid to other 
factors, normally in the inarticulate 
comment that 'a game needs 
good gameplay, too: Even then, 
the notion is merely an addendum 
to the prime directive of 
cosmetics. Industry wisdom holds 
that graphics are an end, not the 
means to an end. 

'But Graphics Sell!' is the 
justification proffered for the 
mania over graphics. 'Hey, we're 
not imposing our own values on 
the customer, we're just giving 
them what they want. Products 
with impressive cosmetics sell. 
Products with weak cosmetics 
cton't. Crawford's theories are all 
sound; the only problem is, they 
don't make money.' 

This argument appears 
compelling, but its wording belies 
a catch. Yes, graphics sell - but to 
whom? Who is buying these 
graphics extravaganzas? Well, 
customers, of course - but what 
kind of customers? I would argue 
that graphics sell only to 
customers who value graphics. At 
this point, the 'industry wisdom' is 
that, of course, everybody values 
good graphics. That's self-evident. 

Here we come to the 
fundamental logic misstep: 
industry people are guilty of 
assuming that the general public 
shares their own values. We all 
love graphics so much, we can't 
imagine how anybody else 
wouldn't share our joy at a clever 
animation. But the belief that the 
general public values good 
graphics is nothing more than an 
assumption, an unsubstantiated 
theory. We need solid facts related 
to the public's real interests. 

Sales figures for individual 
products aren't the most revealing 
statistics to use here, because 



their interpretation is dependent 
on other factors. For example, 
consider the role that the 
distribution system plays in 
distorting the customer feedback. 
We often call it 'the pipeline,' a 
term that suggests we stuff 
product into this passive pipeline, 
and customers purchase what 
they like. On the contrary, the 
distribution system is an active 
element in the equation, one that 
can reinforce an industry's 
misperceptions. If the distributors 
and retailers decide that cosmetics 
sell product (as they have), then 
they're not going to carry 
cosmetically-challenged product 
and, voila! we have our proof 
before the public even gets a 
chance to vote with its money. 

Of course, the whole point of 
the retail system is to allow 
experimentation that permits 
good new ideas to make lots of 
money, but that experimental 
opportunity works much better in 
the positive direction than in the 
negative direction. If we have a 
hot new Madonna Cone-Grabbing 
game, we can try shelf-talkers, 
self-display racks, posters, and all 
sorts of positive experiments to 
goose sales. If the public decides 
that Cone-Grabbing just isn't 
entertaining, then we shrug our 
shoulders; at least we gave it a try. 
But when it works in the other 
direction, when our industry 
expectations run against a class of 
products, the public never gets 
that chance to surprise us. 

No, we need data that is 
more fundamental. And I have just 
the numbers to make my case. 
Consider first that there are more 
than 25 million home computers 
installed in the United States. Not 
personal computers, not business 
computers, but computers actually 
installed in people's homes. 

Now let's look at some other 
numbers. A typical computer 
game might sell 50,000 units; a 
good one will sell 100,000 units. 
The best-selling computer games 
sell perhaps a quarter of a million 
units. These numbers might seem 
good, but compare them with the 
installed base of home computers. 
Our best-selling games achieve a 
market penetration of only 1%. 

look at it this way: 99% of all 
potential customers turn their 
noses up at our best-selling 
games. Sure, graphics sell, but 
they sell to a very small subset of 
the possible computer population. 
For the vast majority of possible 

customers, graphics don't have 
any proven sales value. 

We are doing something 
seriously wrong, folks. We have 
missed the boat. The home 
computer revolution has arrived, 
millions of people have home 
computers, and yet we're still 
selling games by the thousand, 
nOUhe million. We blew it 
bigtime; perhaps it's time 
to re-evaluate our assumptions. 

At this point, a possible 
counter-argument arises. It runs 
like ttiis: rThe general public is 
even less tolerant of poor 
cosmetics than computer 
aficionados. They are waiting for 
decent graphics. We must 
redouble our efforts to provide 
graphics. animation and sound 
that wiff appeal to the masses, not 
JUSt computer nerds. Only then 
Will the penetration rate increase.' 

This argument collapses 
when we consider the historical 
record. We can all agree that 
graphics, animation, and sound 
have all improved dramatically 
over ~ years. This argument 
would predict that penetration 
rates would have increased along 
with the quality of our cosmetics. 
In fact the reverse is true. In the 
early eighties, the typical 
computer game sold about 
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involve moving around in a spatial 
universe. Visual stimuli are 
necessary for successful 
navigation, and so, yes, better 
graphics are essential for such 
games. But why must our games 
always be so doyingly spatial? 
Why are we always navigating, 
targeting and manoeuvring? How 
many movies focus their attention 
on the spatial behaviours of the 
characters? The design community 
has missed the boat; we spend all 
our time designing games about 
trivia when the rest of the world 
cares more about nonspatial 
factors. Concentrate on nonspatial 
factors and the argument in favour 
of graphics loses force. 

Then there are people who 
say, 'Better graphics can't hurt. 
C'mon, Chris, you can't be 
claiming that, given a choice 
between better and worse 
cosmetics, we ought to choose 
the worse. Any product will be 
more entertaining if it has better 
imagery, better sounds, and better 
animation.' This argument ignores 
business 
realities. Interadivity is composed of 

three fundamental steps: 

listening, thinking, and speaking. 
10,000 units 
and the 
best-selling 
games sold 

Cosmetic fadors contribute to the success of the 

100,000 units, on installed bases 
of perhaps a million machines. 
That's a penetration rate of 10% 
for best-selling games, ten times 
better than the penetration rates 
achieved today. 

So penetration rates have 
decreased even as cosmetic 
quality has increased. What more 
proof do we need that better 
graphics are not the way to the 
promised land? It's plain to see. 

Another argument in defence 
of giving primary importance to 
graphics is that 'Graphics are 
necessary to the fantasy. If the 
player is moving around in a 
dungeon, or flying an airplane, or 
wandering in a forest. shouldn't 
we show the dungeon, sky, or 
forest as clearly as possible? 
Aren't detailed walls, textured 
landscape, and realistic trees 
better than simple line drawings 
or crude sketches?' 

This argument belies the 
narrow-minded obsession that 
designers have with spatial issues. 
Notice that all three examples 

third step, speaking. That's all 
Products are built on budgets 

with schedules. You have only so 
much time and money to put into 
the product. Every dollar spent on 
cosmetics is a dollar not spent on 
the other elements of interactivity. 
Every day devoted to cosmetics is 
a day ignoring interactivity. 

'But text Is boring.' This is a 
straw man argument It presumes 
that the only alternative to state
of-the-art graphics is plain text. 
The reality is that we have a wide 
range of options, most of them 
graphic but which don't have to 
push back boundaries. 

I argue against the extremist 
notion that cosmetics are the 
primary criterion for quality in 
interactive entertainment Instead 
I argue the notion that cosmetics 
play a vital supporting role in 
successful interactivity. We should 
design our products with enough 
graphics, animation and sound to 
support the interaction, £ 
without detracting from it. 
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_ ............... oncI cmo,-. F .... '"' .. ,..1. "" 
been ffMl¥td wtth somt of the most dishnctl~ and 
ortttnaI ttdfS thar tht vtdfOlamH Industry has productd. 
He wortced .. !nfOJrernf'$ whtrt he inven,td the seminal 
potyaon ",,",uft. AIotIf In ~ Dark. and. when 
lnfoeremn fffl WI'O the tNiblt of rH)'Clina succmful 
ideas tnsttad of (orMinulliy (MllIlne and tvOlvi",. he I~I 
10 set up ntIIhbourtnc codeostllp. Adf.lint. 

Ra,naI ham 10 capltallw on a succmful fonnula: 'If 
you know f'QCt1y how 10 maJl:e it pme when )'OU Slan. 
the C .... Mes art ~ IfS rNciy 10 ~ muwd in a )'tar's 
hnV.1f wdl M our of dlt,: Unl. Br, A.thMtur? Adehn", 
Itnt pme. SUbsllMtd the spooky shenan.It'M of AITD 
for. CUff pobJon charaClf'r In a canoony world. Tj~ 
CommMIdo. "l'houah Still an ISoOm""c arcade advtnlurt 
like UtA. has lWapped dwo puzzlt soMnt for shoor 'em 
up acnono1nd Vi05enc:t. 

In thb,.. of beat 'em ups and raClne tarnt'S. " 
would be ftmPC1rc .. btilfVt all &amine innovations 
bqIn In Japen and siowb' Sftp down 10 the ml of the 
world. But Ihts b not the- (IW. Whdt constantly Char\llrll 
dir«tton. Rlynel SI1tI ~ to ~ an imprHslon on 
,he tndustfy.o1 who~. AIoM In the Dark. w;lh lIS 
otmosphtnc, haunttd how Wftl"l. was virtually a 
bh.teprtnt for CIpCOM" rtCent ~nturt IItlt. Resident 
Evil. FurthfnnOlt. LltfIfo Bc AtJo,mturt. tn84i'rlI and 
beautifully dtslined. has rec.1ved admltlne comment\ 
from ~ b1mwlf. who fOlJlht 10 a" Act.hne ~ian.cl 
up as an N64 dt'Vtlopet'. RaynaI fUmed fhto offer down: 
AMliM tla-. lOO rn&ICh work to do at Ih. monwnl. 

In ItnnS of pme dHlift, ftaynal IS a rru. Gallic 
KCentrk. and "'" f«ef'If'ridt)' can ohM t'ICt.nd Myond 
eanw dfstcn. In a rtCtnt tnfflYiew he WM Mk~ who he 
would most lib RI ~ stuck In a 11ft with. 'Sill £ 
(iMs' calM the straitht-fac.d ,..ply. 
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K.-n;i En. 15 no conventional Japanest' sohco head honcho. He IS Ont of the new breed of di8nal 
enlenammtnt Vislonan~ emergmg in Japan. Boss of Warp. a nslne slar I" the community of Japanes.e 
videoeamt dtvelope~ Eno rose 10 fame after wmnlni the 'Hull1medla Grand Pnx' (one of t~ Ja~ 
lame mdustry's most coveted awards I WITh the fully-rendered interactive mOVIe. 0 no 5hokutaku f known as 
o outside of Japan) . By western standards 0 was no mlle-slone. but for The Japanese market il !tignified a 
chanae in dlreCllon • an acceptance that games cannot continue 10 ~IST wlIhin the light (onSlr<1lOts Imposed 
by a handful of corporate gIants. Also. laura. liS lead character. supposedly attracted many adult Japanese 
females to videogaming. 

'Most Japanese videogame companies are STuck in a rut.' he freely admits. 'There's no creallvity. no 
innovation. I'd say there are about six good vldeogame companies in Japan and the rest are simply copying 
everyone else.' At the recent PlayStation Expo, Warp demonSTrated its latest proJec!. EO (Enemy Zero) 10 a 
rapturous reception. and Eno. apparently miffed by its hcensing pol!Cin. snubbed Sony by announcl"l the 
Saturn versIon on a big screen complete with the offending logo. (omine on lour (Os. EO IS an amblllous 
prOje<t. and one that Eno is confIdent will be a far more InteractTve and lona·1as11na expenente than its 
predecessor. And the lact That contemporary claSSical composer Mlchael Nyman (The Piano I IS £ 
writina the aame's mUSical score is indICaTIve of Warp's stature as a small company Wlth bii tdHS.. 
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When ~)1no~t~ 'demonstrated' liS fi~1 PlaySlalion !IIle ill an Invitation-only event 
al The B~@f)' in London. the sight of JaW5 meeting carpels was commonplace. 
The videolape 100taae of W;Pfflut · In reahty a sequence crealffl on an SGI 
workV&110n. not propnelary PlaySlal10n Technology - illStantly bKame the fOplC on 
tht lips of ~ SWtfchfli on vi~ealm' industry watcher. (The sequence !to 

impres~ that 11 WM ustd In the motion picture. Hackm.) 
The man rtspomible for creatine il Is Jim Btowtn. PlYlnOsis' m-house SGI 

~ro: a araphl(al aniSl who was break'ne inlO 10 eame araphlcs on 16bil 
machlnts when practical 10 toots Wftm', t\Ifll available. 

HIS influ~t'! oYH the )'tars have vaned from a(dalmed work (omme OUI of 
Japan t ')like stuff like Appl~ and AkIT", the latter of which I was letting the 
comic book version of when it was 111'51 published l' years aao') and popular 
~eMe fktlon eintma ('MlCrocosm's Intro was u!r1amly very 8ladffunner in 
dnl.n. bur that was thfll and lhl5 IS now I'd never do lhal aeam:1 

Wt 101 in an Hrty PlaySlallon de'V kIt. and wenl Ihrouah the usual proct$s of 
1'101 knowma wnallO do WIth il: explains Jlm in relallon 10 Ihe Visual 
eXTravaganza IhallS Wipeout. We had 10 come up wilh a game concepT and I 
b@'ean workin& on the Irouahs Idea. They weren'l my fayounle films. but I thoughT 
Iht' action seqUflKts in Top Gun and Days Of Thunder were aood. and J Ihooahl 
,I'd be areallo b@' able 10 f'KR'ate Ihat fnhne of speed: 

With a porrloho of "unn1n& CGI, 1I'Icludlna Krazy [Y.Jn·s srnkll'lllntro. Bowt-rs 
is prewnrly fonifyina hiS enviable reputation by supplyina much 01 the £ 
visual content to the lorthcomma WI{HOUr J09!t see paee 90 I. 
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I Edge asks why one of the most celebrated 
western game developers of the 16bit era is 
shunning 32bit consoles to develop for the PC 

n a gaming world bustling 
with· strategic alliances. 
corporate investments, 
publishing deals and 
'most favoured developer' 
badges. a genuinely 

unbiased opinion is hard to come by. But 
Dave Perry owes favour to only Interplay 
(the company owns a small stake in Shiny 
Entertainment). and he is never afraid to 
speak his mind. 

So far. Shiny Entertainment hasn't been 
a player on the next~generalion 

baltleground. At one point 100 was routing 
Shiny as one of the lead developers for M2. 
And prior 10 Shoshinkai. Perry was loud in 
his support for the Nintendo 64. But now 
with still no PlayStation and Saturn titles 
unveiled - Shiny Entertainment is 
embarking upon MOK its first PC title. So 
has the 'console kid' turned his back on the 
hardware companies on whose systems he 
built his reputation? Does he feel the PC is 
the way forward? Edge caught up with him 
at the Shiny Entertainment headquarters at 
Laguna Beach. California. 

Edge In 1995. you were quoted saying that 
you were very keen to develop for the 
Nin!endo 64. But now you have announced 
your next project is for the Pc. Why no 
N64 development? 
DP MDKwas 
already being 
designed 
before we had 
decided Nintendo 64 
or Pc. As a team 
previously devoted to 
the world of 
cartridges. the N64 
would have been our 
safest and easiest 
bet. However. we 
needed more. We 
had big plans for the game and needed 
some digital real estate to squeeze it into. 
The new hope became the CD-ROM-beating 
'magnetic media' Nintendo promised us. We 
waited and waited. finally I flew to Tokyo to 
see it. No sign of it an)"Nhere. 

Hence the PC decision. To make us 
happy yve thought of reasons why we would 
prefer the Pc. like more time to work on 
the game as we won't have to wait for 
cartridges to be manufactured. for instance. 

Edge What were your impressions of the 
Ninlendo 64 at the Shoshinkai show? 
OP Initially. after sitting in a plane for 11 
hours and after all the hype, I was expecting 
the $40.000 Silicon Graphics' experience 
that had been alluded to. Of course. this 
was not going to be the case. However. the 
machine was very impressive for the money. 
Then again. anything would have looked 
good after all that airplane food. 
Edge Do you believe the system offers a 
quantum leap in performance over and 
above the PlayStation 
and Saturn? 
OP From the (live 
Sindair days of British 
home computers. the 
'QL' or Quantum Leap 
was no great leap at all 
- it was nicely 
packaged and that was 
it. I feel the same way 
about the Nintendo 64. 
Nintendo has done 
exactly what it needed to 
do to make itself a gap. 
The definition of the 
word 'Quantum' is 
actually, 'the minimum 
amount by which 

certain properties of a 
system can change'. So 
enough said. 
Edge As a game 
developer. where do 
you see Nintendo 64's 
strengths and 
weaknesses? 
OP The cartridge is 

the weakness. It removes the ability to slam 
in copious amounts of animation. sounds. 
and spectacular effects. Its strength is Ihe 
highly-detailed display and the funky joypad. 
Edge If you were to develop a Nintendo 64 
game. how would you go about making use 
of the analogue/ digital Joystick? 
OP If I was on a hover bike. I could lean 
accurately into the corners. The only thing 
that Ninlendo forgot was to make the 
buttons analogue as well. Imagine punching 
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with different strengths or jumping to the 
height you want. I guess we will get that on 
the Nintendo 12 S. 
Edge Does the prospect of a Nintendo 
online gammg network excite you? 
OP Yep - it's time. It also can turn a game 
that would get boring quickly into a game 
with thousands of hours of playtime. It also 
supplies real learning intelligence to play 
against. which is still vacant in any game I 
have played. On the downside, expect to 
lose a lot of games to hermits that live on 
the network. 
Edge Moving away from new technology. 
were you surprised by the technical 
vIrtuosity of VF2 and 5ega Ra/lyon Saturn? 
OP No. I have been waiting for somebody 
to make the move. Well done Segal 
Especially the leap from VF 1 to VF2. 

Edge How was Sega 
able 10 produce 
such a technological 
leap forward? 
OP The Saturn does 
not make you 
breakfast in bed -
which is what the 
hype proposed. You 
actually have to do 
some work. and to 

make it perform you 
need a large whip. 
Finally. programmers 
are convincing it to 
jump through hoops 
by using tight. fast 
RISC code. not sloppy 
textbook ( 
programming. 
Edge W,ll 
independent and 
third-party developers. 

such as yourself. be able 
to achieve Similar results? 
OP Funnily enough. I was down at the whip 
shop last week ... 
Edge Has Sega aCflvely been sharing its 
secrets with Ihe development commumty? 
OP Not really. It offers technical support. It 
is in Sega's interest to give away Sega Rally 
code to developers. However. Sega is 
making big bucks off it at the moment. why 
should the company give that away? it is a 
big decision. I doubt it will happen. But 
then 0.1. walked - anything can happen. 
Edge BUI if Sega hides liS secrets from 
third party developers. it WIll result In 

fewer quality Saturn games. and it will 
also discourage Ihirdpar1y game 
development because no one will be able 
to compete with Sega's own. Wouldn't thIS 
be suicide? 
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OP Sega makes very good arcade games. 
This translates - via great teams - into very 
good games. That gives Sega a bUilt-in safety 
buffer. However. it still needs the good 
rhirdparty publishers and developers who 
enhance the credibility of the machine. Sega 
should adopt the same altilude as Ninrendo 
and prolect its shelf space. If this means 
giving (ode to developers 10 keep overall 
quality high. then so be il. 

But maybe then Sega Rally fans will 
end up with Sega Rally 1. 2. 3. 4 ... 
E..,. What Is your prognosis of the 
Saturn's future? 
OP I expect a graph of success shaped like 
the Himalayas. As each hit pops up so will 
imerest. then it will swing low. This will 
happen until all programmers get to grips 

OP We are. it's just the 
game is secret at the 
moment. It is based on a 
whole new set of 
characters. No, not 
Earthworm Jim. These 
characters were revealed 
at the Toy Fair in New 
York. We've been keeping 
the whole thing quiet. 
Ed&< SoIlY is claiming that 
with its 5e(ond-generatton 
software engines. the 
P1ayStaijon is capable of 
running the orieinal R/dgo 
Racer at 60fp~ That's an 
improvement of over 
100%, Do you think this 
claim is true? 
OP Totally. However, I don', want Ridge 

The m d s not make you breakfast 
In bed - which is what the hype proposed. 
To make it perfonn you need large whip 

with the machine, then there will be a 
steady interest. 
Etltt So you see inevitable success for the 
Saturn. then? 
OP If things stay on course and the public 
doesn't sell its soul for the Nintendo 64 - as 
they will in Japan - yes, there is room for 
Saturn. It has got up from the floor and JUSt 
taken a swing back at Sony. Somebody 
should make the Sony vs Sega fighting 
game and write it on Nintendo 64. 
Eq. As for the P1ayStaijon, would you agree 
that having started out with some very 
impressiVe games. its development of late 
seems to have stagnated? 
OP Sony is doing ilS best to keep 'em 
coming. All that we are currently 
experiencing is the infamous 'too many 
games' syndrome. Hopefully. Sony will begin 
to filter out the rubbish. Then you will feel 
more positive in general toward the 
software. There are a lot of very talented 
people working on the PlayStation. Sony is 
being well supported. 
Edge So you've seen evidence indicating 
SoIlY Will be Willing to filter out bad titles? 
OP I like Sony. It has done a great job 
selling the PlayStation. and it is just 
getting too popular as far as development 
goes. I don't buy PlayStation games anymore 
as I bought a bunch of turkeys that. over 
time. 'tIear down a buyers interest. It did 
with me. 

Racer at 60 frames per second. I want 
Ridge Raceral a screen res of 640 pixels 
across by 480 pixels deep. If Sony can do 
that. then it is smoking. 
Edet So, you feel resolution is more 
important than frame rate? Is this true for 
all game genres? 
OP Yes. on a road it enables you to see 
farther into the distance. This enables you to 
negotiate obstacles better and so enjoy 
playing more. Big pixels mean blocky vision 
- I don't like my vision blocked. It also adds 
detail - you could make out faCial 
expressions on characters. for example -
and that's important. It also enables some 
cool programming tricks and effects. 
Ellce How do you think second-eeneration 

P1ayStation software compares to the 
forihcoming Nintendo 64 games? 
OP Nintendo has already got the filter on 
what I mentioned a few questions ago. That 
means it will come out fighting and will 
keep leaving the player feeling positive 
toward the quality of the experience. Sony. 
hopefully, will take the same approach. then 
it's gloves off. 
E..,. Why do you think the P1~taijon did 
so much better than the Saturn in 1995? 
OP The initial games on the Saturn were 
disappointing. Ridge Racer was impressive. 
Magazines. playground chaner. and the 
internet quickly spread the news. 
Edtt It seems clear the 32bit consoles are 
doing well, Why choose the PC as the lead 
platform for your next game, MOK? 
OP It was a target we had dismissed. 
However. now Windows 95 is around and 
the hardware is finally strong enough to 
support a three·dimensional action game. 
the timing is perfect. 

Eq. Why are you not developing 
P1~taijon games yourself? These prerendered shots of Shiny's forthcominc Murder DefIfh Kill rtYe some Ind~ towards 

the cameplay involved. The realtlme C"aphks, surprlslncfy, haye 11 fatrty dose resemblance 



Edge There are more games made for the 
PC than for any other game system. Surely 
there aren't any gaps to fill In the 
overloaded PC games market? 
OP A good game makes a gap. The PC 
market has no filterl 
Edge What is the most impressive thing 
about Murder Death KiJR 
OP The chilling feeling of murder and 
power that's portrayed, And. of course. the 
hi-res, realtime 30,_ 
Edge A lot of people are talking about 3D 
graphics and multimedia accelerator 
cards as the 'next big thmg' on the PC 
games scene. Do you see thiS 
happening? 

OP Yes. over time, But it will take time, until 
a killer game arrives that drives people to 
buy the hardware, When that game arrives, 
the news will spread. But if will take more 
than Sonic the Hedgehog. 
Edge Despite Wmdows 95 simpllfymg things 
for developers. there's stili a shortage of 
decent PC games._ 
OP Give it time, there is a distinct lack of 
whips at the moment. Spreadsheet gurus 
are reaching for their joypads. 

answer is 'sort of. I will be playing cool PC 
games at home. but we won't stop making 
console games in the office. 
Edge ShinY was being touted as one of M2's 
premier developers. Is thiS still the case? 
Of We were considering Matsushita's M2, 
but we have postponed the title un til the 
machine hits the shelves. 
Edge From what you've seen of M2 so far. 
what has Impressed you. If anything? 
Of I have not seen the final machine, The 
specs are very impressive. the silicon is 

cooking. We are all waiting to see what 
dinner tastes like. 
Edge What's your understanding of 
what Matsushita will do WIth the M2 
technology? 
Of I have no idea and that's my worry. 
Because Matsushita is big. it is not to be 
ignored or dismissed, It wears big shoes 
and could kick some major butt. However, 
I am still waiting to hear a plan. I hope 
that. like Sony. it really goes for it. 
Otherwise, it could turn out 10 be the most 

Meanwhile. development 
companies are still reading 
through all the documentation. 
In the meantime. games like 
E.3rthworm Jim on Windows 95. 
for instance. are selling just fine. 
Edge But the PC's arcade games 
are still woefully underpowered. 

~hinY 
fun laserdisc player in the 
consumer electroniCS store that 
comes with a free joypad. 
Edge What do you thmk about 
Trip Hawkins right now? Is he 
happy or sad? 
OP Cha"(hingl(grin,] 
Edge But from a developer's 

v ...... 

Of The PC is currently hanging in behind 
the console market. but dedicated gaming 
technology will be here soon, However. as 
always. more costs more. 
Edge 50 you believe PC games on high-end 
(although stili massmarket) systems Will 
out·perform Nintendo 6 .. and M2 tItles? 
Of Yes - it is a while away. however. It is 
also silly 10 think that 8 10 16'year'0Id 
children - our best target market - are 
going to be buying these machines. That is 
why the console market will always win in 
reality. Also. as console companies control 
the quality of their games. the PC market 
has no such overseer. 50 to clarify, the 

perspective. how big a problem IS 
the fact that 300 handed over all developer 
support to Matsushita? 
OP Well. either we will beg them to stay or 
we had beller brush up on our Japanese. 
Edge Describe the best and worst case 
scenarios you could see unfurling for 
Matsushlla over the next couple of years. 
Of At best. 300 keeps supporting 
developers, an M2 machine ships in 
September, and 300 has something cool 
like AJp;ne Racer running better than the 
arcade machine. At worst. 300 goes away. 
Matsushita is le'ft on its own to deal wi th 
H2, It misses Christmas and it has no games 
and no Christmas presents. Game over, 
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Edge Do you think the 3 2bJl games you've 
seen so far are better than 16bit games. 
other than their graphICal aspects? 
OP Yes and no. We have plans to bridge the 
gap, We think we have identified room 
for manoeuvre. 
Edge Are you excited about the potential for 
networked, muhiplayer gaming? If so. what 
are the problems associated WIth ItS 
development. and in what form do you 
think mass·market. multiplayer, networked 
gaming will eventually appear? 
Of I can', wait. neither can the people who 
want to sell you ways and methods to do it. 
That's the problem. it will take time before 
winners. formats. and protocols emerge, 
Then it will be great. But then that's also 
what they said about VR._ 
Edge Who - or which software company 
do you think IS making the best games at 
the moment? 

OP Sega on 
console. 
Namco on 
arcade. and 
Westwood on 
Ihe PC. 
Edge Are 
there any 
games you 've 
ever played 

that have 
made you Sit up and say. 'Damn. I wish I'd 
done that'? 
Of Virtua Fighrer 2 is technically excellent, 
The companies I watch and admire now are 
Sega's 'AM' teams, Namco. Rare. and 
Psygnosis, I tOlally respecI these companies 
and would pat them on the back if they 
were in my office right now, 
Edge What are Shiny Entertainment's goals 
in thIS bUSiness? 
OP To stay small. potent. and focused. And 
10 hire more Scottish people! 
Edge We know about MDK You mention 
that you are working on a new game for 
the PlayStallon with a new set of characters. 
Can you tell us more? 
OP It's for the PlayStation and Saturn, The 
Salurn engine i, 100% RISe. h"s 3D. h ha, 
moves I always wanted 10 pur in a game. It 
is realtime. not FMV. It is lOP secret and the 
first snippet wil1 appear on the Shiny World 
Wide Web page when construction has 
finished ( http://www.shiny.com ). 
Edge If a fnend asked you which game 
syStem he should buy now, which one 
would you recommend? 
OP Wail for the Nintendo 64 if you don't 
mind forking out $70 a game. If you like 
arcade games, go with the Salurn. If you're 
tight on cash, pick up a few Jaguars -EO 
al SSO a pop. Ouch. CIE 





prescreen 

SONIC. TEAM 

Sega touts 
Nights as 
the Saturn's 
answer 
to Super 
Morio 64, 
and the 
two games 
certainly 
share 
some vital 
elements 

Format: Saturn 
Publisher. Sega 

Developer: Sonic Team 
Release date: Summer 

Origin: Japan 

m 
istOlY is cruel. 
Technological history is 
cruellest. John Logie 
Baird, the se.ots inventor 
of television, let time 
and big bUSiness 

overtake his idea leaving him to make 
virtually nothing from his discovery. Sony 
- no lightweights in the field - saw its 
superior Betamax video system 
obliterated by its rough and rural JVe 
VHS cousin. Nintendo, the world's pre
eminent videogames company, had its 
European and USA markets slashed (at 
best) in half by the upstart (and Sonic
fuelled) Sega Mega Drive. 

Sega, it seems, reads its history 
books. While the Nintendo 64 suffers 
another delay, the in-house team 
responsible for Sonic, Sonic 2 and the 
rest, program busily. Which videogames 
machine was the first to use analogue 
control pad technology? Fresh from 
completing the Mega Drive instalment of 
Sonic, Yuji Naka and Naoto Oshima 
are set to make the answer to that 
question a very close call indeed. 

Sega touts Nights as the Saturn's 
answer to Super Mario 64, and the two 

Developed by the coders who put the 
Mega Drive on the gaming map, Nights 
is their 32bit progression from Sonic 

Flyine through Co1Ivems and over mountains perfectly completnents 
Nights' fantasy-based storyllne. The charader belne controlled here Is 
Nights, one of three new stan soon to be as big as Sonic, probably 

games certainly share some vital 
elements. Both will create Interactive 3D 
worlds and give the user-controlled 
central character free reign to explore 
them. Rather than the 3D carnage 
organised by Doom, Quake and the rest. 
though, the accent will be on puzzle
solving and co-operation. Finally, both 
games will use analogue control pads 
with Sega launching a new pad 
(combining the traditional )oypad and 
button combinations with a new 
analogue control set) to coincide with 
the summer release of the game. 

On the face of it though, the 
similarities don't end there. Mario is set 
on the ground, Nights is a game about 

Nlghfs Sonic parentace is evident In sections requ1rinC you to fty 
through hoops (left). A Sonic-like swoop occun illS players flyaway 



Hard to believe. but Nights' JD scenery scrolls In .... ltIme as you 
walk or fty In Harch of dues and puules. Prepan: to be .mllzed 

prescreen i 

Dimension, itself divided into two polar 
realms. People with enough 'Idia' light 
are granted entl)' to the calm world of 
Nightpia. Those without, suffer in the 
tortured world of the Nightmare. Before 
anyone thinks they've stumbled into a 
Buddhist philosophy dass, the reassuring 
world of the videogame cuts in. The boss 
of the Nightmare world has started to 
invade Nightpia. It is up to our hero and 
heroine to stop this invasion and keep 
the world of Nightpia safe for everyone. 

To gain inspiration for the game, 
Naka (the producer) and Oshima 
(director) have drawn from the writings 
of Frederic Holutsu, the respected 
German psychologist and writer. By 
rooting game elements and characters 
on firm psychological tenets, the Nights 
team hope to establish game interactivity 
that goes beyond the explore, shoot and 
run of most. 

Panzer Dragoon 2 demonstrates the 
graphical possibilities for a flying game 
but Nights looks set to easily supass this 
level. One thing the team seems keen to 
avoid, however, is the frustrating lack of 
control Panzer offers. 3D worlds are, 
after all, only graphical wallpaper if the 
player feels excluded from them. The 
game's analogue system should go a 
long way to addressing this, with 
relative movements of the control stick 
(rather than repeated taps) governing the 
speed and direction of character 
movement. By placing the characters in 
the air, Oshima and his team have made 
life potentially more difficult than it is for 
the ground-based Moria. Whether this 
be an advantage or disadvantage 
remains to be seen. 

Nlpu snoozes on a 
_top (lop). n.. boy. 
Elltot Edwards. 
crouches (.bove) 

Prepare to encounter some wild and blurre characters on ~r travels. such as this top-heavy floatInl 'bunny' 
middle.. Travel around the world Is mostly fllght-Msed (left). but walkln,ls also possible (Oarls Slndalr. rlcht) 

This prerendered art 
shows Nights' cut In 
detail (Nlpls. lop. 
Ciaris. the &1ft. above) 

flying. Moria has a cast of well-known 
characters. Nights will introduce a group 
of blushing debutantes to the world. 
Moria takes cartoon animation as its 
starting point, Nights looks to be set in 
an entirely more 'real' world. 

Reality is a subjective concept, and it 
is the world of dreams that Nights seeks 
to explore. The storyline (as best Edge 
can understand it) runs something like 
this: after falling asleep, humans are 
transported to a place called the Night 

Nintendo has lost a lot of ground to 
Sega and Sony, maintaining all the while 
that when the N64 launches it will offer 
a set of distinctly different gaming 
principles. The lack of a Naka/Oshima 
Saturn release has distracted attention 
from Sega's proven talent with a 
Nintendo-esque attitude to games 
design. With their hands finally on the 
technology and an opportune release 
schedule, who knows how history £ 
will come to judge them. 



prescreen 

Super Mario 64 

When compared to the 
PI.yStatlon's Cl'fIsh 
IhIndlcoot, SMH shows 
no obvious superiority 

Format: Nintendo 64 
Publisher. Nintendo 

Developer. In-house 
Release date: June 1996 

Origin: Japan 

A
lthough Shigeru 
Miyamoto may be 
supervising no less than 
ten of the Nintendo 
64's in-house games (or 
at least those that will 

be published under the Nintendo label), 
it will be to his most famous creation that 
attentions turn when the N64 is 
released, and the world is given the 
chance to assess whether the king of 
games design can successfully re-invent 
the direction of next generation gaming. 

Even though it's yet to be seen in its 
completed form, other companies are 
obviously taking Super Maria 64's go
anywhere style of 3D adventuring as an 
important step forward. Sega has already 
announced Sonic Team's Nights in the 
same free-form vein. 

Despite claims of astonishing 
gameplay by those lucky enough to have 
hands-on experience with Super Maria 
64 at last November's Shoshinkai 
unveilin& time and another delay have 
not done Nintendo any favours 
producing something of a garners' 
backlash against the plumber and the 
Silicon Graphics-designed console. 

Although there has been no real hype 
from Nintendo itself, merely the 

With the Japanese launch of the 
Nintendo 64 a few weeks away, its flagship 
game is crawling towards completion 

Although 8O'ft complete, $M64's Impressive landscapes stili seem rather 
iHlrren, with enetnteS appurin, as events r.ther than contlnuousty 

reiteration that it wants everything to be 
perfect before launching the Nintendo 
64, expectations are running incredibly 
high. For the impatient, many whom 
have pledged their support and money 
to either Sega or Sony, the latest set of 
SM64 screen shots to be released are 
unlikely to make them regret their 
decision. Although they reveal more of 
the game's locations, the usual plethora 
of obstacles and opponents seem 
conspicuous by their absence and 
despite claims that the 64's anti-aliasing 
mip-mapping feature has yet to be 
implemented Super Morio 64 doesn't 
seem to be attempting anything that a 
PlayStation or Saturn couldn't handle. 
There's also the worry that, while the 
number of different locations is yet to be 
revealed, with SM64's 
relatively tiny 64Mbit 
cartridge size the wonders of 
Miyamoto's'interactive 
cartoon' could be woefully 
short lived. 

Prophesying on still 
screen shots is a fool's 
game, though, and it would 
be a typical Nintendo stroke 
that when the game finally 
appears (which at the time 
of going to press is still 
scheduled for June 23) everything will 
be in place and once again Nintendo's 
in-house genius will show the world just 
what the videogaming experience should 
be. Until then, even the loyal and faithful 
must be starting to get those £ 
niggling doubts. 

EHects such as 
reflections and 
translucency are all 
exploited In $MU 
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Pilotwings 64 

r 

The three cunently 
known types of craft 
are .. cyrocopter. hang 
ellder .nd rocket ~ck 

pWSf's detail Is 
Impressive, but a frame 
flte trld..otf It low 
attitudes Is very likely 

Bringing flight sims to the masses, Nintendo resurrects another 
SNES favourite for the persistently-delayed Nintendo 64 launch 

Format: Ninlendo 64 
Publisher. Ninlendo 

Developer. Paradigm Sim 
Release date: June (Japan I 

Origin: Japan 

aking its cue from the 
Super Famicom's 
famously successful 
launch in November 
1990, the second of 
the Nintendo 64's 

launch triple bill (the third being a 
uninspired-looking Japanese chess 
variant, Shagi, from Seta) is an update of 
the aerobatics simulation, Pifotwings. 

In much the same way as the first 
game was used to showcase the power 
of the Super Famicom and its Mode 7 
rotation and scating effects, the Nintendo 
64 version, this time programmed by US 
flight simulation experts, Paradigm, with 
Shigeru Miyamoto in a supervisory 
capacity, similarly sets out to impress. 
Famous monuments such as the Statue 
of Liberty, Mount Rushmore and the 
World Trade Centre are all there to 
navigate around, while the familiar 
aerobatics-testing hoops are still in place 
to challenge flying prowess and provide 

some form of scoring 
structure to the game. 

Amazingly, during the 
five-and-a-half years since 
the release of the original 
game, no-one has really 
tried to emulate 
Pilotwings' distinct 
formula. The usual flight 
sim setup of daunting 
arrays of instruments and 
controls, combined with a 
limited display and 

sluggish frame update, badly needed 
streamlining for the pick-up-and-play 
console consumer. Pi/otwings managed 
to weave an enjoyable game (complete 
with the usual console-style bonus 
sections and even a rescue 
mission/shoot 'em up) to a style of 
game not normally suited to low
powered games machines. Pilotwings 64 
extends this premise of hiding the 

The AmeriClln kono&oJy In some of Pllotwlngs Us scenery will. no 
doubt. seem exotic to Japanese ,Imen, but exqulstte to westem pelyen 

complex technicalities of aerodynamics 
and accurate flight mechanics behind a 
fa<;ade of quirky characters and a diverse 
range of flying disciplines. Character and 
personality is an area in which Nintendo 
excels and the Pilotwings 64 
development mirrors that of the SFC 
game, Storfox (coded in the UK by 
Argonaut, much of its final gloss and 
design was added by Nintendo in Japan). 

While the frame rate of the 
Pilotwings 64 demo on show at 
Shoshinkai seemed to be slightly on the 
sluggish side, Nintendo's usual formula 
of providing enough variety of game play 
so that the player tends not to notice any 
small technical shortcomings (Starwing 
and Stunt Race FX being prime 
examples) bodes well for Pilotwings 64's 
eventual appearance at the N64's £ 
launch on June 23. 
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uake 

Two typical Q ... ke foes: 
the shape-shtftina tar 
baby (lop) ond the 
leap'". demon (.Ibove) 

QUGke's new enelne 
features ele,ant - yet 
brutal - polyeon models 
with Incredible depth 

Format P( 
Publisher: GT Intera(tive 

Deve)oper: id 
Re)ease dale: TBA 

Origin: US 

la 
ost people who can get 
near a PC network. and 
take their games 
seriously. will already 
have played the public 
test version of Quake. 

Posted by id to check the graphics 
engine and network support, the game, 
while wonderfully playable in death 
match mode, offered precious little as to 
how the single player game would fare. 

But hacks posted on the intemet 
within hours of the game going into 
distribution unlocked the non-player 
characters. Hence single-player garners 
were given still-born versions of the 
monsters - induding knights, dragons, 
ogres, demons, shamblers, tar babies 
and wizards. The test version featured 
just three levels, each with its own 
unique atmosphere. At the recent Em, 
Edge got a chance to play the oneplayer 
game, complete with walking, talking. 
shooting bad guys and some of the most 
ingenious level design ever seen. 

The most impressive new enemy in 
the one player game is the zombie -
these characters grunt, moan and gurgle 
as they come out of the shadows and rip 
portions off their own torso to throw at 
you. Shotgun and nail gun blasts will 
merely knock them off their feet - to do 
more than stun them you're going to 
need an explosive weapon - pipe 
bombs are most effective at breaking 
them up. The polygonal models have 
plenty of detail, move convincingly, and 
are far ahead of the ones hacked out of 
the public test Best of all, though, 
enemies' intelligence has come along in 
conceptual leaps and bounds. 

To appreciate how slick the AI has 
become in the oneplayer game, just 
follow this scenario. There's a moving 
platform floating on a river of lava. You 
step on the platform and facing forward it 
takes you to a dead end. However, 
there's a right turn into a huge chamber, 
where two ogres await At first attempt 
you're hosed before even making it off 
the platform. $0, back to a saved game. 
A couple of corpses later, you figure out 

While most of the world gazes in 
awe at the public test version of Quake, 
Edge plays the single player game 

These MW shots from the onep&.yer ._me demonstnte QUQIre' s 
exquisite dNll. qUIIlities onty passl .... th_nks to Id's I"_phk enztne 

a way to kill the ogres without even 
getting on the platform. You stand at the 
lava edge and wait until the platform is 
about to reach the right turn, and then 
bounce pipe bombs off the platform and 
around the corner. This works the first 
few times - the ogres groan in pain as 
each bomb impacts and explodes. Yet 
you'd better not be too repetitive as they 
wise up to your plan and start bouncing 
grenades back on the moving platform. 
Clever stuff. 

The graphics engine hasn't changed 
much from the test and other key 
gameplay changes indude almost instant 
suffocation underwater, two new 
weapons (the lightning gun and the 
chain lightning gun) and the indusion of 
dogs, which haven't seen the light of day 
since Wolfenstein. Id is still maintaining 
Quake will be ready 'when it's finished'. 
Edge's money is on a June release for 
the shareware version, with the full £ 
game to follow six weeks later. 

Human pI.yers .re 
encnelln chunk body 
.rmour .nd lu._round 
Impresstve flrelrms 
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Crash Bandicoot 
Sony's biggest game of the year is a 3D platformer with powerful 
visuals and a lead cha racter whose inspiration is far fr.om hidden 

CND Btlndkoofs most immediAte: Imp.ld Is provided by its Incredible Gouraatd-shadecI "aphks. Very deriv.tlve of Mea. Drive Sonk. Crash seems 
Intent on tryin, to stNl the 3D platfonn crown away from Sq.'s Nights (,..,e 32) and. more I"portentty. Nlntendo's 5u"., Marlo 64 (p.lP 34) 

Some of the sped.1 
effects .Ire lovety - this 
tree reftectincin the 
water. for example 

Format: Plaplalion 
Publisher: SIE 

Developer: UIS 
Release date: TBA 

Origin: US 

5 
any has gone to 
enormous lengths to 
stress that Crash 
Bandicoot is not a 
mascot for the 
PlayStation. No - he is 

an independent game character with no 
branding link to Sony's hardware 
platform. Yes, he is a cute, acrobatic and 
eminently recognisable cartoon character, 
and yes he is the subject of much 
pushing and shoving within Sony's 
echoing halls, but he is not a mascot 

Crash shares more than an animal 
origin with Sega's Sonic, though. The 
bandicoot (an Australian rodent! 
marsupial combination) is, like the 
hedgehog, a much maligned and 
frequently ignored animal. And on the 
PlayStation at least, it can run at 
tremendous speeds, leap huge chasms 
and carry an unlimited supply of helpful 
goodies and tokens. Where Crash veers 

away from Sonic is in his perspective on 
life. Like Super Maria 64, this is part of 
an ever growing genre of fast-paced, 
wacky, 30 platform games. 

Edge's first look at Crash Bandicoot 
revealed an interesting. but often 
confusing. platform romp. Technically a 
marvel. with wonderful scrolling. great 
polygonal animation and reasonably 
unobtrusive clipping. visually it actually 
looks a great deal like Sonic the 
Hedgehog, albeit from a 3D perspective. 
Gameplay-wise, as you might imagine, it 
is massively derivative. All the original 
features found in this game come as a 
direct and unavoidable result of the new 
viewpoint, rather than any creative leaps 
of genius by the design team. Many of 
the hazards that await Crash are 
enjoyable detours rather than 
unavoidable obstacles, such as the fast
paced river-rapids section, or the tumbles 
taken down mountainsides. 

Crash Bandicoot marks a huge 
improvement for Universal Interactive, 
whose previous work includes the 
dreadful 300 Jurassic Park. But Crash 
doesn't come without heavyweight 
competition - with Nights and Maria 
appearing on Satum and N64 
respectively, the 3D platformer is £ 
fast growing as a game genre. 

Expect punlln,and 
explorlnc to feature 
highly on (nlSh's list of 
,amept.y elements 



I 
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Mayhem 

BIC explosions appYr 
to be an important part 
of the came. That's 
always. good sia:" 

Format: Pc. Mar CD-ROM 
Saturn, PS 

Publisher: GT Interacrive 
Developer: Mirage 

Release dale: Autumn 
Origin: UK 

m 
ith the success of 
Crusader last year it was 
inevitable that an influx 
of isometric arcade 
adventures would 
follow. Hence, 

Domark. has Total Mania waiting in 
the wings, German team Neon is 
working on Vanished Powers, 
and Mirage, previously famous 
(or infamous?) for Rise 
of the Robots, is currently 
putting the finishing 
touches to Mayhem, an 
'action strategy blast 'em 
up'. 

Mayhem is baSically a 
shoot 'em up with puzzles (teleports, 
secret tunnels, hidden rooms, ete), 
thrown in for good measure. The story is 
hardly going to win any prizes for 
originality. It's the future and, yes, earth 
has been taken over by aggressive robots 
who, irony of ironies, were created by 
humans to carry out menial chores. The 
player controls a group of three 
mercenaries who must clear five city 
zones of droids, making the streets safe 
for decent folk. Each of the five zones is 

Mirage enters the increasingly 
overcrowded streets of the 
isometric strategy shoot 'em up 

ar.yMm'. laometrk: eII.,..y I. Mt.1," Md ImpNulv •. n.. viewpoint 
tlUtOlUtlc.lty cMnC •• to glv. tM play ... tIM bHt vI.w of the Kt_ 

split into five maps which all 
represent a separate mission. 
Mission objectives vary, but 
mostly it's the usual 'destroy key 
installations and kill everything' 
type of stuff. 

Luckily, though, what Mayhem lacks 
in originality it makes up for in size 
and visual quality. Each of the five city 
zones measures eight screens by eight 
screens and they're all incredibly 
detailed and well rendered. The 
explosions, especially, are gloriously over 
the top - some weapons are capable of 
consuming buildings, vehicles and 
everything else in one fiery gush. Mirage 

also promises at least 1 2 different 
types of enemy as well as 

dozens of different weapons to 
shoot them with. 

This kind of game looks 
and plays exceedingly well 
on the PC and the network 

option, which allows 1 2 
players to take part 

Simultaneously, should accentuate 
Mayhem's appeal - as should the 
addition of the player controlling 

three characters instead of one, adding 
an interesting strategic element. 

It needs a graphical tweak here and 
there (some of the locations seem rather 
repetitive), and the puzzles will have to 
be well thought out so as not to interfere 
too much with the action, but Mayhem 
definitely looks good enough to compete 
aggressively with the existing £ 
competition currently available. 

Some 
weapons are 
capable of 
consuming 
buildings. 
vehicles and 
everything 
else in one 
fiery gush 
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The radar display 
pennanendysunvunds 
the player's craft. 
wamln, of enemies 

In R,.. fight pLlyers can obliterate 
everythin,ln their ~. stlnC.:;t 
IlroUnd to protect the.e r.ln b 

Formal: PC CD·ROM 
Publisher. Ele<lroni( Arts 

Developer. Epi( Megagames 
Release dale: June 

Origin: US 

A
lthough the shoot 'em 
up is a staple diet for 
consoles and coin-ops, 
it has not been a 
prominent game genre 
on the Pc. Maybe 

because of the hardware restrictions. 
maybe because, until quite recently, PC 
owners were perceived as 
thirtysomethings interested only in golf 
games and flight simulations. 

Things seem to be 
changing. Taking 
advantage of the 
speed and graphical 
capabilities of upper
end Pentiums. 
developers are at last 
able to produce titles 
which can compete on 
the same ground as 
console games. Fire 
Fight is shaping up to 
be a good early 

example of the change. 
Fire Fight, like Mayhem (see page 

38), is an isometric, multi-directionally 
scrolling shoot 'em up, but with 
spaceships instead of robots and 
mercenaries. 

The second of this month's PC 
shoot 'em ups hurls the player into 
a frenzy of mission-based violence 

The plot, as usual, is simplicity 
incarnate: the player flies a futuristic 
combat vessel through 16 levels of shoot 
'em up chaos, destroying everything in 
the way. To help, the ship is surrounded 
by a rather innovative circular radar 
display, which is certainly more 
interesting than the usual 'dashboard' 
radar. This display indicates an advised 
navigation route through each level as 
well as showing up the whereabouts of 
any enemy craft in the vicinity. To deal 

A landscape devastated by biomechankal warfare (left). CYbemetic 
enemy cnft (rtprt) pard a conspicuous nudear reador. Not for lonl 

with the latter, you 
have a default laser, 
but you can also pick 
up several weapons of 
varying power and 
range along the way, 
each with a limited 
amount of ammo. 

Edge has only 
seen one level - a 
forest base - in 
operation, but the 
game already looks impressive with 
luscious hi-res backgrounds and stylish 
space craft A nice touch is the fact that 
the isometric display allows the player to 
pass under or over background objects 
giving a great illusion of depth and 
making the scenery more engaging than 
it otherwise would have been. 

Even in its eady(ish) stages of 
development, Fire Fight looks very 
promising. If the designers ensure there 
is plenty of variety to the landscapes and 
enemy craft, this should go a long way to 
cementing the PC's burgeoning £ 
role as a games machine. 

Fire Fight is mission
based with dlNCtiVfl 
"rpeartnl at the base 
o the screen (top) 
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Ballblazer Champions 
LucasArts discovers the missing link between retrogaming and 
state-of-the-art with an update of eighties classic, Bal/blazer 

The original BallbltJzer concept remains inud in ClHlmpions: two players 10 head-to-head. attemptlnc to 'utdl' • bill (left) which Is then shot 
Into the opponent's CCNlI. factor S's update promlHs to be one of the most atb'actlve llbit cames to date. thanks to its use of hi-res visuals 

A fullscreen mode Is 
used for the oneplayer 
('IS CPU) and twopl.yer 
link-up options 

Format: Play$tation 
Publisher. lutasArrs 

Developer. Fatlor S 
Release date: TBA 

Origin: Germany 

D 
n 1983. when the 8b" 
microcomputer 
revolution was 
beginning to take a firm 
hold, LucasArts released 
a game, based around 

an imaginary futuristic sport, to universal 
acclaim. 13 years later, Balfbfozer, 
originally a hit on the Commodore 64 
and Atari 800, is being exhumed under 
the guise of BalJbJozer Champions by 
veteran codeshop Factor 5, whose 01 
includes Turrican and i:l number of 16bit 
console projects for lucasArts such as 
Indiana ianes' Greatest Adventures. 

'It's based on the 1983 classic - it's 
stili head-tc-head, but apart from that 
everything has changed: says Julian 
Eggebrecht,. Factor 5's director. These 
changes come in the form of nine 
selectable player classes (one human, 
eight alien), variably-powered rotofoil 
crafts, upgradeable weapon systems and, 

perhaps most importantly, playing areas 
totally unlike those of the original. 

'The playing surface isn't always flat, 
and the 3D in the complex stadiums gets 
as complicated as anything you'll see in 
Super Moria 64: claims Eggebrecht. 'The 
game takes place on consistently bigger 
and more complex arenas. By the 
second level there are slopes and ramps, 
with the goals situated on the higher 
levels. One league in the championship 
consists of only natural stadiums which 
feature craters and canyons, with one 
entirely composed of ice: 

'In terms of special effects we have a 
complex lighting system - the ball itself 
is a realtime light source - and we're 
using a fancy particle system for dozens 
of huge explosion effects,' says 
Eggebrecht. 'In fact there's every type of 
SFX right now on the PlayStation. 

'And we don't have any polygon ·pop 
up· - we're drawing the whole stadium ' 
all of the time - all 6,000 polygons of it 
- and it's running at 30fps in one of the 
PlayStation's hi-res modes, 512x240' 

If Factor 5 can successfully meld the 
legendary playability of the original with 
its own expert technical content, 
Bal/blazer Champions has the potential 
to be one of the biggest £ 
PlayStation games of 1996. 

One of the game's 13 
stadiums (top, middle) 
and a rotofoll (above) 
which you control 
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North Carolina, previously only famous for red necks, guns and God-fearing 
Christians, is now home to Interactive Magic, Bill Stealey's second foray into 
running a videogames company. His mission: to bring simulations and strategy 
games to the masses. Edge saddled up and moseyed on out to the tar heel state ' 

Format: PC 
Publisher: Interactive Magi( 

Developer: In-house 

I
t is a well-documented rumour 
that Microprose started as a 
bet. Apparently, a long, long 
time ago. 'Wild Bill' Stealey 
bet Sid Meier 25 cents to 

design a better flight sim than Red Baron. 
Strangely, Meier went fo r it and came up wi th 
Heflcar Ace. a big hit. and the seed which 
would eventually spawn one of America's 
biggest videogame compa nies. 

Bill stayed with Hicroprose until 1991 
when the compa ny's merger with Spectrum 
Holobyte left him without a clear posi tion. 
'Spectrum Holobyte had a 101 of cash and very 
few produClS.' explains Srealey. 'Micro prose had 
a 101 of products and no cash. It was a great 



marriage. but the new company only needed 
one chairman, so I resigned: After a year spent 
improving his golf. Stealey set up Interactive 
Magic with The intention of producing the best 
sims and strategy tiTles and nothing else. So 
far. it's worked. Last year's Apache was a 
massive success and the company now employs 
around 70 people. has its own in~house 

development leam and publishes games for 
strategy and sim stalwarts such as Digital 
Integration. Kesmai and Enlight. 

However. despite the crossover appeal of 
Capiralism and Apache. most straTegy games 
and flight sims still really only appeal to a 
relatively small ghetto of hardcore gamers. The 
challenge facing InteraCllve Magic is to widen 
the appeal of its chosen genres and to give 
people who aren', obsessed with. say. the wing 
spans of late fifries aircraft. a reason for 
playing strategy games. 

Considering both BiIlSte.!ey', 

background as a pilot. and the nature of most 
of his work aT Microprose. it is no surprise that 
one of Interactive Magic's premiere products 
thiS year is a flight sim. Air Warrior 2. sequel 
to Kesmal Corporation's anClent 8bit original. 
includes 75 missions and 3D 
aircraft. taking in an 
impressive 
range of 
technology and 

Ai, Wgfrio, 
features ]0 dlHerent 

aircraft from the First World 
War to the fifties, Any can be selected 

scenarios from the First World War right 
through 10 the Korean conflict of the fifties. 

For Ihe sequel. Kesmai (under the 
guidance of Stealey himself J has improved the 
rather sparse flat-shaded polygon landscapes. 
revamped the cockpit displays (now based on 
photographic representations of the real 
things J and loned-up the general overall look 
of the game to produce a more atlractive 
flying environment. Other than that. its mostly 
flight Slm bUS1Oe5S as usual - bombing. dog 
fights. masses of controls. realistic handling: in 
oneplayer terms. Air Wam'or 2 is going 10 be 
pure fanlasy stuff for propeller heads - and. 
almost by definition, pure Tedium for almost 
anyone else. 

However. the game. like its predecessor. 
is gloriously saved by the inclusion of an online 
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AI, WgrrlOl' 2's onllne . .. ultl-pl.,. ... option will allow partldpants from ,11 over Britain to 
compete in death-defyinc doe ficfrts. As • result. the skies Cln become pretty crowded 

option which allows 
players 10 challenge other 

would-be pilots via Ihe internet. At 
the moment the semce is only available 

via Geme 10 the states. but IM have negotiated 
a deal W1th America Onhne 10 get the game 
online through them. This means Ihat. due 10 

AOL's move Into the European 'WVIW market. 
the net version of Air Wamer 2 should be 
available in this country within two months. 

The importance of the online feature 
really cannOI be overstated. Although Edge has 
only seen an early version. i' was immense fun 
- a vastly superior experience to Ihe usual 
oneplayer Slm monotony. The main pleasure 
comes from Ihe knowledge thaT you have 
human opponents. and that Ihose little dots in 
the distance you're shooting at are controlled 
by real people and nOI some badly 
conslructed AI synthetic. Furthermore. an 
inevitable secondary pleasure comes from 
~nd1Og enemies nasty messages during dog 
fights and gloating needlessly when you shoot 
them down. 

Bur the player can go beyond simple 
maliciousness (If that's really necessary) . and 
enhance the cruCial element of social 
inleraction by forming partnerships with other 
users. For example. if one person deCides to fly 
a bomber. he can employ Ihe pre-game chaT 
mode to recruit gunners. In this way. four 
people from different parts of the world will 
be able to sit in the same plane (and swap 
positions on board if they get fed up 1. 
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Funhermore. when entering Air Warrior 2. 
each player must join one of three 'sides' 
making it possible 10 set up more complex 
STrategic alliances. A bomber. therefore. can be 
accompanied by several allied figh ter planes. 
and the whole lot can fly off in formation and 
destroy a rival side's airbase. Again, great fun 
and impressIVely authentic. 

Of course. the ul timate confirmation of 
Air Warrior 1's ClUlhenlicity is that SIealey plays 
The game obsessively and howls with immense 
displeasure whenever he's shot down. 
Furthermore. the mere faC! that an ex-pilor (an 
be shot down by pe-ople who have never flown 
real planes is evidence of 'he game's intuitive 
and uncomplicated control method. Either 
tha!. or a rather wonying indicalion of the 
condition of the United State$ Air Force. 

Joining Air Warrior 2 amongst Interactive 
Magic's flight sim output this year will be in~ 
house effort F-22. based on the new 
Stealth / F-16 hybrid. The rille is currently in its 
very early stages of development. but aspects 
already look impressive. The landscape. for 
example. is creaTed using real satellite photos 

The cockpit display in AI, Wa""" looks 
complex. but the controls are relatiVely, 
intUitive. unlike In many other fllcht s ms 

The AI, Warrio, 1 front end seeks to give a true representation of air force life. Hence 
the option SUMns are dlsrulsecl as a debriefing room (left) and a busy airstrip (richt) 

F-22'slandscape is 
created using real 
satellite photos of 

each location, which 
are then mapped 

over topographically
accurate polygonal 
models. The result 

is some impressively 
realistic scenery 
which doesn't 

adversely affed 
the frame rate 

of each locatIOn. whICh are then mapped over 
topographlCally-accurate polygon models. The 
result IS some Impressively reahsTlc scenery 
which doesn't adversely affect the frame rate: 
F-22 designers have the game running at lO-
22 fps on a P90 making for a smooth. ghtch
free flight. At the moment only early versions 
of the Grand Canyon and Colorado stages are 
in there t which look stunning at high altitude. 
but a little blocky close up): eventually the 
game will include locations all over the world. 

Realism is already an evident concem 
throughout the title. The flight model is 
de$igned around information gained from the 
genuine air force F-22 sim. and the cockpit 
display is based closely on the original aircraft·s 

layoUT. Although perhaps not an exciting 
proposition to the average videogame user. 
when F·21 comes out it will no doubt have 
sim fans shivering with excitement behind 
their oversized joysticks. Luckily. the game will 
also include IM's net option. making it a much 
more attractive proposlflon 10 non sim fans. 

One game which proved Infinitely 
atlraClive to the layman was Cirif,ZiJtion. and 
Destiny is a Ciy clone which. on paper. sounds 
scarlly similar 10 Sid Melers qUintessential title. 
In Destiny. the player must become a clan 
leader and guide his tribe from the Stone Age$ 
to modem times. fendlOg off the aggreSSive 
approaches of nvaltnbes and taklOg care of 
scientific. enVIronmental. economIc and 
military concerns along the way. As with Ciy 2. 
the player can choose a predominantly military 
game (where victory comes through 
destroying all the other tribes on the planet I 
or a scientific one t where the player must be 



the first to gain a certain technology) - or a 
combination of the two. 

Fortunately. the designers of Destiny. UK 
team Dagger Interactive. have found areas to 
exert their individuality and move away from 
the rules set by Meier's legendary progeny. For 
example. unlike in Civ. Destiny participants ca n 
choose to focus their campaign on one era. so 
games can be played over a much shorter 
period and certain tactics can be practiced and 
perfected away from the main arena. 
Furthermore. it is possible for players to take a 
greater strategic part in battles - directing 
troops and vehicles as they wou ld in a more 
complex wargame (rather than watching one 
icon moving on top of another)' 

Significantly, Desfinyis realtime. rather 
than turn-based. putting paid to those long 
periods of strategic thought characteristic of 
the usual Civ session. and forcing the player to 
deal with everything in a realistic time frame, 
Consequently. because the player can't be 
everywhere at once. all units can be given 
commands so they cany out objectives without 

any direct intervention. In this sense, with the 
introduction of delegation and commission. 
Destiny is more of a government than a god 
game - again revealing another move away 
from Civ design dogma. At least in mu lti player 
mode: for those who can', deal with 
commanding all their assets simultaneously the 
oneplayer game can be switched to a turn
based mode. 

Despite all the above. the most obvious 
difference between Civand Destiny is the 
latler's 3D display. which allows players to 
zoom into a first-person view. Here. it is 
planned 10 be possible to see what the tribe 

'I wanted to create a 
new perspedive on 

strategy games and 1 
believe that 
Destiny's 3D 

approach is an 
addition which alters 
the feel of the game 

and will attrad those 
who aren't familiar 

with top-down maps 
and counter-type 

force markers' 

Destiny is Wlndolllls 95 native. Hence 
lots of, yes, windows. The ~Int Is to 
make Destiny more acceSSible to 
those who haven't played Cod cames 
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members see and actually move amongst 
them. commanding them. so to speak. from 
ground level. The point. perhaps. is to provide 
a greater level of identification and to force 
the player into exploring the terrain in a much 
more natural way. There are lD map options 
available. but. in the harder levels. Ihese are 
logically kept unavailable until the player has 
discovered the compass and map-making, 

In spite of justifications. it would be very 
easy to dismiss the 3D element as mere eye 
candy - included simply because Stealey 
prefers IM games to be lD. However. Ad Man 

The player can call upon some complex data 
to make Important decisions for Destiny's 
bibe_ Functional. but not exactly pretty 

Earle. Destinjs lead designer, is very clear on 
why the first-person view is present. The idea 
of a 3D environment was actually mine. I 
wanted to create a new perspective on strategy 
games and I believe that it's an addition Which 
alters the feel of the game and wilf attract 
those who aren't at home with top-down maps 
and counter-type force markers: 

Dagger have certainly had no easy ride 
ensuring the presence of a Doom-style view. 
The original 3D engine, designed by Reality 
Lab. was too slow and the company were 
proving to be unreliable, As Earle stares, 'they 
weren-t even guaranteeing they'd give us a full 
version by the time we were meant to be 
shipping the game: Therefore, the decision 
was made to rip the whole thing out and put 
in an Interactive Magic engine. which has 
turned out 10 be much faster and smoother. 

At the moment. it remains difficult to see 
how 3D will be effectively implemented. Edge 
has only seen the display showing green hills 
and plains - what will happen when the 
landscape becomes more complex. littered 
with rai1wa~. roads. battlefields. factOries. 
marauding armies, elc? Can the PC cope with 
such complex visual data in 3D? In any case. 
Air Warrior shows thal complex visuals are not 
a prerequisite for playable games - interactivity 
is a much more important asset. 

Luckily. Interactive Magic's key obsession 
has been passed on to Dagger and the 
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emphasis in Destiny is definilely placed on 
multiplayer gaming rather than any oneplayer 
experience. Consequently. the designers have 
sought to steer players away from military 
conflict and toward the oft-neglected areas of 
trade and diplomacy. WiTh more complex 
options and an intricate lext interface 
available. players can baner with each other. 
double-cross each other. form alliances. and 
generally acl as humans do and computer 
opponents. however intelligent. don"1. With no 
AI to deal with. human participants (an charge 
what they like in exchange deals, they can 
demand whaTever they want in miliTary 

tributes - there are no preset limits. Of course, 
Civ Net offers rhe (hance for human 

'Wild BUr 5tHley is a great exponent of 
onUne- lamlnl_ Hence, most of Interactive 
Malic's lames will go onUne In the future 

interaction. but hopefully. because Desriny puts 
thiS at the forefront. It will deal with it in much 
more depth. 

Perhaps as a result of Interactive Magic's 
specialist scope. and the strong influence of its 
founder. the company presents a much more 
unified philosophy about what makes a good 
game than many other producers. Stealey's 
beloved online option. which will prove very 
important when Air Warrior 2 premieres in a 
few weeks' time. will eventually make its way 
into each release - fully establishing a 
commitment to multiplayer gaming. There is 
one problem. though - many gamers are still 
wary of complex flight sims and strategy titles 
being essentially oneplayer experiences. but 
may well be much more receptive to the 
multiplayer possibilities, The challenge for 
Interactive Magic will be to convince those 
players that forking out £50 for Air Warrior 2 
- just for the online game - will be worth it. 
When media interest in internet gaming 
becomes more intense (as it inevitably will 
over the coming months) . and competition 
forces· BT to cut the cost of local calls in thiS 
country. Interactive l'1agic should not 
find the job too difficult, £ 

Wat's intBraGtiuB maOiG 

iMIAl Abrams 
The inspiration for thiS in-house battle 
sim comes from Microprose's seminal Ml 
Tank PJafoon. with which Stealey was 
immensely impressed, So impressed. in 
fact. that Ml creator. Arnold Hendrick 
(handily. a good friend of Stealey's). has 
been persuaded to leave Microprose and 
go to work on Abrams. 

The only thing that's clear aboUl the 
game at the moment is that The player 
can take on The roles of captain. driver 
and gunner in turn. each with a different 
screen layout. As wi th the other sim titles. 
Abrams is mission-based and. of course. 
includes texture-mapped polygon 

Abnrms Is In tb very "Fly stages of 
development. but Interactive Ma(ic 
promlse PrpGus 3D Iraphks 

vehicles and 1D textured landscapes, It will also feature the omnipotenT net option. 
meaning four people will be able to 'virtually' cram themselves into each vehicle, 
Should be a hoot, 

American Civil War 
The premise of the game is that you can 
take control of the south. win against 
insurmountable odds and effectively 
change the course of history: So says 
associate designer, Brian Davi s. about 
Interactive Magic's only game not to 
implement 10 graphics. 

Developed in conjunction with 
Adanac Command Systems (who 
originally released a rougher version via 
mail order). American Civif War is. on 
the surface, a standard turn-based 
war/ strategy Title, The player gets to 
command either the confederates or the 

American CWII Wal' UIU that dusk 
hexaeonal desip for its map screen 

yankees and must oversee the war effort in the standard 'move icons over the flat. 
hexagonal map' way. 

The difference here is that both economics and politiCS play a role aside military 
conquest. Players controlling the south can court European countries for financial 
support. and those controlling the north must make sure Abe Lincoln isn't voted out 
of power and replaced by (gu lp) paCifists. 

In Decathlon, stratealc mouse dlcklnl 
replaces the Joys of Joystick . _allnl 

Decathlon 
Jumpmg early on the sports game revival 
bandwagon. thiS tille allows players to 
take part in al1ten events which make 
up the modern decathlon. Players can 
also customise/ create their own 
competitors (manipulating height and 
weight as well as sprinting, jumping and 
thrOwing abilities) and Then pit their 
own decathletes against 'world class 
competition' - ie. suspiCiously good 
computer opponents. 

At the moment. the polygon-based 
athletes are rather poorly animated and 

the gameplay slightly limited (eschewing the old joystick-waggle fest in favour of a 
few well-timed mouse butTon presses), However. Edge saw a very early demo and. 
despite the qualms. it already looks reasonably addictive, 

In this country. the game is being endorsed by Daley Thompson. who will give 
the player hints and tips throughoUl the game. Despite the different presentation. 
though. comparisons with the 8bit Dafey Thompson's Decathlon are inevitable, 
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Leading CG artISt Chrls l.Indreth hM 
pioneered reaiis!K: hUmiln synthesis (top) 
wi1t1 Alias' Powe1"Antfl'lOtOf (top right). 
Ocean's HMSCamage (left) and /6IIer 
ItlsMd (right) Me a~ Alia5-reocIered 

Rlian war/ns 

AliaslWavefront is one of the most influential companies in 
the videogames industry. Without it, the sophisticated worlds 
of Super Mario 64 and Quake would be just a dream. But 
now a new vision is about to be realised - Project Maya 



L1 
few years ago, high-quality 

J, prerendered graphics, 
ultra-realistic 3D models 

and super-fast workstations were 
relativety unheard of outside the 
graphIcal dreams created by the 
likes of Industrial Light and Magic 
(ILM), Digital Domain and lost in 
Space. Today, a new language has 
come into being as Reality Engines, 
SPAReS, Alphas and PCS jostle in 

After Dallker. Kong Country (top). 
AfWs "aph cs beaime wortd 
famous, now a,slsting the NM 

the mass marketplace to provide 
the ability to bullet render photo
realistic images for less than the 
price of a small car. 

One of the key players lur~ng 
behind this visual revolution is 
A1iasIWavefront. Like a true 
eminence, AIW (along with arch 
rivals Softlmage) provides the tools, 
that make the images we see today. 
Operating largely behind the scenes 
with software that was undreamed 
of even three years ago, the 
Canadian companies have 
transformed realtime gaming 
images from crudely drawn sprites 
into richly rendered and superbly 
detailed 3D models.Peter Ryce, 
AIWs game technology evangelist 
sums up the company's influence: " 
went to the Computer Game 
Developers Conference earlier this 
month and every award-winning 
title had some Alias input It's a 
unique company in this way.' 

It was perhaps the unveiling of 
Donkey Kong Country for the SNES 

at the Summer CES in Chicago 
that pushed Alias firmly into the 
limelight. Suddenly there was a new 
firm working with Nintendo and 
development supremos, Rare, that 
was helping to create arguably the 
most detailed, fastest and glitzy 
graphics ever seen in a videogame. 
DKC sales of an estimated 
seven million in the first
year alone, created an 
AIW publicity blitz before 
Killer Instinct, with its 
additional 2,000,000 first
year sales, finished off the 
job. The part of the 
industry that hadn't 
already woken up to the 
potential benefits of 3D 
models saw that two of 
the world's most successful 
companies couldn't both be playing 
with the wrong partners. 

AIWs special status is 
confirmed when you realise that it 
supplies and supports all three big 
hardware manufacturers. 'I believe 
we are the only company that has 
signed development tool 
agreements with Nintendo, Sony 
and Sega,' continues Ryce 
(Nichimen has just signed With all 
three, too - see news, page 14). 
We've just signed a 50-seat deal 
with Sega {meaning 50 copies of 
the softlNare will go to that 
company} and more than that to 
Square. All of Quake's characters 
were rendered with our 

< ----~ 
compan~ /iD~S 

Usinl AllasIW.vefront's Dynamofion packap. explosions 
wen possible in nit (top), reaUstic hair was crutM (middle) 
and bubbles .. re acIdecI to Cltmson J1d.'s torpedoes (above) 

PowerAnimator softlNare, as were 
Acdaim's Alien Trilogy and Moria 
Kart 64's.' Add to this the deceased 
US hardware contenders, the Jaguar 
and 300, and it's fair to say that 
AIW has helped create games for 

Al • 
I a s wave{'UJJt 

Rob BUrgess. AUaslW'avefront's 

eNsldent: We've never once 
.. ked a secret': he discloses 

every modem-day platform. 
Bu!, with AIW being part of the 

same company as Nintendo's 64bit 
hardware developers, SGI, there was 
a fair amount of scepticism from 
opposite camps about using the 
AIW tools. Rob Burgess, AIW 
President. explains: 'One of the 
concerns the games companies 
initially had about dealing with us is 
the fact that we have this great deal 
with Nintendo. Obviously, there are 
so many secrets involved with 
releClse dates and new 
technologies that Sony and $ega 
were wary. The thing I think took 
them a while to realise is that the 
film industry, which we've been 
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dealing with for ten years, is equa lly 
secretive and paranoid of the other 
companies, but we've never once 
leaked a secret' 

Although PowerAnimator is the 
core software for the 

creation of 3D models, 
it is supplemented by 
a huge range of 
support applications 
designed to make the 
final images as realistic 
as possible. Many of 
these apps are used 

mainly by Alias' 
Hollywood clients like 
Digital Domain, ILM, 
Angel Studios and 
Pixar, and haven't 
yet filtered down 
into the more time

sensitive videogames 
market Dynamation, Alias' 

1 rendering system that 
has been used to create 

smoke in Judge Dredd and 
air bubbles in Crimson Tide, is one 
exception. NMS has used it to 
create electronic explosions in its 
pinball game, Tilt, and the strangely 
named CompuHoir derivative was
used by Rare in DKC2 to a 
realistic fur. 

AIW's evolution 

companies - Ali 
Wavefront T echn 
company had diff 
that evolved from if specific 

certainly 
within the industry e and was 
seen as the numbe one rendering 
package. The merge 
announcement on June 15 1995, 
not only meant old rivals were 
become partners but that 
California-based Silicon Gra 
would be integral to the ne 
company. At the same time 
AliaslWavefront was created, it 
merged with Silicon Graphics to 
become a wholly-owned, 
independent software subsidiary. 
The implications were enormous as 
the resulting company was many 
times stronger than the sum of the 
constituent parts. 

a.re's KlIIe""stInct, like Donkey Kong 
Cou"try befON tt. Is .noIher multi-.. linion 
sellln, , ... tMt owes • lot to AfWs tools 

The radical corporate changes 
may have been on the cards 
any.Nay but were made vital due to 
events occurring a couple of months 
prior. Microsoft. the giant Seattle 
company, had finally, belatedly, 
decided that 3D was a good thing 
and it should be investing in it So, 
in a widely publicised move, it 
bought Softlmage, Alias' most 
significant rival. The reasoning 
behind this was twofold - to make 
money from the successful 
Sofi,""ogepackage, and"'· _don 
term to establish the 
Windows NT/95, as a'1acaol*be. 
cheap rendering altern 
dedicat graphics wo 
SGIs. AI gh this 

1he end pnze of the P 
yet another market w 
initial outlay. 

flurry of activl in the first 
half of last year reached a peak with 
AIWs announcement of Project 
Mayo at the 1995 Siggraph show in 
Los Angeles. Project Maya (no 

relation to Project Reality) was AIWs 
and SGI's joint view of the future of 
graphics. The company describes it 
as, 'the first step on an accelerated 
path to build the ultimate digital 
media creation environment.' 
Practically, the aim is to increase the 
level of possible graphical realism, 
to speed up the rendering process 
and to make the method of creating 
the digital art as natural as possible. 

'Maya is basically re
architecting our complete product 
lines,' says Ryce. We had an option 
to either go forward and try and 
make the two sets of products talk 

or we could start afresh. Just 
for starters, Maya allQ'oNS us to take 
the best from both Alias' and 
Wavefront's technologies and 
integrate them.' This integration 
obviously ha occur in the short 
term as . Most games have 
a~ mately two-year 
evelopment cycles and the release 

of an enhanced set of tools last year 
(PowerAni 7) helped smooth 
the transiti ANY recognised 

w be unable to radically 
1hoir wcdcing methods 

immedioIeIy and are phasing in 
May! CNerthe next year. 

Ma's strengths revolve 
around it being an entirely open 
technology - users will be free to 
wrrte specific routines to customise 
their copies of the software, and 
thirdparty developers will have free 
access to the software to produce 
add-ons and plug-ins to 
complement the standard code. The 
approach is somewhat analogous to 
the number one web-browser 
software, Netscape, where a 
multitude of custom extensions are 
already available. This open-ended 



attitude is the only way the OpenGL 
Maya could compete. 

At an end-user level, Maya's 
vision becomes more obvious. Art 
today still depends on tactile hand
eye co-ordination and Maya 
recognises that, currently, it is the 
humans and not the machines that 
have to adjust. The most talented 
artists working in the traditional four 
rendering windows make the tools 
sing. but there is always the feeling 
it is an unnatural and convoluted 
method of generating models. 

Maya's second major task is to 
introduce a whole new relationship 
between the artist and the 
technology. The screen layout and 
design, the interaction techniques 
and innovative input devices are the 
areas SGl and AjW see as creating 
the most problems today, and 
solving these will speed up and 
enlighten the creation process. 

Many artists currently complain 
about the lack of flexibility in the 
operation of all 3D software. 'They 
want to experiment,' says Ryce, 'and 
half-an-hour later "'y, Well, that 
didn't work' and be able to revert 
back. to where it was last at its best.' 
~ the Maya software develops it is 
constantly incorporating multiple 
levels of 'undo' and 'redo' to allow 
this. Maya wi ll also manage the 
simpler range of human 
transformations in an abstract way, 
so a character's walk can be 
controlled without having a detailed 
knowledge of hierarchical 
transformations. 

AlW's technolocy provides an 
unrnftchecllevel of realism and 
deblll. but only for Silicon Graphics 

Project Maya 
could truly represent 
the synergy of the 
drawing board and the 
multitude of 
indisputable benefits 
offered by silicon. 
Looking at an artist 
working with light pens 
on a prototype plastic 
drawing board is a sobering 
experience - they sketch like 
'normal' artists but can destroy, 
modify or re<reate any wrong 
stroke, pixel or image as easily as 
traditional artists cross out their work 
and start again. This can only benefit 
games since the creativity, rather 
than technical acumen, governs. 

Given the Project Maya vision, 
all may seem set for 
AliaslWavefront's and Silicon 
Graphics' domination. But the 
success cannot be taken for granted 
with a Microsoft-owned Softlmage 
in the wings. To combat this threat 
SG1's hardware and software 

Landreth images 

Some of the more elabor.te film work incorpor.tJnc AfW .nd 
SG. techno!ocY includes this Intricate spMeshlp explosion 

high-end Pc. Microsoft claims the 
price/performance ratio for the PC 
is well ahead of what SGl can offer, 
but naturally AIW refute this. 'People 
are misconceived that NT is going to 
be cheaper and faster. It hasn't 
been proved. The Indy Thunder 
comes with a R5000 processor with 
all the software, and is cheaper than 
a comparable NT workstation.' 

Softlmage still wins over AjW 
when it comes to specific animation 
tools, however. 
This is arguably 

a.;, I-.o.~ _film ..... aro«d .... 
cowr of u" t$ ont Iht most SfUI'II'IirW dispIoIJI of compuIeI" 
II"IphIa ever seen. The sbr minute film b. SMIfe on Iht 
".......... _ of _ arophtcs. 'Theft .... 101 of 

I_JOI<es_~_""""dont_ 

computer ..-.nanon over the-)INI'S.. ,. L...nctmh. 'for 
erampIe. the chanctft- he no e.-s bee.- It. ....... 
couIdn·' ......... how to do ...... 1. 'But _ ..... 1_ 
to CfNff!' pIeU ""'._ compIa ......... and 
beMvableo characteft • denlOn5hanOh of wNt 15 poIIIbIt 
USinI our tools to $JftIht5iw humM charactm. 

divisions are working to convince 
the end user its solution is the best. 
The battle will be fought over the 
usual computing issues of price, 
speed and functionality. As one 
developer ",id to AIW about 
PowerAnimator, We all know you 
have the most tools and the most 
functionality per tools, but can you 
please make them go a little faster?' 
Another concurred with the perfect 
ammunition for Softlmage: 'It's not 
that fast but you get used to it!' 

Besides the impending 
presence of Autodesk's NT-powered 
3D Studio Max (see page 91), 
another large-scale threat to 
SGI/AIW comes from Softlmage in 
the form of its own 3D software, 
now available via WindolNS NT on a 

the most crucial area for 
AliaslWavefront to address, with 
future versions of PowerAnimator 
and Maya. If AIW can accelerate the 
rendering without quality loss, the 
path to domination is clear. But 
certainly, Softlmage and Microsoft 
will do their utmost to prevent this. 

Despite AIWs huge popularity, 
kudos and success, its future sti ll 
hangs in the balance. Taking on 
Microsoft at anything computer
related means accepting the 
inherent risk of extinction and 
oblivion. Loo~ng at the AfW/SGI 
software aspiration, though, and 
seeing the talent and drive that 
exists within the company, it would 
be hard to visualise a £ 
graphical future without it 
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proJCGt IISllnCrOlJ 

Psycnosls has ...... sed 
over I DO titles since It 
... _ dovoloplnr 
software In 1 "S. 'Tbe 
com,.ny ls biNd In 
liverpool (HQ. top) 



· view 

It'll all b scalable 3D. You 
can see this clearly with 
companies such as 3Dfx, 
VideoLogic, and Namco .... ' 



111, Pall'D 
espite SensolY 
Deceptions' freshness 
of face, the ambltlon of 

protect would put the fear 
into hardened development 
veterans. 1he idea of the game 
in a nutshell is to surville; the 
stnJct\Jre is totally norHmeaf. 
'v\'hereas other games set up a 
level system 'Hith predefined 
targets, ours is not like that - you 
dictate .....r.at you want to do. You 
have the framework of the game 
to go by, but once you've got a 
feel for how everything .....orb. 
it's up to you to: says Den 
Anthony, lead program~ and 
MD of the company. 

The plot running behind this 
freeform approach concems the 
Earth 30 years into the future. A 
criminal group known as The 
Angels are supplying the public 
with a bliss-indudng electronic 
implant known as Angelica, 
which has the eventual, 
unfortunate, side effect of 
rendering its participants insane. 
A law enforcement agency calk!d 
The lords have been assigned to 
combat the suPr*i and use of 
Angelica, while another lerronst 
group called RAlST further 
complicates matters for the 
atlef populace. 

We've set up a 3D world 

which has characters, buildings, 
objects and vehicles in it,' says 
Anthony. We plonk the pIayef, 
as one of these characters, into 
the world, while all the other 
characters are busy 
going about their 
busmess. You can 
do Just about 
anything in this 
IIv'OfId - if it's going 
on between other 
characters, you can 
join in.' 

Sensory's Pete 
Smith picks up the 
baton: 'You can get 
as irNolved in other 
people's lives as 
you want, from simply passing 
on information to someone to 
physically murdering them. After 
a murder, of course, there's a lot 
of things that go on from an 
information point of view - you 
might want to tell someone 
about it if you've 'Nitnessed it, or 
grass someone up for money. 
And everything that happens has 
knock-.on effects with everyone.' 

Accruing cash .,.,;1 be h.gh on 
the agenda. and trading between 
characters 'Hill feature heavily. 
'Everything that's sold can be 
used: says Antony. 'It's not like 
you're goin& 'Oh yeah, I'll go 

5 games become mor~ 
'Jisually complex. 
developments are 

necessarily as 

~~=~~~g"::~",~~;" "" 
one case in point -

as well as providing Cl striking 
game environment, it features 
complex AI interaction 
sequences with the potential to 
offer Cl truly new style of game 

Ollie WriCht. 5ef!t/en(s 
programmer, desrnbes the game 
scenario: 'You play Cl charKter 
sent in as Cl medical specialist to 
a space statioo ori>tung the sun, 
because it's having trouble WIth 
radiation sickness. Strange solar 
flares h<lve been colliding with 
the stalKx'!, and the game turns 
into a mystery - basically, you 
have to discover what's gomg 
on. lots of things unfold as the 
game progresses. The stanon is 
mining exotic particles from the 
sun and !here's lots of intngue 
concerning these - some people 
think they're 11 power SOU!'C@, 

while others have different 
beliefs. The real reason becomes 
dear as the game progresses ... ' 

One of Sentienfs particular 
charms is in its reahstlc approadl 
to dlaraoers - they will talk to 
each other even when you aren't 

and buy some minerals for six 
quid: or whatever; instead 
you're buyin& Si/'f, six rocket 
launchers - and if you're wallong 
down the street and want to pull 

Men on • mission: 
Sensory's Pete Smith 
(left) .nd D.ve 
Anthony (lHd coder) 

one out and blow someone's 
head off, you can.' 

Interactiorl between 
characters is another important 
area. We've aeated a sequenre 
of menus so you can build 
proper sentences,' says Anthony. 
'If you want to ask how much 
something costs you construct 
the sentence together from a 
small, considered list For this 

Psyview 

around, they aD have OpU"IIOOS 

about each other, and Win react 
differently depending on how 
you have treated them in the 
past All of the NPCs (non-player 
characters) have assigned jobs, 
which they independently attend 
to during the game, but their 
routine behaviour mlJSt be 
co-ordinated to furthef the story. 
We're having 10 combine the 
characteB' normal beh.wiour 
with scripted behaviour so we 
can aeate situations that are 
triggered by any number of 
means: Wright reveals. 'It could 
be simply entering a room, for 
example, or it could be a 
sequence tri88ering off events.' 

Most of the solid 3D 
charact~ (of which ther~ are 
64, ~ead over five different 
categories) v.6e designed from 
top to toe by Chriru.n Fun, 
whose aedits outside 
W:Ieogames ooude being the 
youngest ever artISt to be 
officially commissioned to paint 
a portrait of Her MaJeStY the 
Queen. Furr drew from his 
experience in traditional fine art 
IIY()(k to give each character a 
distinctive look. "Nhat's more, 
each NPC has a range of 
expressions that change 
depending on mood, whidl 

kind of interaction we had to 
WfIte an intelligent parser that 
could COfIecdy handle grammar 
- ~Iy If the game IS png 
to ~ in a ~ language
in rtseIf a huge task.' 

The team are confidem ~ 
can pull off such a potentialy 
groundbreaking game. 'Before 
they've seen the game, everyone 
looks at the specificationS and 
comments on our aSpiratIOns. 
But every time we actually demo 
it, people go iJW~ thinking .. ' 
Smith intef')ects: Well, we 
haven't had one single 
negative response about 
the game.' 

Sentient s lead 
coder. Ollie Wrlght 
(left). and er.phic 
artist. Plul Holders 

further captures a feeling of a 
IMn& breathing game v.orId. 

Perhaps the hardest to 
categorise of all Psygnosis' 
OJllent projects, Sentient IS 

certalf'lly going to be a title to 
watch. It's set to be released first 
on PlayStatlOn and follow onto 
the PC shordy after, but 'at the 
moment it's 100 big for the 
PlayStation's \'NO megabytes: 
according to a rather perplexed
IooIung Wnght 'But 
we're working on that ' 
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DonIlnk Malltn ..... 
technluldl ........ ot 
Psyposls. keeps • 
const.nt eya on the 
nut ,a .... ,.tIon 
_noloiY .pod. 

If you deliberately set out 
to fill a hole in a software 
catalogue, you're probably 
not going to get it right 

Nkk CIImel. MD 01 l"twaft ptJbli ."" . 



18nll, 
enka, the wornng tide 
of Psygoosis' 
forthcoming fitSt-petSOfl 

shoot 'em up. looks destined to 
be rivalled only by Quoke as the 
yea(s most anticipated game in 
this expanding genre. The fruit of 
aver \WO years in development, 
Tenka's ~O engine is complete 
and running smoothly, .....nh 
levels designed in 11 distinctly 
oon-Doom style, and characters 
rendered in full polygon form 

Psygnosis claims Tenko wil 
offer the most flexible player 
character ever seen in 11 game of 
this style: his abilities range from 
walking to runnin& jumping. 
sliding. side-stepping and looking 
up and c:icrMl. and the control 
interlace is being desi~ with 
the emphasis on ease of use. 

And, unlike games ~ke 
Doom, ~ enemte51ine up 
to lann so mudl cannon fodder, 
Tenka's denizens have very 
signifialnt roles in the game. 
'C,erta", enemies I\aove specific 
orders WIthin their I!I'Mronment 

- by killing them you can take 
their orders, giving you access to 
certain areas,' reveals P.ul 
Hihon, chief designer. 'Ma'yte 
ooe's been told to shoot down 
10 the construction yard ....tJere 
all these bionoids are being 

1118 clly Of LosI CIII/Or8n 
he 3D Virtual world 
aeated by Infogrames 
in Alone In The Dark 

opened up an entirely new w~ 
for developers to deliver gaming 
universes. Although recently it 
has been imitated successfully 
by Capcom with Residenr Evil, 
few developers have a better 
grasp on the arustic value of the 
genre as Psygnosis' French 
development arm, the team 
behind The City of Lost Children. 

Based on the acclaimed Caro 
and Jeunet Brothers' film of the 

same name, O"ry is the stofy of a 
little girt looking for her lost 
friends. Through her travels she 
encounters many bizarre twisted 
personalities, ~ of whom an! 
helpful, and some of whom are 
diabolically harmful. 

Unlike many games that put 
the player in IN! shoes of a gun
toIIng maniac, City casts you in 
the role of the rNtiveIy helpless 
girt. Situations that would seem 
comical to a more physically 
eodowed character are therefore 
moments of intense danger to 

lomB'8U'"8 
sygnosis' other 3D 
adventure for 1996 
sees you adopting 

the peiSO!"I<l of Matthew 
Blad, chief investigative 
reporter for The Daily 
News. Upon receiving a 
tip-off conceming a failed 
secret military protect, you 
beg;n an Investigation 
whid1 takes you to an 
abandon@d research site. A 
coueJe of months ago the site 
was redeslgnated to a <ifferent 
type of research, since ....nich an 

aged local man has gone 
missing and the erUlre area 
COfdoned off. 

This promISing storyline 
manifests in game form as 

realtime polygon 
characters set against 

a series of prerendered 
bad«lrops. ZootJIevIlle's 
gameplay"";lI contain 

puzzle-type 
IYCh having 

this sma6 child. The resulting 
gameplay offers a novel 
approach that ooupled with the 
game's aesthetic va lue, make 
this one of Psygnosis most 
interesting releases set 
for 1996. 

Backed up by a script by 
professional author, ~ry 
Genu., a IIOiceover by Yank. 
comedian, Crq ProopJ, and 
screefl resohmons running up to 
64Ox400 in SVGA, Zombieville 
bears all the quality haUmarks 
that Psygnosis has StrM!n so 
hard to adopt in recertt years. 
\Nhether the compooents come 
together to form as convincing a 
....t1OIe to rival the likes of 
Capcorn's simiLarly-themed 
ResKJenr Evil remains to 

be """'. 

Psyview 

generated, and if you take him 
out you're able to go down there 
your5elf and control construction, 
...mile others oMIllust give you Cl 
seoJrity level which g.ves you 
actess to things like gun power
ups and switches, and the little 
enemies, the one-shot wondI!rs 
that just drop dead without 
much of Cl light. won't grve up 
anything.' 

The finished game 'Nill offer 
21 levels (two of which will be 
initially hidden) set over nine 
distinctly different graphical 
styles. The team promises multi
directional conveyor-beh floors, 
destructible "";ndows, senby 
guns and numerous spa! 
graphical effects such as steam. 
We're certainly up there with 
Quoke and Duke Nuke 'Em in 
tenTIS of complexIty: Hilton 
claims. We've got 3D multi
directional mazes. moving trip 
wires, massive cltlshers ... We 
intend to just squeeze in as 
many gamepLay features that 'Ne 

OIn possibly lit in there.' 
GraphICally, renke certainly 

has the edge over almost every 
simila~ game doing the 
rounds. It5 solid 3D charact~ 
make the ~ Slgrufic.antly 
more realistic than the flat 20 
bltmaps of IN! likes of Duke 

PsyposIs' P.ul HIIton 
(centre) has his work 
cut out in betterin,lcf 
software's QlHri. 

Nuke 'Em. Hilton is equally 
enthusiastic about Tenke's use 
of lighting effects: With the 
ightmg and sha~ we're using 
we can hide enemIeS and make 
them jump out or fall do.vn onto 
the player - it can get really 
scary, especially with the 
ProLogic sound: 

Desptte the game's myriad 
technical advances, Hilton is, 
somewhat refreshingly, still able 
to IocJj(, upon it at its most 
grasstOO(S level: 'N the end of 
the day there's nothing b@tter 
than running around 
killing things.' he laughs. 
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New Designers Republic Imagery (above) will again 
play a large part In the sequel. with design help 
from Nicky caruss Westcotl (richt in photo. top) 

D
espite the machine's 
Japanese origins - and, 
indeed, the efforts of 

Namoo with its peerless translation 
of Ridge Racer - it was Psygnosis 
that squeezed the most 
breathtaking 'lisuals out of the 
PlayStation during its first year of 
life, INith Wipeout. 

Given the first game's success, 
a sequel was inevitable, and it's 
currently taking shape under the 
guise of Wipeout 2097, not simply 
Wfpeout 2 - Psygnosis believes 
that monicker to be too 
predictable, something the 
Wipeout branding aspires to avoid. 

another " •••• th,' I'jpo" . 

OObody~B=~~~ii ~k;' say, 
got confused they couldn't 
get any.vhere. We've solved this 
problem somewhat in me follow
up by radically changing the 
struct1..Ire of the game, 'Nithout 
alienanng fans of the ooginaL' 

Nick agrees: 'So many people 
couldn't get their heads around the 
fact that they were actually flying, 
not JUst driving a car. You couldn't 
just pOint the aaft in a direction 
like a car and expect it to slide 
round into the comer - it's got this 
nice, weighty feel to it Md it does 
take practICe; it's like any of those 
games with gravity and inertia. AS 
with Thrust, for example, the first 
lime you play it's like, bang, 
straight into the mountain: 

As well as easing the player 
into the action more gently this 
lime around, the 2097 team have 

had a a bit of a rethink about the 
weapons and pick-ups that played 
such an important 

. "nill. There 

"'~ 
DestnJdiontf;~~'~mething 
like that, though. In some 

; 
now four radng speeds, 
slowest of which, Vector, has 
simplistic drcuits and enemies with 
toned-dcMrn hostility; the hardest 
of which is significantly faster than 
the original's RaPIer dass. Enemy 
craft, of ""';'ich there""';lI be up to 
15 on-track at any one time, have 
improved artificial intelligence, and 
collisions between crafts are now 
more accurate than before. 

Though 2097 retains what is 
essential~ the same 3D engine as 
the original (which Psygnosis 
insists is still the most poo..verful 
one currently in existence on the 
PlayStation), graphically there are 
numerous enhancements, chiefly 
in scenery animation and the 
appearance of the new weapon 
effects. By re-using the original 
engine the team has been able to 



20,7'5 bi,lmprovements are not visually apparent; 
it's ,amepblly that has been pen an overhaul 

focus upon tightening up factors 
such (IS attenbOn to detail 
without spending valuable bme 
on what it refers 10 (IS 'non
game-relaled problem solving'. 

As well as I-"\1peou(s 
graphical excesses, it was. of 
course, lauded for its aural 
content, too. Glen belIeVeS this 
aspect added to the game's 
uniqueness: 'You couldn't SImply 
throw those bands [Chemical 
Brolhefs, Orbital. etc.] into 
another game and expect It 10 
be as successful - even if you 
Md the Designers Republic 
imagery and the music in the 
game, In fact - because ~ 
was about a whole concept 
People win try and copy us, 
though, .....tIich is flattering.' 

The music of ~ 2097 
is celtainly being paid a great 
deal of attention. 'I'm off down 
to London next week.end 10 
fiMlise a deal; says Nid. We're 
probably going to be using all 
named artists in conjunction with 
a few ma,or labels. The separate 
compilatIOn album is going to 
have a bit more credibility than 
the last one, .....tIich didn't have 
much to do With the g<lme 
except for the Orbital trade: -
~ich was unfortunate, really. rd 
like the music to go out and 
promote the game separately 
and the game to do the same 
for the musi~ The difference 
noN is that people are coming 
to us and saying. 'We want to 

do this and we want to do 
that.. v.fJereas befOfe we 
approached them.' 

Such a situation is hardly 
suljlnsing. as Glen points out: 
'The advantage for the music 
indusuy is that there are around 
half-a-million people ...mo've 
played I-"\1peout In Europe, and 
each one has therefore heard 
the Chemical Brothers' track. If 
you're a aedible dance label, yet 
50,000 12-inches is a massive 
hit for you, there's an immediate 
benefit. And we're talking about 
pliJ"fIng music through stereo 
televisions. not PC speakers. And 
then you have people who run 
their PlayStattons direat'{ through 
their stereos ' 

The induslOl1 of only dance 
tracks certainly fits the tone of 
the Wipeout brand, but what 
about garners who simply don't 
appreciate the sc@ne?'There 
might well be people who aren't 
going to hke the music we use .. 
so we'll do a platform game with 
oaSIS in: chud:Jes Nick. 

The team redons they're 
around 4()qb into the pro,ect 
graphically, 50% in coding 
terms, 9()qb in design, and ()qb 

in terms of tweaking! The latter 
aspea is, of course, where many 
games are made or broken, and 
if the team can achieVe its 
specific goals in this department. 
Wipeout 2097 could 
become an even biggef 
hit than its precursor. 

Psyview 

Prom IIIIlB acorns ... 

sygno5lS' game 
resume is a 
chequered one, 

featuring bdes ranging from the 
pnmrtrve/y-presented yet highly 
playable, to the graphically
swollen but ultimately shallow. 
These two e::tremes have, 
paradoxically; both proved 
markedly successful, 
LernmVlgs - licensed to 
practically ~ modem<lay 
format in existence - arguably 

made the company Its fonune 
and Shodaw Of The Beast set 
a standard in graphICS that 
aklne was to force many an 
Amiga 0'Mler 10 pan with hard
earned cash. 

Its early endeavours were 
dumsy affairs, hampered by 
poorfy-realised interfaces and, 
therefore, weak. playability. But, 
slowly, Psygnosis has learned 
10 strike a balance between 
style and content. as 

DMA's Lemmings (above). one of 
the most popubllr video,ames of all 
time. Is the lame that made 
Psyposis. Shodow of the BHst 
(ript) was a technical tour de fOKe 

Obln.l'fItOt' and 
BtlrlHlrian oHerecI 
pretty graphics. but 
were spoUt by 111-
conceived ,ameplay 

thousands of Wipeout fans 
would attest 

The company's choice to 
encourage partnership 'Mth 
external development teams 
has certainly borne a significant 
amount of fruit Destmc:txxr 
Derby, aeated by Reflections, 
was. tedvlically speakin& one 
of the most impressive games 
to hit the PlayStallOfl while it 
was finding Its feet, while older 
titles such as teander, an 
Amiga title by Trave!ief's Tales, 
was one of the first westem 
games to successfully ape 
Japanese presentation values. 

A combination of tnpIe-A 
grade in-house development 
coupled 'MIh choice external 
input represents the way 
forward for PsygnosE.. If the 
company can continue ItS 

wffent trend, success 
seems inevrtable. 

hyposls' mixed ba, (dockwlse. from top left): Traveller's Tales' console
style Aml,a platfonn~ame. ,.tmde, (1992). the depressingly tawdry movie 
license. Dl'tlcu/a (199]. the R-l)'pe-insplred MaMA (1990). and Blood 
Money (1990) - one a number of ,ames to use hygnosls' dlstind look 
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Realtlme cut-scenes permeate the 
action with episodes providing 
suspense, mystery and Intimidation. 
Some of this Imagery Is revolting 

Evil has its f.l, share of shock entrances - the doberman 
smashes through (above) and the spider drops to advance (top 
rfpt). Sharks are harmless once the water Is drained (right) 

T
he fervid an. ticipation that has swelled 
around ReSident Evil (known as 
Biohazard In Japan) has mixed 

Imphcations for the Play$ldlion. Anything that 
generates this sort of word is surely welcome and 
yel at the same lime there is a neediness 10 the 
enthusiasm that should give Sony pause. The 
Play$tation had a weak Christmas line-up and since 
then. despite a handful of worthy efforts. there's 
been a steady dribble of mediocrity. Wilh Sega 
biting back and the N64 now almost close enough 
to be worth holding onto your cash fo r. Sony needs 
to deliver some pretty hot stuff preny damn soon 
If It'S to maintain momentum. Fortunately for it. 
and for gamers across the globe. ReSident Evil 
delivers in spades. 

Doubtless the reader will already be glancing 
agape at the screenshots that accompany thiS 

review and. let it be known. what you see is what 
you get. ReSident Evil is Alone in the Dark directed 
by George A Romero with the design sensibilities of 
11YSI. An enormous. implausibly beautiful arcade 
adventure. designed wi th the express purpose of 
frightening the player to the point of nappy
changing while inviting them to commit am of 
unbridled violence against the enemy. You 
wouldn't ask for more if you rubbed your 
PlayStation and produced the game genie himself. 

To enter Capcom's 'world of survival hOTTor·. 
the player takes control of one of two soldiers, 
Chris Redfield or Jill Valentine. both members of 
STARS (Special Tactics and Rescue Services) an 
SAS-type unit who become stranded in a vast 
ma nsion while investigati ng reporTS of genetic 
mutations roami ng the cou ntryside. Two things 
become immediately apparent on arrival: the 

One of the more satisfylnJ. elements of Resident Evil Is the barbaric annihilation of the ever-advandng 
zombies. Although decapHating is gratifying, the one-shot grenade launcher (above) is more eHldent 



Clant cobr ... re Infrequent. but certainty 
terrlfyfn,.nd necessary. A n .. uJt Is created 
by thls be.sfs entrance. for eomple (top) 

source of these abominations of nature is the 
house itself and the only way out is 10 solve the 
many traps and conundrums rha! obslrua your 
progress and blow away anything that moves. The 
s<enario is familiar enough. The implementation is 
far from 11. 

Capcom has truly performed a miracle with Ihis 
game. (hris and Jil1. like al1lhe 'charaClers' in 
ReSident Evil. are fully texture-mapped. lighl
scureed polygons operating in realtime within 
lavish prerendered backgrounds. The effect is 
startling. Such is Ihe sophistication of Ihe light
scureing thaT wherever your (haraCler is and 
however flamboyant the lighl and shadow effects 
of Ihe scenery are. you never look incongruous. 

Some of the deaths are Incredibly detailed and 
spectacular. HeN you a ... crushed by a boulder 

WhiCh contrasts sharply with. say. Infogrames' 
recent Time Gate. where the polygon figures look 
hopelessly inadequate even against backgroundS 
that boas! a fraclion of the del ail of Residenr Evifs 
(words alone fail 10 do justice 10 Ihe fanatical 
richness of ReSident Evifs art design. where even 
the wallpaper and carpets warrant admiring 
scrutiny) . Moreover. the polygon animation is 
splendidly fluid and realistic. allOwing for precise. 
confident control of Ihe player character and 
alarmingly believable movement on the part of 
your foes. be they zombies. werewolves or Fiat 
Cinquecenlo-sized spiders. 

Progressing through the mansIon and its 
environs is a tense and exhausting busmess. 
Capcom hasn't coined thiS new genre 'survwal 
horror' for nothing. Half the puzzles. whIch range 
from the moronic to worthy of MENSA members. 
yield the simplest of all possible rewards: 
ammunItIon. There's been nothing in other games 
to compare to the paniC and despair thaT you feel 
as you hammer shot after shot inlo an advancing 
zombie. taking off his arm and half his leg as he 
lumbers forward. only to hear the dull click of an 
empty service revolver magazine. Fortunately. as 
well as increasingly appalling creatures (wait till 
you gel a load of the shark). exploration brings 
some hefty guns including a shotgun and a 
bazooka. 'So what are you gonna do now. huht. 
you cry triumphantly as chunks of smoking zombie 
spatter the room. 

Everything in ReSident Evil is geared towards 
suspense: the skewed camera angles. the haunting 
strains of the soundtrack. the fact that you can run 
forwards but only retreat m painfully slow STeps. In 
fact . the only blemish on an otherwise stainless 
product (apart from some acting in the cut-away 
sequences 10 make the cast of Hollyoaks blush I is 
the difficulty level. Suspenseful though it may be. it 
can be all lOO easy to loose off a couple of rash 
shots in an awkward position only to find yourself 
WIth your trousers round your ankles. your neck in 
the mouth of a flesh-eating ghoul. and your last 
save point about six rabid wolves and a snake 
away. Still. Residenr Evil was never destined for the 
faint of heart. Where it is destined for. however. is 
the PlayStation pa ntheon. With the notable £ 
exceptIon of T2, Residenr Evil is the best yet. 

BIIDB rat/no: alRB out Of ten 

test screer 

When on this b.lkony, the statu. 
can be pushed over the edp to kill 
the Iomble below and ",vHla Jewel 

Rather than allowtn, an unlimited number of objects to be carried, Resident Evil restricts 
the amount to el,ht. However, trunks (left) can be used to store and collect useful Items 
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panlBf nraooon lUlB; 
Format: Saturn 

Publisher: Sega 
Developer: In-house 

Price: ¥S.SOO (£45) 
Release: Out now lJap) 

May JO(UK) 

It's onty when the bossts dose In that you 
can appred.te their size. this enormous 
attadler Is one of the smaller end of level foes 

m espite an all too familiar system of I predefmed routes through the levels. 
Panzer Dragoon arnved to maSSlYe crillcal 

acclaim when released In Japan early last year. 
linear though 11 wa~ the a"enllon 10 detail. 
cmematlc camera work and almost theatncally 
choreographed en(ounte~ wuh the enemies 

proved beyond any reasonable doubt that 
the shoo! 'em up. when handled properly. 

could ably showcase The 3D 
potential of Sega's 32bil machme. 

In producing a sequel. Sega 
have furthered the case for the 
defence of the technical prowess 

of 'he Saturn whIle at the same time 
falling to deliver anything very surprising. 

Panzer Dragoon lwei IS befler. but curiously. isn't 
worthy of the praise lavished on its predecessor. 

The visuals nol only come up 10 scralch bUI 
exceed expectatIOns in many ways. The 
prerendered sections are as wonderfully scnpted 
as those found In the fim release and really set the 
scene for the game to follow. As before. the 
swooping camera views lead you seamlessly into 
the action. The difference m quality between the 
prerendered scenes and Ihe m-game graphICS IS 
obvious. but because the handling of the camera 

angles IS so similar the two fit together perfectly. 
The gameplay has also Improved. As before. 

the action IS very carefully paced. dehvenng just 
the right amount of sedate. scene-selling sections 
which Introduce you to the enVIronment of a new 
level before plunging you into a frantic (but 
superbly structured J bailie wllh the waves of 
enemies. In addition you can now. to a certain 
degree. choose your route through the levels. Much 
of the action rolls by automatically as you 
concentrate on the job of combat, but certain 
sections Wlll dearly split and. depending on your 
positiomng at the time. you can deviate in different 
direClions. This. of course. is welcome. but the 
process is so slickly executed that you often don't 
realise you've taken a different route until you 
meet some new enemies. Ultimately. though. 
despite the occasional and mmor meanderings. you 
follow a largely linear route until confronting a 
boss at the end of each level. 

Battles are fought. and won or lost. In much 
the same way as those in the first game. The 
control mechanism remains unchanged as far as 
the swiTchable. four-view. radar-based sysTem goes. 
It worked bnlliantly The first Time around and so. 
sensibly. 11 has been left inlaCT. For the purposes of 
differentiation. though. the weapons have been 

The camera an,le 15 constandy shiftinc as wave after wave of attackers slide In 
from every anCle_ The smoothness of movement and Ifaphlall detail Is incredible 



pumped up slightly. As well as the straightforward 
laser fire and targeling options there's also a 
tremendous smart bomb. An additional power bar 
just above the energy bar builds up as hits are 
scored. When you hit the smart bomb bUllon all 
hell breaks loose on screen as every bit of laser fire 
at your command is unleashed at the enemy. 
Unusually. this isn·t a passive auack 10 be merely 
witnessed until ifs all over. Even when the smart 
bomb is going off. the crosshair has to remain 
targeted on the enemy if any atlacks are going to 
have the desired effect. The result. while not 
adding a greal deal of strategy, does present the 
player with the extra need to deCide when and 
where to use thiS fire power. To make things even 
more interesting, some of the bosses are able to 
resist targeted attacks. In these instances the 
player has to first recognise thiS and then switch 
tactics to using laser fire alone. stepping up their 
evasive action accordingly. 

But all in Panzer Dragoon's garden is not rosy. 
As is so often the case with spectacular. visually 
stunning games. longevity is a real problem. Panzer 
Dragoon Zwei has more complications than being 
simply too easy. In truth. there are many sections 
which present a fairly major challenge. Also the 
levels, because of their grand visual scale, give the 
appearance of being huge. But there are only six of 
them plus an additional Single boss level at the 

When caught in a situation like this (Iow 
energy on the lower b.r) ifs time to unlush the 
smart bomb (represented by the top bar) 

test screen I 

The level shown here takes place under a dense canopy of vibrant green trees. At this 
point the game is shifting an unbelievable amount of scenery with little discemlble effort 

end. And regardless of how epic it seems. it is 
possible 10 see the game through from beginning 
to end within two hours. There is. of 
course. the option la go back 
Ihrough and try to seek out a few 
of the alternative routes, but by 
thIS time most of the magiC 
has already been discovered 
so you·re left feeling like 
you·re merely trying to swab 
the remains of the gra», off 
the plale with a piece of 
bread. Edge has been assured thal the UK version 
has been tweaked ( the energy bar has been 
altered) la make the game tougher. and while 
thiS will improve things. 1f won·t really enhance 
the scope of the challenge. It almost seems like 
tying one hand behind your back 10 increase 
the challenge. 

There will be. without doubl. a band of loyal 
Panzer fans who will ensure the sequel's place at 
the top of the charts, and in truth while it lasts. 
Panzer Dragoon Zwei provides an amazing 
experience. But no maller how much respect you 
have for its technical and artistic achievements, it's 
extremely hard to forgive the fact that ifs all £ 
over so very quickly. 

811/1B ratlno: SCUBn out Of tBn 

A multiple targeting being carried out (left). tt's possible to target and unlush your 
laser on up to eight separate enemies .t once or concentrate all the shots on one enemy 
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T""""O 2 

Format: PlayStation 
Publisher: Namco 
Developer: In-house 

Price: ¥S.800 (£40) 
Release: Out now (Japan) 

11111 

.,1111 

Le"s chest kick throw (top) propels 
Jun to the pound. Devil send. LIIw 
flyl., with 0 . Impl. kick (obove) 

In TNk." 2, IlPt~sourdnl"'places Ciouraud shadln,. Henc •• ancubl, flpters, 
rullstk shadows .nd some .m.zln,lIchtlnc effects. Gour.ud is not missed 

11 or a long time. Tekken was nOI only the 
benchmark PlaySraliOn ti lle. il was the 
epitome of 32bit gaming. Arguably, Virtua 

Fighter 2 took over Ihal role last year. stealing 
some glory for the Saturn. but now, just when it 

looked as though Nameo was lOSing its position of 
imponance in the PlaySlalion world. Tekken 1 has 
laken up the gauntlet. Offering new moves. new 
backgrounds. enhanced gameplay and. perhaps 
most imponanrly. a staggering Z 5 characters. Ihis 
game is. quire simply. astonishing. 

In terms of arcade accuracy. Tekken 1 has the 
edge on VF1. As with the Original game (in NTSC. 
at least) . Tl is as visually impressive as i~ arcade 
parent. and benefits from a fu rther. 
comprehensive range of gaming options. Amongst 
the usual team baule. vs and arcade modes. lurks 
the survival mode (where the player must face a 
series of computer opponents wi thout energy bar 
refresh) and the brilliantly 
helpful practice mode. In the 
lauer. the player can choose any 
of the available fighters and try 
out moves for an unlimited 
amount of time against a dummy 
opponent. which certAinly beats 
putting the game in twoplayer 
mode and having to constantly 
fiddle around with two joypads. 

Visually. Tekken 1 is one of 
the first true second-generation 32bit games. The 
fighters are big, beau lifully designed and 
charismatic. thei r polygon structures rarely 
submitting 10 the usual glilCh and flutter marring 
fighting games in the past. Most notably. each 
character has a new angular appearance - a result 
of the designers' decision to generally abandon 
Gouraud shading so that more advanced light
sourcing could be employed. It may hark back to 
Virfua Fighter. but far from being a retreat. the 
self-consciously clean and stylised look is 

remarkably effective. 
In any case. the new light soureing more than 

makes up for the lack of Gouraud-shading (often 
an arbitrary resource at the best of limes). 
Characters have more believable depth and solidity 
due to the shadowmg cast on their bodies and the 
ground beneath them as they move. Furthermore. 
impacts are accompanied by brilliant flashes of 
hghl which explode momentarily around limbs. 
accentuating the sense of contact. 

Of the seven new characters. some are destined 
for classic status. Let fo r example. a swaggenng 
Hong Kong cop in flares. white shirt and gun 
holster. combines the histrionic Chinese martial 
arts of Jackie (han with the exuberant visual style 
of a John Woo hero. He can also play dead - a 
unique ability which IS backed up with a series of 
devastating surprise attacks. 

Baek. a Korean pitfighrer. uses pure T ae Kwon 
Do to form a deadly arsenal of 
balletic kicks. thril lingly effective 
when performed in combo. Equally 
entertaming In the kicking stakes is 

n.. Devil (top) .nd AnI" (.bove) h.ve • 'lIS., 
wflld! Ieo .... ppon ..... nptty froDled 



In .rcad. mode. a hkklen option allows the plllyer to "rllt In a stunnln, ftrst~pet'SOft view. the 
pIIya"s selected charader appelrtn, as a wlrefnime. The c.men pans oat for throws (above) 

Bruct Irvin. the American. Thal"Sryle kickboxer 
killed our in boxer shorts. moh1can and an 
interesting range of laltoos. Bruce. one of the more 
visually threatening characters and torallyauthentic 
in terms of poise and stature. combines sharp. 
quick jabs with damaging long range and brutal 
close (ontact kick$. Both of these fighters appear 
as sub-bosses. 

On the more bizarre fronl. arcade dwellers will 
recognise the series of animal contenders Tekken 2 
offers. including Kuma the huge polar bear. Roger 
The kangaroo and Alex the lizard. Interestingly, they 
all fight as you imagine they should. each 
employing some marvellous species-specific moves 
(Kuma's devastating bear hug. for example. 
devours a whopping 70 points of damage). 

The old characters have all been updated in 
terms of dress. combat repertoire and sometimes 
position within the game. Heihachi. winner of the 
first tournament and since displaced by his son 
Kazuya. is now one of the ten inilially-selectable 

'e."n 1 boasts a ranp of weird ch.r. ders 
to offset the more n.wral-looklna fighters 

characte~ boasting a range of new moves 
(including an awesome back~breakmg throw). 
MeanwhIle. Kazuya. rhe hero of Tekken. has 
converted 10 the darkside and becomes the 
penultimate boss - one place below the sinister 
Devil. a visually stunning demon with wings. cloven 
hooves and devastating laser. 

On the periphery. the 
backgrounds remain essentially 
20 backdrops fixed 10 30 
texture-mapped floors. However. 
all are perfectly atmospheric and 
many almoSI photographic in 
their detail and quality (Baek's 
Shaolin Temple and Bruce's 
panoramic Death Valley being 
nOlable specimens). They also 
benefit greatly from the light sourcing. with some 
sublime spotlight effects on the forest stage and 
the sunlight shining through stained glass windows 
on King's church stage. MUSic. as is so often the case 
with Japanese games. is a rather mixed bag. 
combining some dire. cheesy lift muzak with one 
or two genuinely atmospheric tracks. Yoshimitsu's 
forest slage. for example. is accompanied by an 
incredibly haunting. ambient soundscape that adds 
much 10 the action. 

The sound effects are even more nasty and 
bone-crunching than Ihe original"s. Especially 
prominent are the blood·curdling ripping and 
cracking noises which accompany neck-breaking 

holds - these really rub in the defeat of 
any opponent. 

Tekken 2 is a testament to 
Namco's comprehensive 
understandi ng of playabiliry: 
depth combined with intuivity. 
realism combined with 
outlandish moves and 

impossible characters. innovation 
combined with timeless gaming 

principle~ Although some may feel it 
is Ironic that the greatest advances in 

videogame tethnology are being made in the area 
of SImulated violence. it is perhaps understandable. 
Few game concepts are simpler than two fighters 
competing in an arena. yet because of this surface 
simplicity. so much depth can be added. 
Consequently. T ekken 2 provides one of the 
most compulsive gaming experience you £ 
could hope for. 

BIIOII r8t/no: nlnc out of ten 
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The ' .... n 1 ume,a is Impressively 
ctynamk and sans the action from a 
v.rIety of h .... 1y dnemotlc .""os 

-.. == .. @D - .... ~. • • r MI 

OnKl'Hfl Indicators assist the 
lumina of cambos In practice 
mode (top). Th.I.me Indudes 
sever.1 secret modes (.bove) 
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IIDrma'illl,no. 

Format: PC CD-ROM 
Publisher: Gremli,,,n __ 
Devel0l!!'" In--"h-=:o::;u5~e,--__ 

Price: £44.99 ---
Release: Out Now 

Normality Is not without Its f.lr 
share of toilet humour. Or acrobatic 
challenps for that maHer 

The impressive 3D Cr.phies eneln. en.bles fast movement 
around hlghly~etaUecl scenery. Whenever somethln, aucNIl 
to the plot occurs, .. pretend.red sequence Is '''yed (above) 

T o minutely dissect Normd/iTywould be a 
pointless exercise. the reason being that 
the whole. In thiS mstance. 15 defmitely 

more than 'he sum of lIS parts. The plol. whIle 
enrenammg. 15 faIrly unremarkable. You play a 
young man called Ken!. wllh an excess of 
personality. A guy like him. more meeT than 
credible. would be Intolerable enough In Ihe real 
world. bUl he lives In Neurropolis. a CIty governed 
by fal people who have outlawed mdlVldual 
thought and enforce thiS personahty suppression 
with a regiment of Norm Pohce. Kent starts the 
game Impnsoned In a cell (In this case a rather 
grubby apartment room). 

From thiS beginning you have to escape. 
contaCl a group of like-minded 
individuals. complete a short senes of 
missions to prove your loyalty and 
ultimately ovenhrow the city's 
oppressive regime. Again 
unremari<:ably. thiS scenano is 
played out through a point-and· 
click system. the mechanics of 
which are much like any other. And 
in truth, as point·and·click adventures 
go, thiS IS one of the Simpler examples, Some 
of the challenges and puzzles are fairly involved 
and can hold you up for some time. bUI it's the 
amount of them, and the small number of 
locations to be visited, that hmits the longevity of 
your quest. There are seven major locations each 
incorporating a number of smal1er areas - the 
mall. for example. is made up of four or five 
smaller scenes. 

The reason for the hmlted scope of the 
ad .... enture. but also the reason why the whole 
package IS worthy of greal praIse, is that this 
tradlllonal adventure runs within a Doom-style 3D 
graphICS engine. The benefits of this are manifold. 
The experience is much more immersive: unlike 
most pOlnt-and-chck quests In which you Sit back 
and watch your charaCler walk from place 10 
place. you see the scenery. objects and charaClers 
through your own eyes. making the quest feel 
much more involVing. It also makes tra .... elling 
between locations less tedious. as you're able to 
easily backtrack through detailed and familiar 
terrilory rather than having to many separate and 
very different locations into some sort of mental 

map. It's also less lime consuming. since 
Gremlin have Included a map to 

enable InSlant skipping between 
the major locations. Within 
these locallons. the nippy 3D 
engine makes exploration and 
repeated viSitS to crucial scenes 

effortless, The only minor 
problem is that mo .... ement is prone 

to Juddering - an inevitable trade off 
with scenery as detailed as thIS. 

Having seen how qUIckly the 3D action game 
has developed since Doom set the ball rolling. it'll 
be interesting 10 observe de .... elopments now 
Normaf;ry has established the ground rules £ 
for future adventure games. 

81111B ralina: 8BUBn out of tBn 
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Bun Griffon 

Nllht vision (above) Is Just one of 
the options which make the lame 
more vlsualty dlallearlng 

la Ihrary strategic shoot 'em ups (if that IS an 
acceptable description of 5uch games as 
Shellshock and Krazy Ivan. amongst 

others) are very seriously suffering from 'mixed 
bag syndrome' at the moment. Given the power of 
32bit machines. together they have the potenlialto 
form one of the most playable and technically 
impressive genres of games. but through lack of 
adequate care in design. as much average product 
filters through as quality. 

Gun Griffon falls into the former category. The 
first and most heinous crime committed is in the 
quality of its visuals. The positive graphical aspects 
are vaned scenery, undulating landscapes. an 
acceptably Wide range of enemies to encounter 
and relatively smooth movement The negal1ve 
aspects are unimpressive explosions, poor 
defi nition on some objects and ghrching of scenery 
when viewed close up. However. the overriding 
fault (and it's one that really does impair the 
gameplay) is that most of the eight huge levels are 
far too dark and muddy. 11 may be that the colour 
scheme was used for reasons of realism or 
atmosphere. but the truth is. for the most part. it's 
harder 10 see what's going on than it needed to be. 
Whether It'S the night vision goggles. the Slormy 
weather around the Great Wall of China or the 
mist in the icy scenario, the problem of poor 
visibility remains. One solution is 
to turn up the brightness on your 

monitor. This helps very slightly. but in turn washes 
OUl what little vibrancy the colours had and leaves 
you viewing the game through a haze of whiteness. 
Original visuals and simulaTed weaTher conditions 
are to be applauded if They enhance The 
atmosphere or challenge in an intelligent and 
measured way. In Gun Gnffon. these Visual 
conditions merely frustra te the player. 

The gameplay is also no! without liS 

problems. The eight missions are enormous 
and involve the player piloting an AWGS 
mobile suit around Eurasia sorting out a 
vaneI)' of military problems. The difficulty IS 
set fairly high and some effort has been made to 
vary the missions - half of them require thought. In 

both strategy and technique. In order to work out 
the best approach to complel1on. But it's the 
structure of The miSSions That leTS The game down. 
Each miSSion takes place WIThin a restricted area 
(square or rectangular 10 shape I. and within this 
Sll the dozens upon dozens of enemy uOIfS. The 
aim. excepting a few deViations 10 pick off specific 
TargeTs. IS to simply trawl from one Target 10 the 
nexl finng frantically until each and every last one 
IS destroyed. What's more. all this has to be done 
WlthlO a lime hmlt. The problem this throws up is 
that it's all too frequently the case that the time 
hmit runs OUI Just as you're about 10 complete a 

~--''''.' " i _........ . . -

miSSIOn, thus forCing you 10 play through the 
whole drawn-ouT experience again and 
again. It does the longevity of the game no 
harm at all. but it can become very liresome. 
cancelhng out the benefits of the attempts to 
make the missions varied. Shorter. self
contained sections Within Ihe larger mission 

-- ,. . , . '\ -. 

On the positive side. some of the enemy 
hardware Is very Iilrge and Impressive 

-, \- -

would have improved maners conSiderably. 
After extended play the determination to finish 

a mission does. to a certain degree. keep you 
playing. but the frustration is always There and in 
the end Gun Griffon remains merely a competent 
game spOiled by muddy Visuals and £ 
sprawhng. undiSCiplined level design. 

BIIOB fat/no: "1Ut: out of ten 

Format: Saturn 
Publisher: Game Arts 
Developer: In house 

Price: ¥S.800 (£40) 
-'R'e~lease: Out now (Japan) 

TIN! .. pIosl .... "'1.be very bIJ. but 
they're not partku rIy devt:r 

• 

Kiev Is covered In snow .nd fo;, 
m.klnglocatlng.nd destroying Its 
trilln more difficult (.bove) 



T
he merging of teCh. nolcgy. intellectual propertieS and 
desIgn lalent IS the sIngle biggest challenge facing 
interactive entertamment. While the mafOriry of 

videogames continue to scamper down the XlOle narrow path, 
often satisfying The lower common dfnominator of co me 
taste. muhime;Jra4 for want of a b ter term) is slowly makln 
good use of i tkoad base of res rees and is tackling a far wtder 
remit. As j"i 'Y'the majorily of jideogames. the quality threshold is. 
still univrsl'ly low. but developers afe beginning to grasp the 

fundamf~l ~o"cept of interaCIIVlty. making some ([).ROMs Cl 

pleasurt JO navigate. instead of a chore. 
BesiOts Cl sdt<tl0n of videogame-relared books and seductive 

te<:hno-gadgetJy. nuMedld starts WIth a look al 10IeractlVe mUSiC 
CD-RQMs. From the current lorch bearer. Sling's All ThIS nme. to 
the lowly embarrassment of )unehsm. CD-ROM has the potential 
to embellish music with a wealth of mformatlve and enferta(nigg 
annexes. Similarly, g en the mcreasing common ground shart'd t' 
by the exponent! of electronIC music and rhO51' woricing I:ft tbe 
videogame industry (Just as Lefrfield powers Wi~tit. 
contemporary lechno manages to sound like the C64!). Edge has 
selected albums that. through their use of technology. are blurring 
musical boundanes and shapmg the fUlure of contemporary 
mUSic. The approachmg symbiOSIS of VJdeogame and music 
companies will be Interesting to watch. 

While nuMedia is another example of Edge augmenling trs 
videogames focus wiTh coverage of a wider agenda. Its core focus 
is still on videogames. not 10 be ousted by a mix of more 
extraneous content. Edge will continue 10 cast an even more 
discerning eye over videogaming. by consistently "7\ 
unearthing the technology. software and pioneers that r=-
shape the future of interactive entertainment. 

in association with 

( 
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Hard Target 

• James Adams 
• Michael Joseph Ltd. £9.99 
• ISBN 0-7181-.41 17-7 
.,10 paet'S 

~ 
alional defence departments 
and inTelligence agencies 
aren't The only ones to feel 

The pinch of post·Glasnost redundancy. 
Spy fiction writers have also been 
forced 10 evolve and diversify. and 
Hard Target latches onto the ntw 

HARD 
TARGH 
Lau~'r·guided loner. David Nash 
Thriller fiction's new C'vbenPt 

James Adams 

public enemies - international (nme 
~yndlcal~ drug car1el~ unwnclioned 
anTIs dealt''' and. yes. hacken. 

Aurhor James Adams re<:enrly 
flined wlIh The sphere of Vldeogaming 
by scnpnng AcuVlSlon's 5pycrafr. and his 
expenence as Cl defence JournalisT 
means he's al his most readable when 
panmg on aUThentic setTer service 
ane<:dotes or relatmg mllllary 
procedures. The premise IS intriguing 
and contemporary. posing the quesnon. 
who do you think is now emplo)'lng all 
those agents and 'speClahsIs' trained for 
the (old war? 

Ifs jusl cl shame thallne 
charaClemallOn hasn't caughl up. 
Prol,)gonisl DaVld Nash remains the 
classIC rogue male. Cl loner WIth honed 
survrval mSlinm who shoots and Slabs 
his way from one c1ande5lme incident 
10 Ihe next WIth only a token pause for 
remorse. HIs two'chmenSlonal 
acquaintances are introductd by the 
make and calibre of their preferred 
firearm. and the dialogue IS a vehicle 
for explanation rather lhan 
development. If a novel want~ to 
addr~ bIOlogical weaponry WIth any 
degree of senousn~ no hero should 
ever be allowed to deliver Ihe cliche. 'If 
something like that were to get Into 
the wrong handr.-· I page 91 ). 

UnfortunateI}' for Adalm the book 
i~ being sold on Its hi-Iech espIonage 

,-'illillimCOIa ~ 

Dogz 
• PF Mag1C 
• P( or Mac (dual formal CD) 

I
f you're the wn of person 
who lust can't use Their PC or 
Mac WIthout a custom 

desktop background and Homer 
Simpson samples for every pOSSIble 
actiVIty. then I(S qUite poSSible thaT a 
pel dog livine on your hard dnve 
WIll seem a logical 
progress.ion In 

personaliSing your 
hfeless box of 
technology. 

Dogz certainly i!>n" 

a n!'W idea. Years ago 
many a Commodore 64 
owner chuckled with 
malicious glee watclllng theIr tIny 
virtual house Ruest turn green WIth 
starvation. in Oavid (rane's Unle 
(fHTlpurer P~ple. and Pf MagIC'S ntw 
'pet on your PC IS nOThing but an 
update on Ihat crusty old gem. Aher 

'adopllng' your pup (who grows to be 
a 'proper dog In around four months. 
SO long as he IS fed and pampered 
like all good puppies should be) 
you'l1 eITher find the clevt'rly-ammared 
hound a constant hindrance to 
productivity. as you teach hIm to 
balance a ball on hIS nose and roll on 
hIS back. or. alternatIVely. incredIbly 
annoymg. as he constantly howls for 
a"ention I at which pOint a quick 

dlsclphnary squirt Wllh 
the waler spray 

can cause 
immense 

satisfaction) . In 
any case you'll 

need 10 feed him 
4Mb of free RAM. 
alongside any 
open appliCaTions. 

should you want 
your dog instanlly available for Ihal 
quick game of tag, 

Takmg the idea maybe a httle 100 
far, there IS now a Dogzwt'b sIte 
(hrrp:/lww.v.pfmaglc.com/ dogz! ) 

The Dig'---_ 
• Alan Dean Foster 
• Core .. £4.99 
• ISBN 0-552-1 .... 90-8 

F
rom rhe epic 
LucasAns CD-ROM, 
The Dig follows the 

SIOry of Boslon low, NASA 
shutTle commander 
eXTraordil'laire who shies 
away from the Jimehghtln 
favour of his quiet coaSTal retirement, 
When an asteroid threatens 10 collide 
WIth the earth. Low's sent up into space 
WIth bog-standard CTf!:W eXlra (who 
leaves the plot very shortly). a scientist 
(for those all important explanallOns) 
and a female reporter (for plOT 
development), Their plan 10 alter its 
course falls flat when. surprise surprise. 

thrills. yet it's here Tha! he seems mOST 
uncomfortable. Readers WIth the 
shghtestlnteresT in VR or the InTeme! 
will find Hard Targe;s toe-dipping 
clumsy and occasionally laughable. and 
the reliance on dubious gizmos to 
advance the plot puts a new Spin on 
deus ex machina. 

That you are able 10 Ignore such 
inadequacies IS a credll 10 The 

11 tum~ out to be an ahen 
crah. whIsking them off to 
a strange n!'W world'H 

Game plo~ may be 
improving. but they never 
really stand up to literary 
critici~m - the commander 
IS rugged. the SCientist 
weak and eXClIable. the 
reporter head~trong. and 
Ihe alien world weird and 
mystical. Stuffed full of 
predictable IWlStS. 

contnvances. lnconsislencies and 
repetlllon. this IS quite an enjoyable 
read for exactly those reasons. Foster's 
style is easY1;olng yeT smooth and 
effiCient. making for non'laxing entry
level sedi at Its best from the master of 
novthsatlon responsible for rhe 
Ahen senes and Spellsinger. 
among oThe~ 

ImpresSIVely frenetic pace Adams' 
portrays. The action. machismo and 
sadlSIlC VIolence WIll prOVIde pa~sing 
thnlls for the undemanding reader. But 
there's somethIng paradOXIcally old
fashIoned about thIS caper. and you 
can almOST sense a yeamlng for the 
days when The bad guys gave 
themselves away by 
pronouncing Ihelr 'w's as Vs. 

For anlmallonn who feel their work hours could be spent more 
productively nurturing a puppy. Dogr provides the perfect answer 

al whkh you can reglsler your new 
best fnend and even enter him/ her In 

VIrtual Dogz shows. Although after 
wading through page after page of 

'mulI mugz' snapshots you Just mll5ht 
end up asking yourself why you spent 
so much money on a personal 
compuler In the fll'!.t place. 



Modified 
FrEQuency 

~ 
hlle the musIC Industry 
grapples with the problem of 
creating mUSIC CD-ROM 

'product" which might 'shift in 
megaunils'. Modified. Cl bunch 
of painfully hip lads from BaTh. have 
fashioned frEQuency, a mUSIC and 
vi~als CD-ROM which will ~nd all 
nghl-thlnkmg dubbers wuh PCs and 
Macs inlo raptures. 

FrEQuf'ncy thrusts you behind Cl 

reahst1C-looking mixing desk. with all 
manner of electronic kit gathered 
below Cl sort of projector screen area. 
Chck on different items of kit. and 
you'll launch loops and samples. or el!>e 
ab5lracr. frenelic and strangely 
disqUletmg V1!.Ual~ such as you mlghl 
find in Cl video accompanying a release 
by some art-house techno band. 

An impossibly huge slore of MIDI 
flies means you can create mUSK 10 sui! 
any mood. once !)afely ensconce-d 
be-hind frEQuencis mixing de-sk. 
Jungle-. hip hop. trip hop. trance- and 
te-chno be-ats. apocalyptic vocal sample-s. 
chille-d abstract warblings and whooshy 
atmosphe-ncs can all be set off as 
required. Getting mellow? Just drop 
the becll and add some more effws 

Sound~ of the City 

You may well be- familiar with the 
Sounds of The- [H), serie-s of above
average house musIC compilations. 
showcasmg tracks from collections of 
labels based in wme of the UK"s major 
citie-s. They"re good enough nOI to have 
drowned under the relentle-ss flood of 
house nfUsic comptlations on the 
market. The- Manchester crew. 
consisting of three labels: UFG. Planet .. 

and. hey pre-sto. you've got an ambIent 
track. You can even get the visuals to 
noodle around in a chIlled manne-r. if 
required. or pull in bils of your 
favourite mUSIC COs. 

ThIs. sure-Iy. IS the pOlm whe-re 
CD-ROM technology and mUSIC meet to 
Ihe greale-sT effecT. wiTh you controlling 
your own warped audio-visual world. 
This is also the only C[}ROM Edge has 
ever seen whIch works best when 
you're completely blasled. FrEQuency 
offe~ a TanTahsing ghmpse of The 
fUTure. and iT IS already mushrooming 
Thanks TO a big new Modified website 
comaining heaps of extra MIDI files. Be 
warned: 11 needs a quick machine with 
a decem !>Cund card. although 100 
and PlayStation ve~ions are planned: 
and. aT the trme of writing. It was STill 
not ready TO ship - Edge's copy lacked 
such mceties as an install program. BUT 
if you manage to track down a copy. 
steal the money to buy it. if necessary. 

This is the- fi~t music CD-ROM with 
a funCllon beyond mtlking some fat-cat 
arlisfs fanbase of even more hard
e-arned wedge. Make sure you buy a 
copy before the- mUSiC indUSTry ripS off 
its baSIC tdea and gives tt the 
corporate treatmenT. 

Suppl ier Modified 
Pllltfonn Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Mac 
Pri(eTBA 

and FantastIC. have gone a step further 
Than the oThe~ by creating a CD-ROM 
ve~ion of Their compilalion. This is a 
fairly typical multimedia CD-ROM. wllh 
large amounts of digmsed video. Ifs 
split into Three sections. entl1led The 
Labels. Interactive Manchester and 
Virtual DJ. The fi~T two sections are a 
predictable mixture of cheerfully 
amateurish video introductions and 
COpIOUS Textual informaTion. BUT 
potentially the mOST exciTing sectIon is 
the VIrtual DJ bOOTh. 

Sting 
All This Time 

S
ting has rather a reputation 
for bemg a conSTant source of 
irriTaTion. with hIS whmy voice. 

pompous musings on The nature of 
songwriting. embarrassing forays mto 
the Amazon and so on. 

Thanks TO All This Time. iT is now 
clear that he IS aware 
of This. And that he IS 
troubled by it It is 
clear. because he 
spends a good 
proportion of All ThiS 
Time making fun of 
himself. In facl. All 
This Time leaves you 
thinking Sting should 
get himself a new PR 
person. because the 
CD·ROM glve-s him 
the chance 10 be 
Inte-lligenl. 
thoughTful and even 
a lad anarchic. 

Phlhps has obviously sunk a lot of 
money into All This Time. It IS 
beautrfully produced. placing you in an 
eerie. medieval islandscape. strewn 
with buildings inside whIch all sorts of 
odd occurrences take place. Carefully 
concealed about the island are a 
number of Tarot cards - collect all 
these and Sting himself win Tell your 
fortune. While you stumble around 
looking for them. you mighT find Sting 
talking about death. or giVIng you a 
flash of his digitised neTher regions 
while he performs hiS yoga exercises. 
Or you can conSTruct a rather trip
hoppy Sting tune of your own. by 

Enter this. and you are treated 
to digiTised video footage shOWIng 
MancheSTer's top OJs giving 
their pet OJing tips - some useful. 
some fatuous. After thl~ 
imroducllOn. you are inVIted to 
pick one of two record boxes. and 
are taken to a virtual OJ booth 
with graphical representations of 
a pair of Technics decks flanking 
a cros~·fader. 

At last. you might think. 
~omeone has finally realised how easy 
it would be to create an accurate. 
working virtual replica of a Dj's booth, 
But alas. you soon realise that all you 
can do is place record~ on your decks. 
set them playing from [he beginning 
and crudely mix between them. You 
can't cue tracks to particular poinTS or 
adjust their ~peed. ~o mixing i~ oul of 
the quesllon. let alone teachmg 
yourself trick~ like scratching or spin-

nuvlew ~ 

clicking on two blue turtles TO launch 
looped MIDI files. Or you can liSTen to 
Sting telling you stories about how 
spaced-out Bob Oylan is. Or waTCh The 
man himself in a Vic and Bob sketch 
which is particularly funny. even for 
those two. 

Of all the music C[}ROMs produced 
by major label acts. this is. without even 
a shadow of a doubt. the best Which. 
for !>CmI' trendy Stmg hale~. maybe a 

revelatIOn hard to cope With, All This 
Time sllll conforms to the music CD
ROM format pioneered !>C lamely by the 
like~ of Peter Gabriel. Prince. The 
Rolling Stones and The Cranbernes. 
But. if Sting's public image doesn't 
irritaTe you TOO much. you might want 
10 check out All This Time. Admlltedly. 
when Edge received AIf This Time. the 
notion of reviewing a CD-ROM based 
upon Sting did not partIcularly inspire. 
BUT. Thankfully, some things In thIS 
mull1media world steer clear of ~ 
the chche. Thl~ IS one of them. ~ 

Publiwr Pnilips 
~orm Window!; 95 
Pric:e Tl!A 

back~. Hopefully somebody will seize 
thiS excellent idea and execute it in a 
l(>Ss shamelessly paThetic manner. Until 
then. Sounds of The (iI)'. however poor. 
will have to suffice. Sounds of The City 
can be found on [he internet at ~ 
hTtp://www.~otc.com. 'l.....::S 

Publisher Sounds of The City 
PriceTBA 
Platform Windows 3.1, Windows 95. M~( 



Junglism 

J 
u"ilism claim~ 10 be "he full 
story of the jungle mu~ic 
phenomena' communicated 

through 'an exciTing mull1medla 
environment'. In reality. il is an 
exploitative and poorly put together 
multimedia mish mash. 

magazine articles and I~ten to jungle 
music. Admittedly, the flyers are 
beautifully deSigned, but is il realty 
wonh paying El 'j TO look althem? 

The besT bits are rhe Space Temple 
and Club, where you can mess about 
wiTh Ihe music and add breakbeal5 
and samples, ThiS really should have 
been the centrepiece of the CD - ItS the 
only vaguely inTeraCllve elemenl. 

CO Vision's iOleOlion IS earnest and 
worthwhile. bUT Ihere's so lITtle, arn:llt's 
so appallingly pUI Together, EOIhuslasm 
IS never an excuse for amaleumm. 
Certainly. If Jungle was as bad as ~ 
thi!.. no-one would hsten to 11, 'L5 

Divided 1nl0 SIX interaclive rooms 
(hIdden in and around cl blurry 
cilySCape). allium Qui 10 be variations 

on {he !.amI! theme. In The Re<ord 
Shop you can lislen 10 Jungle musiC. 
look through f!yen and magazJnt'S. and 
read artisr b,~ (by c.hckll1g on Ihe 
relevanl Icons). In Ihe UVlng Room you 
can. yes. look through flyeT1. read 

Proohocv- CD VISion 
PrIce: £24.99 

In the living room. players u n I'HId flyers and maZilzine artides or 
just try to sbly awake. The juncle mobile (Inset) Is equalty soporific 

..... H:Outnow 

/' music 
Underworld 
Second Toughest in the Infants 

T 
href yeaTS after Iheir 111'51 album, 
Dubno~sswithmyheadftliJn, UndeJWorld have 
lost neither their penchant for greal album 

lilies or their ability to 
create diSlinctlve music. 

~ond Tou6hesrls 
anOlher foray InlO The 
group's smoky den of dub 
sleaze and quaSi induslrial 
techno. The distinctive lyrics. 
gUllar samples and lazy 
beals of Dubnobass... are 
back. bur here the original's weird indle dance 
leanrngs have been removed, 

Ahhoulilh nOI qUlle rhe subveTSlve, heterogeneous 
maslerpl«e Iha! was Dubnobass- Second ~ 
Toughest is still a hauOllng trip, Dub noir. ~ 

Man With No Name 
Moment of Truth 

Concept in Daoo! 

M 
omem of Truth is no sample4aden exercise 
for lechno trainspollers. bur a raTher pohshed 
slice 01 Goa or psychedehc trance - a Slraln of 

te<hno that. 10 a 
roundabout way, has lIS 
TOOlS embedded in the wn
soaked sand off Ihe we-sl 
coasl of India. Fast. multi
layered synths are hllered 
wilh the kind of melodies 
and aural hooks thal used 
10 pul!.e from the C64 in its 
heyday, That's not 10 say ,hiS doesn', kick hard - m 
places ir poslllvely hammers. and occasionally - as With 
spirited club favourite, Floor ES!.ence - with 
enough verve TO floor an elephanT. Happy hippy ~ 
techno for game musIc head!.. L..5 

Various 
Tekken: Windermere. the jungle mixes 

Ne 

J 
vc has persuaded Bnllst! June1e superstars 10 

remlx the Tekken !tOundlrack - although 
you'd be hard pu!ohed !O re<0lilnl!.e any s!raln 

of the original. 
lemon 0 gets the ball 

roiling With a rather 
Eastern-tinged, syn!h-Ied 
affair perched on top of an 
extremely meaty. ye! 
~Ilow, ba!oS-line. lemon 0 
and Ollhnja don't qUite hit 
lOp fonn Wllh variations on 
a mlnrmal drum-and-bass .heme. alrhough Lemon 0'5 
dreamier effort JUSI pipS 01lhnJa's dark. srnng-Iaden 
reworkmg. Bes. are Dub.ronix·s dub and te<hno
Influenced mIXes. underpinned by nice clean ~ 
breakbea.s whlCh never threaten 10 get frenelic. l....::::J 

Faithless 
Reverence 

"""'-.-
Cl elillnnrne Wllh a lumbenng rap and ending 

• Wllh the near unconscIous ambie",e of 
Dnftlne Away. Revet?nce IS one 01 .ho!.e rare 

albums rhat realty deserves 
Ihe overused lag 'e<leclic'. 

Creared by OJs Rollo 
and SlSler Bhss.. along with 
vanous other collaboraton. 
Reverenu sways effonlessly 
between mUSICal styles. 
laking In anrhemic house. 
Ie<hno and bluesy ballards 

;;J~\\,\ 
(lf/ ~W~ 

• ~ \ I ~ f S ('I!' 

along the way. Everything works perfeclly. wllh 
divergent sounds mergin/illo/ilether rather than grallng 
uncooperatlvely. In all. Revet?nce Will make 
a marvellous aural accompanrmentto the 
impendin/il Brillsh summer. 

(ygnus X 
~etrical 

""" 
T

he me 01 Irance has led 10 a plethora of new 
albums from anlsts who fuel the liehter Side 
of lechno. ThiS admrrable debut release from 

electroniC maestro, Mallhlas 
Hoffman. is a welcome 
excursion InlO the stonier 
ground of Germanic trance. 

AsIde from the 
occaSIonal groovy 
breakbeats and ethniC 
warbling. Hypermetncal 
relies on an mSISlent. synth
laden fonnula enriched Wllh perky, flullenne 
melodIes. Only the fmale, the hypnoucalty·orchestrated 
Orange Theme, tones down what is es!.entially a full 'on, 
melalllc trance workoul from a musician thal 
clearly doesn'llrke 10 fart around. 

System Seven 
Power of Seven --F

or thelT founh album as System 7, ex prog 
rocker Sieve HllIaee and partner Miquelle 
Glraudy have come up With yel anolher trippy 

assonmenT of amblenl 
meandenng\-

The flTSI SIX rracks 
remalO m Orb counTry. Wllh 
hypnollc synth rambling 
over chuggrng old-school 
beat!.. Davy Jones' Locker 
Inlroduces a rumbhng dub 
ba~ TO liven IhlngS up. bUT 
Power 0' Seven doesn't really move until the three 
tracks whIch make up The album's 'Osmosis Suite'. 

As chlll·out mUSIc. Power of Seven works well - but 
if there's a new direction for ambient 10 go in, 
System 7 aren't in a rush 10 find il. 



Nokia 9000 

Cl 
evealed for the first time al 
the CeBlI show in Germany 
two months ago (see E11 ). 

'he Nolda 9000 is an ·integrated 
dlgllal communical1Ons TOO l" whICh 
includes mobile phone. fax. emal\. 
Interne, and address book facllllle!>-
It also happens '0 fit m the palm of 
your hand. 

WhE'n folded. thE' deVIce looks and 
OpE'rafes hkE' a 
slandard mobile 
phone. However. 
when 0pE'ned. the 
fax.. emall. interneT 
and addr~ book 
funcl/ons can all 
be operaled VIa 
the keyboard and 
a single uSE'!" 
intE'fiacE'. To send 
a fax.. for 
example. the U!.er 

presses Ihe fax applicaTion bunon. 
wriTes a nOlt and selecTs the reCIp'ent 
from The addre~s book. 

While Ihe case IS open The phone 
can slIll be used ~ hands free 
meaning you can type and Itllk at the 
!>amt' lime. The Nok13 9000 can also 
be connecTed 10 cl PC and IS designed 
10 operaTe for an average working 
day on one battery charge. Ir Will 
be available In the UK 
thiS summer. 

.....•.•.•..................•.•...•.•.•.....•.••••••.••••••• 

SonyYPPY 

O PPY is a limired range of Ie-n 
customIsed Walkmans filled 
Wllh matenals !oUch as lacts. 

aluminium. fas'E'nE'~ and buckles. 10 give 
them all a charaClenSl1( ·designer· look. 

BUI arE'n·' Walkmans ~ 

suppoSE'd 10 be 1nCOnSplCuou~? L.....=S 

nuview i 

( gallgcls antJ gcar 
- " 

( 

realed by (hthea fashion emponum. Million Dollar. and fearunng 
Desieners Repubhc mOI,f~ the W,pt!Out clothing offered In (31 's 
competitIon provoked a masSive reader mponse. 

For Ihose nOI lucky enough 10 Win. bUT still inTerested in owning some. the whole 
range of W,pt'Out garb is available from Million Dollar"s own shop in Chelsea as well 
as MAS.H in Oxford Streel and Fhp In Soho. 

Million Dollar have also (ome up WITh twO Tekktn T -stnns and are 
currenTly working on a range of Par-Man gear. 

Minipod speakers 

U 
nselfconciously billed as a 
·cyber organic expenence' by 
designe~ Blue Room. the 

minlpod !opeaker IS the newest 
installation In the company"s Alien 
Hardware Colleerion t which also 
Includes the Hou!.e and T echno Pod 
speaker;). 

Available 
m whiTe. 
black. red or 
blue. The 
mimpod IS 
rather 
amorphous in 
design. inspired perhaps by The bio' 
te<:hnology of HR Geiger or The organic 
exploraTions of Wl1ham Larham. 

Ellher way. The speakers are a 
sleek contraST 10 the usual shoe box 
eHons and. With B4W Speakers raking 
care of The acouStlC engmeenng. They 

Wipeout I'. ' from £11.99 to 09.99 TeI 0171 3767668 

have a range and sound quahTy to 
match their aesthetic allrlbuTes. Blue 

Room also has Its 
own re<:ord label. 

Blue Room 
Released. which 
caTers for 'he 

growing 
follOWing behind 

psychedehc IrancE'. Pubhshed anls~ 
mdude T olal Eclip!.e (France) . Etnica 
(ITaly) and Damsh trance 
maestros Kox Box. 

Sony YPPY from £50 to 80 TeI 0181 78'1 1144 Mlnipod sp'.UnI £400 TeI 01903 524801 

rcompclilion 

SONY 
Win a Sony MiniDisc layer 

I 
rltroduttd by Sony In 1992. ;:rnd IrItende-d to rival the cas~nr. Ihe MlniDtsc comes in 
two form~ " premastered and rKordable. The larter uses maenelo-opliurllKhnolOi\' 
and urn rKon:! from CO with no loss of quail!)'. Funhe-rmore. )'OU clln re-rKon:! on the 

same d& a mllhon nmes Wlthoul dererioranor"l. 
Apan from rhe MlIlIDtsc·S obvIou~ advantage rn terms of !-Ouoo quah!)' aoo sne. Sony·s lOP' 

of-Ihe-ranae l'fion:!lne playff. Ihe MZ·Rl ha~ len SKOoo~ of ~ock--resislanr mMlOT)' pl~ a full 
wire of edltine frarurn indudme rhe 6bllil)' to add. delele ond even chanee rhe order of tracks. 

In conjunction wllh Sony. E&ee M~ one MZ-fl1 plll)'er (worth [-400 I ro eiye aw,)y. To 
srand a chall(e of wmning IL !>Imply amwer the follOWing qut\rion on a postcan:! or ~Iope 
(along W1m)'OlJr name aoo addrns I aoo posI ;110 SONY MINIOIS<: COMPETITION. E. 
I't.,.zrne. 10 Monmeurh SfTHr. a. ,h "'Yen SAl l BW. CO~lIrlon clO\ts June 9. 1996. 

Q. In wtwl yrar wa~ Ihe Sony Walknwn 1111,""uu4 10 lhe _rid? 



arcadeview 

Is the 3D beat 'em up bandwagon buckling under the weight of 
its passengers? Capcom enters this most congested of arenas 

Star Gladiators 
Developer: (apcom 

UK release date: TBA 
Origin: Japan 

The rraphlcal effects in Sta, Gladiator mimic Toshinden.2 to some 
degree. with flashes of light and spark bursts when contad is made 

Rather than being 
based on hand-to--hand 
combat Star C/adlators 
employs weapons 

hile the irrepressible 
milrch of technology can 
only represent good 
news for the arcade 
goer, arcade operators 
are suffering as coin-op 

hardware costs escalate (a Sega Model 2 
PCB, by way of example, docks in at 
around the £2,000 mark). Following 
Namco's and Sega's efforts to produce 
cheaper units On the form of the 
System 11 and ST·V boards, respettivety) 
Capcom has produced Its own low--cost, 
PlayStation·based architecture. 

Eschewing the typical orientally-.styled 
setting favoured by the majority of fighting 
games, Star Gladiators is set in a futuristic 
world and features characters rangmg 
from the robotic to the alien to the 
mutated. In keeping with current trends, 
each uses its own weapon - an axe, a 
spear and a dagger being among them -
and the majonty of combat is conducted 
through their use rather than unarmed 
attacks with the hands or feel 

As well as the now-standard range of 
special attacks, each character has the 

ability to grow in size, at which point the 
game camera zooms out to re-frame the 
action. Varied 'camera work' looks like 
being one point set to differentiate Star 
Gladiators from the likes of the Virtuo 
Fighter games, in fact, seeing Capcom go 
to great pains to make the action appear 
as fast. dynamic and exciting as possible. 

It may not be Street Fighter Iff -
capcom is rumoured to have gone back 
to the drawing board on that title after 
seeing what Sega has achieved \-vith Virtuo 
Fighter 3 - but Star Gladiators is a solid 
first step into the third dimension £ 
for Ken and Ryu's parent 

When characters chanJe form and grow, the active camera ~~s out 
to best display the action. adding speed and fluidity to each fight 



Viper Phase 1 

While the vlsuals look 
destined to impress, the 
teal work has been 
made on the game's AI 

Developer: Seibu 
Kaihatsu 

UK release date: Out now 
Origin: Japan 

f Capcom's niche is fighting 
games then /esser..Jmown 
Japanese softco Seibu 
Kiiihatsu's must be vertically~ 

scrolling shoot 'em ups - most famously 
its popular Raiden series. 

Its latest effort owes much to those 
games, offering simultaneous tvvo-player 
gameplay over eight stages of varied 
terrain, with five types of upgradeable 
weapon - standard vukan beam, 

5eibu Kafhatsu' 5 new 386-1N1sed 
$PI·31 coln-op board (right) _epts 
slot-in ,ame data boards (left) 

wideshot,laser beam, .napalm and missile. 
Perhaps the most notable difference 

between it and its forefathers is its 
difficulty strudure. lOe Important 
difference between Viper Phase 1 and 
Raiden is that the new game is always 
going to match the player's leve!,' says the 
game's lead programmer, Mr. $akai. 'The 

arcadeview 

The Viper Phase I clevefopment team: 
SakaI"san and Sasaki--san (coctinl) .nd 
Ohtake-san (codln, and I'aphksl 

board makes intelligent cala.Jlatlons in 
order to determine the skiU of the player. 
The market at the moment is filled with 
fighting and raong games and we are 
trying to attfad people who haven't played 
shoot 'em ups for a while. That's why we 
developed this intelligent difficulty level 
setting. so that players who haven't got 
experience with this type of game can try 
it out and make some progress.' 

Viper Phase 1 is the first game to use 
Seibu's SPI~32 motherboard, whose guts 
are an totel 386 DX attached to a custom 
graphics. processor, The game data sits on 
another board, operating in the system as 
cartridge software does in a console. As 
wen as providing a platform for future 
releases in simple plug-in format - Seibu 
currently has a plIZzie game in the works 
- this setup allows non-Japanese versions 
to be converted and released with ease. 

While the coin-op world goes polygon 
crazy around them, the developers at 
Seibu seem content to continue wringing 
life out of sprite-based conceptS, at least 
for the moment We don't want to release 
a typical 3D polygon game - we want to 
make a game that is different,. £ 
outstandin&' says Sakai-san. 

Simultaneous two-

f.1ayer .ameplay. made 
.mous by Ralden. 

features heavily in VP 1 

•....................•....... , .•..............•. , ..••.•..•...•.•........... 

Ultimate Tiger 2 

Aping Itoldeil's blue ud 
red power-ups, UltlmtJte 
nger 2 enables four 
levels of upgrade 

Developer: Toaplan 
UK release date: Out Now 

Origin: Japan 

ltimate Tiger 2 (aka Tokkyu 
Tiger) is essentially an 
extension of the original 1987 
shoot 'em up with touched up 

graphics and gam£!play smothered with 
the commonplace selection of power-ups. 

Perhaps the most notable new feature 
is the 'bomber' weapon, which destroys 
both enemies and their bombs in one 
apocalyptic, if short-ranged, blast 

Apart from the odd novel feature, 
i"lo'#ever, UT2 seems more align with 
classics Jike Raiden and Flying £ 
Shark, with little else to offer. 

.................................. 

lbe ...... ber'_ ..... 
(above) Is 1/12'. _ 
destrudl ... and gnphically 
Impressive feature 
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magi ne you've spent 
years training an athlete. 
honing his skills until 

he's arguably the fastest runner in 
the world. Then. jusl before The 
big ract' you tie his shoe laces 
together. Unthinkable? Not for 
Nintendo. which. by making N64 
cartridge·based. has done just 
that. How can it, or any member 
of ils 'Dream Team' possibly 
exploit the full potential of its 
super console on such a medium? 
Does il know something we don'l, 
or is it jusl in CD denial? I know. 
let's ask Square Soft. 

Paul Redgrave. 
Manchester 

No. Nmtendo hasn't JUS! done 
what you claim. The Nmtendo 64 
has been a cartridge-based 
formal since lIs inceptIon: 
companies developmg on the 

machme have been workmg 10 

the restramts of SIlicon based 
STorage from day one. 

Ninlendo is certamly 'm CD 
deniar. From the beginning it has 
been keen to differentIate its 
product from all other eXlstmg 
platforms and TI has been one of 
the most vocal of all vldeogame 
companies m dammng the non 
mteractlVlty spawned by the 
nature of compact dISC storage. It 
has conceded thal large ·volume 
storage is necessary in the 
development of vldeogammg, but 
behe1es the constramts of eXlstmg 
opl1cal formats to be far too 
hmlllng hence the 6400, a 

Is Ninlendo cuttina: the throat of the NM by iporing the potential of 
CD and maklna: tt urtridle-baHCf? Paul Red"ue seems to think so 

potentIally revolutionary 
magneto optICa l device, 

Square Soffs PlaySlal10n 
developmenT deal IS, In truth, 
shrouded in secrecy there's 
cenamly more to it than It SImply 
bemg a case of shunning the N64 
because of its reliance 
upon slhcon storage. 

ithout trying to insult 
anyone. I wonder just 
how much your readers 

actually know about Nintendo? 
Without a doubt, its marketing 
work in the mid-eighties was 
some of the best strategic warfare 
ever initiated by a foreign 
company. For that, it must surely 
be commended. And the rise of 
the company over the past 50 

years, mainly due 10 the masterful 
planmng of Hiroshl Yamauch1. IS a 
fantastic achievement. BUI, while 
everyone is currently hIgh in a 
wash of Intrigue and antlopatlOn. 
perhaps I could JUSt draw 
people's attentIon to a few pomts 
that I feel may clarify why 
Nintendo's latest announcement 
has not come as a surpnse to me. 

QUite frankly, Nintendo is 
renowned for making errors in 
the videogame business. Let me 
give you some examples, First, the 
original Famicom had to be 
recalled from CIrculation, due to 
the systems 'freezing' under 
certain circumstances. Secondly, 
Nintendo tried - and failed - once 
before. with a Famicom-type 
'bulky' drive. A system for which 

great games such as Dragon 
Quest and Super Mario Bros 2 
were released. The ill-fated SFC 
CD-ROM was promised on many 
occasions and never showed up. 
Some companies even got as far 
as to produce near·fmished 
software for it. The Super FX chip 
has never really been exploited to 
its original claims. The Super GB 
has been left to die. The Vlnual 
Boy - say no morel 

And now we have the hype, 
and sorrow of the Nintendo 64. 
This machine has seen three 
release dates come and go. surely 
Nmtendo has walled too long 
agamst the onslaught of the Sony 
PlayStatlOn. And WTlh what can 
only be regarded as blatant 
cheek. NC L expects people to buy 
the system and only four months 
later go OUl and purchase a data 
storage add-on. 

NCL claims canridges have 
been used because not only was 
CD-ROM technology too slow. but 
too expensive. It appears to me. 
that with long-term allies Square 
Soft recently depaning. a more 
realistic approach 10 memory 
should have been analysed. Is 
NCL really saying a bulky drive 
will be less expensive than a 
stand'alone N64 wilh quad-speed 
CD-ROM? Perhaps. realistically. 
and justifiably, it is Ihe great 
Shigeru Miyamoto whom we all 
idolise in the videogame business. 
and not Nintendo? 

lee Axon. 
Wt"st Benwell. Newcastle 

• 



Most bIg player!> 10 the vldeogame 
market most famously 
Nmtendo. Sega and Alan have 
had their fair share of 
disappointments and downnght 
faIlures durmg thelf eXIstence. 

Nmlendo has been walkmg a 
tightrope wlfh the N64 ever smce 
It was first announced under the 
monicker 'Project Reality', 
Regardless of the speculaTion that 
has followed the- machmE' to date. 
Nmtendo's achIevements wll1lruly 
only be open 10 Judgemem al the 
EleClromc Entertamment Expo 
show 10 May. when the N64 and 
ifS software becomes avaIlable for 
comprehenSIve hands on lesllng. 
Only then WIll I! be clear whether 
It WIll go down as another failure 

10 Nintendo's endeavour\. ~ 
or 115 magnum opus. 'L.S 

I seems 10 me that If 

Ninlendo really wanTS 10 
create the true family 

consumer product. IT has 10 adapt 
a different marketing stralegy m 
the USA and Europe from Its 
eqUivalent m Japan, 

The Japane~ launch strategy 
appea~ 10 be gomg for the 
'cu tesy' look of classIC chIldren's 
games aimed al rhe toy market, 
In Japan thiS wil1lmmechalely get 
children Interested and ~emg as 
Japanese adults like to keep their 
childhood rOOIS while still bemg 
intellectual about things (manga. 

ani me. etc are good examples of 
this adult taSTe coupled wllh 
childish appeal I. then in Japan 
the strategy will work and 
Nintendo may well achieve its 
ambitious goal of selhng three 
million units, In Europe and the 
USA its plans may need to be 
rewritten slightly, 

European consume~ seem to 
be a much more conservative 
group of people and the success 
of the Play$tation has shown thiS. 
Sony has cllmed its product at an 
older target group and thiS has 
encouraged adults that may not 
have been IOta videogames 
previously to buy into the market 
Wlth a powerful new entrant, 
The reason many adults in 
Europe do not play 
videogames IS simply 
because they still 
regard them as to)'5, 
and nOT a ~rious 
entenainment medium. 
The advent of the next 
generation of machines has 
broughT a higher price Tag and 
consequently an older TargeT 
group with more money, 

If Nintendo Thinks it can get 
away with sell 109 a SZ50 
machine wiTh as expensive games 
as it plans, to kids in Europe. then 
it is in a for a big disappointment, 
Most working or middle class kids 
(11 to 11 year aids) ThaT do 
play videogames won't be able to 

afford a pnce tag that high, 
Aiming at a shghtly older 

audience attraCTS most youngsters 
tOO, as it makes them feel as if 
they are being more mature 
going for a produCT that1s aimed 
at an audience they look up to. 

So. Nintendo. aim at the late
teens to early-ZOs consumer, as 
your opponents have. and you 
will attraCT the whole speCTl1Jm of 
consumers that you hope for, Aim 
at the toy market and the profiT 
margin you receive will be less 
than ideal. 

Ntil Amon. 
Merfon Park, Lond on 

Nmtendo doesn't see 
IIself as a consumer 

eleCTroOlCS 
manufacturer m 
the vem of Sony, 
merely a 
vldeogames 
company albeit 

the largest one m 
the world, And I1 

appears content to 
continue selVlcmg The perceived 
WOntS and needs of a 
marketplace wuh which It has 
enJoyed such Immense success 
wuh the NES, Game Boy and 
SNES. But ItS own branded 
sohware, headed up with figures 
such as Mano. LUlgl and Klrby, IS 
bemg Jomed by thlrd'party wares 
whICh demonstrate a distinctly 

The N64 will play host to a number of thlrd-lHIrIJ titles, such as Doom, which com.ln a hip level of violence, 
this suuests Nintendo Is all'Ndy movinl away from the 'cutely' approach penonlfled by Marlo (top) 

viewpoint ~ 

anll cute approach: the N6-4 
version of Doom has Ihe potential 
10 be one of the most reahsl1cally 
Violent vldeogames of all lime, 
while Midway's Imminent 
conversion of ItS beat 'em up 
COIO -Op War Gods and Rare's 
KIller Ins/mer (m whatever form 
11 takes I look sel to StaM the 
Mortal Kombar backlash 10 

mOllon all over agam, 
As you correctly note, 

however_ despite Nmtendo 
appeanng to have all bases 
covered With ItS proposed range 
of N6-4 sofTWare, IllS plaCIng less 
Importance on tappmg 1010 the 
conscIousness of Ihe 
rwenrysomethlOgs reached by 
Sony's and Sega's 12blt 
campalgm. But who IS 10 say Ihat 
now Sony and Sega have got th1s 
mature sector mvolved WIth 
vldeogammg. these people won't 
take notIce of Nmtendo's 
machine when It appears? Sony's 
taCTics have been seen as dOing 
the whole of Vldeogamlng a 
favour, and NlOtendo IS Just one 
company that stands to 
benefit from It, 

feel NinTendo has been 
much-maligned of late, 
wuh articles and letters 

throughoul The media both 
sceptical and susp1cious of the 
company, Whelher It is doubt 
over its slrategy - and apparent 
slolh 10 move with the next wave 
- or outright intimidation at its 
'restrICtive practices', alllhe voices 
I come across are negallve. 

This has 10 be deeper than 
sour grapes from a few 
PlayStation owners - who should 
be well satisfied wllh a machine 
of some merit which has been 
Widely available for over a year, 

They key word here IS 'vision'. 
It is my view that Nintendo has 
been justifiably cautious with the 
next generation, 1 D 
fundamentally affects the 
conception of games - historically 
games had no option bur 10 be 
Ihird-person, sprite-based ZD, 
fOrcing the development of 
charaCTer and the dynamiCS of 
interaction in whatever 
'narratives' were made available. 
First person is not automatically 
better. Eventually, people will 



viewpoi nt 
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realise Doom is essentially an 
empty experience as was 10 
Monster Haze (ZX81 ). or 
Ultima 1 (PC). Technology is not 
Cl magic word. 

From what I've seen. 
Nintendo has only been taking 
due (are over what is an enrirely 
new genre. Just as movies were a 
reinventjon of theatre during the 
awkward early period of silent 
cinema. 30 is the same. 

As Cl programmer in no way 
connected with Nintendo. I 
appreciate the wisdom in all 
parts of ilS vision. Name one 
other console sage enough 10 

Include an analogue input. 
Explain exaClly why the 
comparative restrictions of 
cartridge versus CD should do 
anything other than promote 
innovallon in the same way thal 
games have been innovative thus 
far. Come on and bore me 10 

deaTh about the hitherto 
unrealised 'great potentIaI' of full 
motion video and how the 
Nintendo 64 is crippled by not 
having 600Mb of storage. 

I say CD consoles are Crippled 
by having that amount of storage, 
Vou can fit the entire etymology 
of every word in the centuries
evolved English language on a 
smgle disc. and you intend 
someone to create as much value 
in scene data with videogames 
rushed into production over a 
maller of months? 

Square Soft IS Silly to abandon 
this platform - If If wanted loads 
of prerendered art for its 
Nmfendo 64 RPGs I agree if 
won't find it in a cartndge or the 
6400. but the Nintendo 64 is 
powerful enough to realtime 
render. and its magneto-optical 
discs are writeable so the current 
and next level could be cached by 
leavmg the console on after a 
game. The more that is 3D. the 
more that can transform. or 
incorporate real-world physics. I 
really feel that this aspect has 
been seriously undervalued -
games could hold persistent 
simulations. or be left to calculate 
wargame phases overnight. ' 

Cartridges are no' too small 
for 30. they are somewhat of a 
restrictive practice in that they 

give Nintendo a stronger control 
over product. but that's in the 
customers' best interest as it's in 
thiS way quality is controlled. 

N Harris. 
h versham. Kent 

To call Doom 'essentlally an 
empty expenence' IS hardly fair 
but. In the light of the mynad 
feeble. misgUided attempts at 10 
sohware seen smce the dawn of 
32blt console gaming. some of 
your observations are valid. 

Transfemng game deSign 
values from two to three 
dimenSions IS one of the biggest 
problems faced by developers at 
the momenr. WITh many opting 
merely to clone established 3D 
concepts such as Doom. any flight 
Simulator, and even ,hemes 
stretching as far back as Atan's 
tank combat claSSIC, Baf,lf!Zone. 
Those brave enough 10 try 
something new are expenencmg 
mixed results: Sony's Jumpmg 
Flash. desplfe Its longevity failings. 
IS one example of how new-style 
30 games can work. while Mlsslfe 
Command 3D falls down because 
of liS efforts to do somelhmg 
dlfferenl. Look out for a future 
Issue of Edee which Will address 
thiS area m deTail. 

The large capaCity of COS 

should never hamper game 
development. yet In every 
advance In home gammg, 
memory capacity IS abused In ItS 
Infancy: It was evident when 
gaming moved from 8bl' fO 

16bll. and currently remams a 
sufferance of every CD gamer. 
Uhlmately It IS nor a question of 
how much storage space IS 
available but one of there always 
being good quality games and 
poor quality games. regardless of 
whether they arrive on 8Mblt 
canndge. 650Mb CO or 64Mb 
6.00 dISk. 

Your pOint concernmg 
NlOtendo's quality control policy IS 
rather misgUided. The 'OfflClal 
NlOtendo Seal of Quality' has 
been a bone of contentIOn with 
Nmtendo garners for a long time. 
The packagmg definition claims 
that iTS appearance IS 'your 
assurance that Nlntendo has 
reViewed thiS product and that It 
has met our standards for 
excellence m workmanship. 
reliability and entertainment 
value' - hardly something that 
accurately applies to a vast 
number of dismal cartndges TO 
reach the shelves. 

Nmtendo's current efforts 10 

control the quality of external 
N64 game developmenl are to 

be heartily applauded, but how 
long Wl l1 l! be before we ~ 
see them relaxed? 1...S 

hat's al1 this fuss over PC 
graphic accelerator 
cards? Vou need a 

£1.500 to £1.000 J15MHz 
machine jusl to play fast 'arcade' 
games such as Rave Racer. Virtua 
FIghter, ere. 

Get real. PC owners, if you 
want to play the aforementioned 
games. invest in a console, 
Compare the PlayStation version 
of WIpeout 10 its tragic PC 
counlerpart. the same with 
Doom. Try getting Sega Rally onto 
a PC. Did somebody shout 
'Screamei? Don', make 
me laugh! 

Sure. the PC has its uses -
business. CD-ROMs and. oh yes. a 
useful way for anonymous 
perverts to trawl the internet for 
pornographic material. 

The bOllom line: you could gel 
both a Saturn and PlayStation 
plus a 33-inch Dolby ProloglC TV 
for about 'he same price as a 
half·decent Pc. There is no 
comparison between This and 
viewing a game on a pathetic 
l"-tnch monitor, 

P Pa te!. 
Dudley. We!>1 Mid lands 

ne bottom line: you could let both a Satum and PlayStatlon plus a Dolby Proloclc TV for about the 
same price as a half-decent PC' P Patel questions the attention pen to PC ",aphlc accelerator cards r 



Spi ce Is at . premium. but Jon 
Ashley would like to see more 
dross feMurecl ln Edge 

The PC games mark .. IS the 
laraest in the- world and tt's only 
eoif'll to expand as its 
temnology matures - and 
be<o~ mort affordable In the 
proctsS - hmce the attention 
pen to system uperades such as 
graphic accet~tor card!.. Ne"N 
chip5e1S 5UCh as Vldeologk', 
Povrer¥R boo" PC performance 
beyond that 01 exi""li 32bit 
consoles and it may not be Iona 
before Pes shrue off their 
uncomfortable image - the 
int~t from industry giants 
such as Nameo and $qa is 
certainly helpine. 

TheT-e always has and always 
will be room for computm In 

v;deojamine. To write off PCs in 
the- fashion )'OU have is ~ 

b"nk~ to SitJ the loa," 'LS 

:..11" "",1 you are relishing 
In your own hype and the view 
that you are holler rhan thou. 

I am lucky enough to own a 
PlaySration and 300. both being 
excellent machines in their own 
right. BuI recently Edge has Tried 
ifs hardesllo sink the 300 
without a trace. claiming no 
software worthy of a review 
within your hallowed pages. 
Well. I beg 10 differ. PGA 96, 
Captain Quazar, Bau/espart, 
Striker 96? Were Ihese nOI of 
high·enough quality? AI Ihe 
same lIme. though, you are 
willing to review substandard 
PlayStation games. 

So what's the problem? 
Surely Sony hasn't bought you 
off, too? I think you should 
reconsider your claim that you 
are a multi·format magazine as 
this could contradict the Trade 
Descriptions Act! 

Even in your lasl 100 
review, namely Faes af 

AIi InOl.you 
couldn't waIt 10 sink 
in your teelh. I'm nOl 
saying the game didn't 

have flaws. as 
it did, Even 

compared 
against 

Boxers Road on 
the PlayStalion you 

kept mauling and savaglOg. 
I may be loo slmphsl1c for you 
but I have played both of these 
games and Foes of Afi wins by 
three rounds, 

And now I understand there 
will be an increase on your cover 
price. Could it be the amount of 
revenue brought in by the pages 
and pages of advertS IS not 
enough? I wonder whether 11 IS 
in your plans to have a selected 
readership only? Wake up Edge 
and look around you. Magazines 
like X-Gen remind me of how 
you used to be, Unless you 
review your own laclics, Edge 
will be another has-been to join 
the big publisher in the sky, 

Jon Ashley, 
locks Heath . Southampton 

What. ilko X-6en._ mean? 
Selechng eames lor ",elUSIOn 

in festscrftn each month is not 
an easy task. For ~ '300 
owner Eqe plSses 011 !her< will 
be a Saturn owner and a PC 
owner f~ine that their machine 
lSn't getting enough c_ -
there's perhaps !"leVer been a 
truer case of not brine able to 
pie ... all 01 the people all 01 
the time than in produdne a 
maeazine which eaten for 
multiple formats. 

The truth is that !her< hasn'r 
been a J DO role ... WOt1II)' 01 
&let's attention in recent 
months - Banlesport and 
Captain Quazar are both V'e'fY 

ladcing titles. while I'IiA 96 and 
Striker 96 a .. me..Jy old eames 
given a Ii<k 01 new paint - and 
hardJy a groundb .. aIdng one at 
that Rest ........:I. when games 
worthy of our attention turn up, 
Eqe will cover them tn lull -
space pmnittine, 

In answer to your final 
paragraph. no covet'" price ~ 
rise is planned, 1....S 

.............. ~ ..................................................... . 
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Sell or trade in your used video games 
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